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G word order in questions 
✓ common verb phrases, classroom language 
P vowel sounds, the alphabet 

Hello. I'm 
Hi. I'm 	 

Nice to meet you. 

1 INTRODUCING YOURSELF 

a Introduce yourself to all the other students. Try to remember their names. 

b Can you remember? Does anybody in the class have...? 

• a very long name 
• a very short name 
• a name that's difficult to spell 

• a very traditional name 
• the same name as another student 

• an unusual name 
• the same name as a famous person 

from your country 

Po you 

Where do you 	2 	What school / university do you 

1 
	your job? 
	

What year 	you in? 

Po you 	any foreign languages? Which? 

2 GETTING TO KNOW EACH OTHER 

a Complete the groups of questions 1-5 below with a verb. 

b 1.1 Listen and repeat the FREE TIME questions. Copy the rhythm. 

c In pairs, ask and answer the questions. 	we live in the city and we do yoga. 
Can you find two things you have in common? 	  

2 JOB /STUDIES 
What clo you 	2  

1 HOME AND FAMILY 
Where 	you from? 

Where do you 	 

Po you 	any brothers and sisters? 

4 THE FUTURE 
Where are you going to 	 after the class? 

What are you going to 	 this weekend? 

3  FREE TIME 
What kind of music do you 	to? 

Do you 	a musical instrument? Which? 

Do you 	TV? What programs? 

Po you 	any sports? Which ones? 

What books or magazines do you  	 

5 THE PAST 
Where 	you born? 

Where did you 

What did you 

English before? 

last summer? 

4 

to? 



a Tuesday 

2 What day is it today? 

a Sunday 

b Thursday 

b Monday 

Telling the time 

3 What time is it? 

a 8:35 b 9:25 

a 9:45 b 10:15 

b  $50 

8 How much are the flowers? 

a $15 

3 GRAMMAR word order in questions 

a Can you remember the questions? Reorder the words. 

1 from are you where? 

2 watch you do TV? 

3 to music you what kind of listen do? 

4 English where you before did study? 

5 are do what you weekend going this to? 

b  0 p.126 Grammar Bank 1A.  Read the rules and do 
the exercises. 

4 LISTENING & SPEAKING 
a 	1.2 Listen and choose a or b. 

b In pairs, ask and answer the questions. 

What day is it today? 
What days do you have your English class? 

What time does the class start and finish? 
What time is it now? 

What's the number of your house or apartment? 

5 CLASSROOM LANGUAGE 
a Complete the teacher's and student's phrases. 

b  0  p.144 Vocabulary Bank  Classroom language. 

6 PRONUNCIATION vowel sounds, 

the alphabet 

a How do you pronounce the letters of the alphabet 
below? Use the sound pictures to help you. 

b Complete the alphabet chart with these letters. 

W G Y R J X 0 

c Practice saying the letters of the alphabet. 

d In pairs, play What does it mean? Think of six 
words that you can spell and pronounce. Then 
test another pair. 

What does "awful" mean? 
Very bad. 

How do you spell it? 
A-W-F-U-L. 

Days of the week 

1 What day of the week is the test? 

4 What time does the class start? 

5 When was the woman born? 

a 

6 What day does he want tickets for? 

a 

Numbers 

7 What number is the house? 

a  117 	 b 170 



G simple present 
✓ family, personality adjectives 
P third person and plural -s He likes movies. 

He doesn't smoke. 

Richard Taylor with his mother, Meg, and his friend Danny 

6 

1 VOCABULARY family, personality adjectives 

a Can you remember these words? 
Do the puzzle in pairs. 

1 The opposite of thin or slim is ... 
2 Your brother's wife is your ... 
3 Your sister's daughter is your ... 
4 Your mother's brother is your ... 
5 Your aunt's children are your ... 
6 Light hair is the opposite of ... hair. 
7 The opposite of short is ... 
8 Your brothers, sisters, 

cousins, etc. are your ... 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

b What's the " mystery word " ? 

c  0 p.145 Vocabulary Bank  Adjectives.  Do part 1. 

2 READING 

a Who do you think knows you better, your family 
or your friends? Why? 

b Read the introduction to the article. 

1 Who is Richard? 
2 Who is Danny? 
3 What do Richard's mother and Danny try to do? 
4 What does Richard have to do? 

c Now read what Richard says. Mark the sentences 
T (true) or F (false). Correct the false ones. 

1 He sometimes travels for his job. T 
2 He's friendly and outgoing. 
3 He likes music and parties. 
4 He prefers women who are shorter than he is. 
5 He likes women who talk a lot. 
6 He doesn't talk to his family about women. 
7 His mother doesn't think he's good at choosing girlfriends. 

d Guess the meaning of the highlighted words 
or phrases. 

Who knows you better, 
your family or your friends? 
In our weekly "test," single people who are looking for a partner 
ask their mother and their best friend to help. The mother 
chooses one partner and the best friend chooses another. 
The test is to see who can choose the best partner! 

This week's single man is Richard Taylor, a 26-year-old 
musician from Vancouver, Canada. His mother, Meg, chooses 
one woman, and his best friend, Danny, chooses another. Then 
Richard goes on a date with each woman. Which woman does 
he prefer? Who knows him better, his mother or his best 
friend? Who chooses the right woman for him? 

ill I usually work in Canada, but sometimes I work abroad , too. 
When I'm not working, I like going to the movies and eating in 
nice restaurants. I don't like sports very much, and I don't 
exercise, but at least I don't smoke. 

I think I'm open and friendly — I get along well with most 
people — but I can be kind of shy, too . For example, 
I don't like going to parties. I prefer to meet friends 
individually or in small groups. 

I like intelligent, funny women who make me laugh, and 
ideally who love music. Physically, I prefer women with dark 
hair who are not taller than me. And I like women who are 
good listeners. 

I'm sure that my friend Danny knows me better than my family 
because we often talk about girlfriends and the problems we have. I 
don't usually talk to my family about that kind of thing. My mom 
always says that I look for the wrong kind of woman, but that's 
what mothers always say!" 



HIS MOTHER'S CHOICE 

Rosa 

3 GRAMMAR simple present 

a Complete the questions about Richard. 

Where  does he live  
In Vancouver, Canada. 

1 What 	 do? 
He's a musician. 

2 Where 	  
In Canada and abroad. 

3 	 smoke? 
No, he doesn't. 

4 	  exercise much? 
No, he doesn't. 

5 What kind of women 	  
Intelligent and funny ones. 

6    to his mother about girls? 
No, he doesn't. 

5 PRONUNCIATION -s endings 

a '0.3  '°"' Listen and repeat. 

He works abroad. 
She likes good food. 
She laughs a lot. 

He plays the piano. 
She lives in Mexico. 

IS■ 	
He enjoys comedies. 

She exercises every day. 
hz/ 	He relaxes at night. 

She dresses very well. 

b How do you say the he / she I it form of these verbs? 

b O p.126 Grammar Bank 1 B.  Read the rules and 
do the exercises. 

 

choose cook go know stop teach 

c How do you say the plural of these nouns? 

c Cover the text. In pairs, try to remember five 
things about Richard. 

He lives in Vancouver. 

d Look at the photos of Claire and Rosa. 

O Communication  Claire and Rosa A p.108 B p.112. 
Who do you think is more Richard's type? Why? 

4 LISTENING 
a Listen to Richard talking about what happened 

when he met Claire and Rosa. Does he like them? 
What are the problems? 

1.3  Claire 1.4 Rosa 

b Now listen again and write any adjectives or 
expressions that Richard uses to describe Claire 
and Rosa. 

Claire Very friendly Rosa Very attractive 

c Who knows Richard better, his mother or 
Danny? Are you surprised? 

book friend language niece parent party 

d 1.6  Listen and repeat the verbs and nouns. 

6 SPEAKING 
a Work in pairs, A and B. Think of a person you know 

well, a family member or a friend, who is single. You 
are going to tell your partner about him / her. Look at 
the chart below and prepare what you are going to say. 

• NAME? 

• AGE? 

• JOB/STUDIES? 

• LIVES IN? 

• PHYSICAL APPEARANCE? 

• PERSONALITY? 

• SMOKES? 

• LIKES? 

• DOESN'T LIKE? 

b A describe your person to B. 
B listen and ask for more information. Do you know 
anybody who would be a good partner for this person? 
Then change roles. 



G  present continuous 
V the body, prepositions of place 
P vowel sounds The woman on the right 

is wearing a hat. 

1 VOCABULARY the body 

2 

Portrait of Dora Maar (1937) Pablo Picasso 

a Look at this painting. Do you like it? Why (not)? 

b Label the woman's face with words from the box. 

ear eyes hair lips mouth neck nose 

C 0 p.146 Vocabulary Bank  The body. 

d In pairs, how many words can you remember 
in two minutes? 

2 PRONUNCIATION vowel sounds 

a Look at the sound pictures. What are the words 
and sounds? 

lifil• 
215-. v 	gAti$ 	a ..m.. 

ff  

,,, # 

b 1.7  Put the words in the correct columns. 
Listen and check. 

arms bite ears eyes head hear heart 
nose shoulders smell stomach touch 

c  0 p.157 Sound Bank.  Look at the typical spellings 
for these sounds. 

3 GRAMMAR present continuous 

a Look at the painting At the Moulin Rouge. In pairs, 
ask and answer the questions. 

1 What clothes are the people wearing? 
2 What are the people at the table doing? 
3 What are the two women in the back doing? 
4 What are the two men in the back doing? 
5 Describe the woman on the right. What do you think 

she's doing? 
6 One of the people in the painting is the artist, 

Toulouse-Lautrec. Which person do you think he is? 

I think the artist is the tall man who is 
sitting between the two women. 

b Underline the correct form of the verb. 
1 In the picture the men wear / are wearing hats. 
2 In some countries women often wear / are wearing 

hats to weddings. 
3 Karina usually sits / is sitting at the front of the class. 
4 Today she sits / is sitting at the back. 

C O p.126 Grammar Bank 1C.  Read the rules and do 
the exercises. 

4 LISTENING 

a 	1.8 Listen to a guide in an art gallery talking 
about At the Moulin Rouge. Answer the questions. 
1 What was the Moulin Rouge famous for? 
2 Who did Toulouse-Lautrec include in his paintings 

and posters? 
3 Which person is Toulouse-Lautrec? 
4 Why do some people think he liked painting the 

dancers? 

b Listen again. Write the numbers of the people next 
to their names. 

Toulouse-Lautrec 
His cousin Gabriel 
His friend, a photographer 
Jane Avril, a dancer 
La Macarona, a dancer 
La Goulue, a singer 



2 3 4 5 

At the Moulin Rouge (1892/5) Henri Marie Raymond de Toulouse-Lautrec 

rt • 
5 	  6 	  7 	  8 	  

• • O 
O  •O  
0 

behind between in in front of in the middle next to 
on on the left on the right across from under 

6 

5 SPEAKING 

a Match the prepositions with the pictures. 

9 	10 	11 

b  0 Communication Describe and draw A p.108 
B p.112.  Describe your picture for your partner 
to draw. 

c In small groups, ask and answer the questions. 

1 Do you paint or draw? What kinds of things? 
2 Do you have a favorite painter? Who? 
3 Do you have a favorite painting? What? 

Can you describe it? 
4 What pictures or posters do you have on the wall 

in your bedroom or living room? 

d Look again at the paintings in this lesson (here 
and on pages 108 and 112). Which one would 
you choose to have in your house or apartment? 

6 1.9  SONG J: Ain't got no - I got life 



A dentist is a person who 
takes care of your teeth. 

G defining relative clauses (a person who..., a thing that...) 
✓ expressions for paraphrasing: like, for example, etc. 
P pronunciation in a dictionary 

4 	  is somebody who 
dislikes the same people as you. 

1 	  is a person who works 
all her life to become famous and then 
wears sunglasses so people don't 
recognize her. 

2 	  is something that you 
only tell one person. 

5 	  is a place where you 
can borrow money only if you can 
show that you don't need it. 

3 	  is somebody who 
talks about himself when you want 
to talk about yourself. 

6 	  is something that 
starts working when you get up in 
the morning and stops working when 
you get to work or school. 

1 READING 

a Look at the dictionary definition. What do you think 
the missing word is? 

is a person who puts metal in your mouth 
and takes coins out of your pocket. 

40, 

b Read the text once. Where is the definition from? 

A  different  kind of dictionary 

AMBROSE BIERCE was al9th-century American author and journalist. 
His most popular book is probably the Devil's Dictionary, written 
between 1881 and 1887. Bierce's dictionary does not contain 

normal definitions — his definitions are funny and cynical. For example, 
in a normal dictionary, the definition of dentist is 
"a kind of doctor who takes care of people's teeth." 
But in the Devil's Dictionary, the definition of dentist 
is "a person who puts metal in your mouth and takes 
coins out of your pocket' Today on the Internet you 
can find many websites with more modern versions 
of the Devil's Dictionary. 

c Read the text again and answer the questions. 

1 Who was Ambrose Bierce? 

2 What is the normal definition of dentist? 
3 Where can you find modern versions of the Devil's Dictionary? 

d In pairs, think of normal definitions for these words or phrases. 

2 GRAMMAR defining relative clauses 

a Read the definitions in le again. When do 
we use who, that, and where? 

b  O p.126 Grammar Bank 1 D.  Read the 
rules and do the exercises. 

c Tell a partner about three of the things 
below. Say why. 

• a person who is very important to you 

• a famous person who you like a lot 

• something that you couldn't live without 

• a thing that you often lose 

• a place where you'd like to go for 
a special evening 

• a place where you were very happy 
when you were a child 

a bank a boring person the brain a movie star a friend a secret 

e Now match the words / phrases in d to these cynical definitions. 

10 



3 LISTENING 

a 1.10  Listen to the introduction to a TV game show, 
What's the word? How do you play the game? 

b 1.11  Now listen to the show. Write down the six answers. 
1  	4 	 
2  	5 	 
3  	6 	 

C 1.12 Listen and check your answers. 

4 VOCABULARY paraphrasing 

a What's the best thing to do if you're talking to someone 
in English and you don't know a word that you need? 
a Panic and stop talking. 
b Try to mime the word. 
c Try to explain what you mean using other words you know. 

b 1.13  Complete the useful expressions with these 
words. Then listen and check. 

example how kind like opposite person 
place similar somebody thing 

Useful expressions 
explaining a word that you don't know 

1 	It's 	 who works in a restaurant. 

2 It's the 	who takes the food from the kitchen to the tables. 

3 It's a 	 where you go when you want to buy something. 

4 	It's a 	 that you use to talk. 

5 	It's a 	 of machine. 

6 	It's the 	 of fat. 

7 It's 	 thin, but it means "thin and attractive." 

8 It's 	 to worried. 

9 It's 	 you feel when you have a lot of things to do. 

10 For 	, you do this with the TV. 

5 SPEAKING 
a 1.14 Listen to the definitions and complete 

the crossword. 

2 

b  0 Communication  Crossword A p.108 
B p.112. Give each other definitions to complete 
the missing words in the crossword. 

6 PRONUNCIATION using a dictionary 

a Look at the two dictionary extracts. How do 
you pronounce the words? 

busy P bizi/ adj having a lot of work or tasks to do 

guitar /gftar/ n a musical instrument with strings 

This mark ( ') shows stress. The stressed syllable 
is the one after the stress mark. 

b Look carefully at the pronunciation of the words 
below. Practice saying them correctly. 
laugh /12ef/ 	eyes /atz/ 	example hig'zxmpl/ 
keys /kiz/ 	kind /kaind/ 	eighteen /ei'tin/ 

C;) The Sound Bank on pages 156-159 can 
help you use your dictionary better. 

c Complete the definitions for these words. 
1 a tourist 
	

Its somebody... 
2 a gym 
	 Its a place... 

3 a key 	 It's a thing... 
4 worried 
	

It's how you feel... 
5 laugh 
	

You do this ... 



Iffl US English  Els  UK English 

parking lot 	car park 
cell phone 	mobile 

USEFUL PHRASES 
M You look g 	 
M How was the f 	 
M You must be really t 	 
M I'm so p 	you came! 
A It's great to see you a 	 

O 	 At the airport 	 PRACTICAL ENGLISH 

THE STORY SO FAR 
1.15  Listen to the story of Mark 

and Allie. Answer the questions. 

1 Where are Mark and Allie from? 
2 What company do they work for? 
3 Where did they meet? 
4 What did they do? 
5 Did they get along well? 
6 What's Mark doing now? 

AT IMMIGRATION 
a -. 1.16 Cover the dialogue and listen. How long is Allie going 

to stay in the United States? 

YOU HEAR YOU SAY 

Good evening, ma'am 

	are you arriving from? 

the purpose of your visit? 

long are you staying 
in the US? 
	are you staying? 

	you know anybody here? 

	he family or a friend? 
	you have his phone number? 
	this your first visit 

to the US? 

Enjoy your stay in San Francisco. 

Good evening. 

From London. 

Business. I'm here 
for a conference. 

A week. 
In San Francisco. 
At the Pacific View Hotel. 

Yes, Mark Ryder. 

He's a colleague — and a friend. 
Yes, his mobile is 405-655-7182. 

Yes, it is. 

Thank you. 

b Listen again. Complete the YOU HEAR phrases. 

c 1.17  Listen and repeat the YOU SAY phrases. 
Copy the rhythm. 

d In pairs, role-play the conversation. 
A (book open) you're the immigration officer, 
B (book closed) you're Allie. Change roles. 

SOCIAL ENGLISH Allie arrives 

a k,1-18‘ Listen. Answer the questions. 

1 How long was Allie's flight? 
2 Why couldn't she sleep? 

3 What time is it...? 
a in San Francisco b in London 

4 Where is Mark going to take her? 

5 Where is Mark's car? 

b Complete the USEFUL PHRASES. 
Listen again and check. 

C 1.19 Listen and repeat the 
phrases. How do you say them 
in your language? 

12 
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a Read the e-mail. The computer has found ten mistakes. 
They are either grammar, punctuation, or spelling. Can you correct them? 

From: Alessandra [alessandra@andes.com.ar] 

To: Daniel [dani2199@yoohoo.com] 
Subject: Hi from Argentina 

Hi Daniel, 

My name's Alessandra. It's an italian name because my grandmother was from 
Italy, but I'm Argentinian. I live in Mendoza, a big city in the west of the country. I 
live with my parents and my two brothers. I have 19 years old, and I'm in college. 
I'm studing computer science. I'm in my first year, and I really like it. 

I'm going to tell you about myself. As you can see from the foto, I have long, 
light brown hair and greens eyes. I wear glasses, but I want to get contact lenses 
soon. 

I think I'm a positive person. I'm pretty outgoing and frendly. My mother says 
I'm very talkative — I think she mean that I talk too much! 

In my free time I love reading and going to the movies. But I dont have much 
free time becuase I have classes every day, and a lot of work to do even on 
weekends. I also go to English classes on friday afternoon. 

Please write soon and tell me about you and your life. 

Best wishes, 

Alessandra 

b Read the e-mail again from the beginning. Then cover it and answer the questions from memory. 

1 Where is Alessandra from? 
2 Why does she have an Italian name? 
3 Where does she live? 
4 Who does she live with? 
5 What does she do? 
6 What color are her eyes? 
7 Is she shy? 
8 What does she like to do in her free time? 
9 When does she go to English classes? 

   

 

WRITE a similar e-mail about you. Write four paragraphs. 

Paragraph 1 name, nationality, age, family, work / study 
Paragraph 2 physical appearance 
Paragraph 3 personality 
Paragraph 4 hobbies and interests 

Do you know these "e-mail" verbs? 
open 	reply 
close 	send 
save 	print 
delete 

 

 

CHECK the e-mail for mistakes 
( grammar , punctuation , and spelling ). 

13 



B E 

c:-,C1 	abroad walk along don't 

person word third heart 

chair parents hear wear 

give shy quiet eyes 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

b Underline the stressed syllable. 

information 

  

    

 

relax university exercise stomach example 

 

Elo 

    

    

AN What do you remember? 

GRAMMAR 
Circle the correct answer, a, b, or c. 

What's 	name? 
a yours ® your c you 

1 A What 	 
B I'm a student. 
a you do 
b do you do 
c do you work 

2 Where 	from? 
a your parents are 
b is your parents 
c are your parents 

3 	David like sports? 
a Does 
b Is 
c Do 

4 Liz 	 at an elementary school. 
a teach 
b teachs 
c teaches 

5 Sonia 	 a job. 
a hasn't 
b doesn't have 
c don't have 

6 	 a picture in your bedroom? 
a Is there 
b Is it 
c There is 

7 The girl in the painting 	 
a blue dress. 
a wears 
b wearing 
c is wearing 

8 You don't need an umbrella. It 	 
a isn't raining 
b doesn't rain 
c not raining 

9 She's the woman 	works 
in the office. 
a what 
b which 
c who 

	

10 I need a workbook 	has all 
the answers. 
a what 
b that 
c who 

VOCABULARY 
a classroom language 

Complete the sentences with one word. 

Sit  down  and open your books. 

1 	 do you say coche in English? 
2 What does abroad 	 
3 Go 	page 78, please. 
4 See you 	Monday! 
5 	 a good weekend. 

b word groups 

Underline the word that is different. 

third seventh eighteen twentieth 

1 uncle grandfather niece husband 
2 shy tall dark slim 
3 stingy unfriendly lazy generous 
4 arms ears eyes fingers 
5 mouth blond head nose 

c definitions 

Read the definitions. Write the word. 

It's the place where you sleep. 

1 It's the opposite of lazy. 
2 It's a place where you can buy stamps. 
3 It's a person who plays a musical instrument 
4 It's a verb. You do it when you're thirsty. 
5 It's a kind of food, for example, macaroni. 

PRONUNCIATION 
a Underline  the letter or word with a different sound. 

Elo 

■ 15 

bed 

14 



REVIEW & CHECK 

Not next to me, please! 
When you're traveling by plane or train, there are some 
passengers you just don't want to have next to you... 

A 	 
Perhaps you normally like them, but when you are sitting next to 

them on a plane, it's a different thing. They usually spend the whole 

flight moving around and 1  dropping their toys on the floor, and 

when they're drinking their orange juice it ends up on your clothes. 

Then they decide they want to play with you, so you can't have the 

little nap that you were planning. 

B 	 
You 2  recognize this type as soon as you sit down. They immediately 

start talking about the plane, or the weather, or they ask you a personal 

question. It's very difficult not to talk to these people, and you'll 

probably have to continue talking until the plane 3  lands . 

These are the people with pale faces who sit down and immediately 

ask for a drink. Every five minutes they call a flight attendant to ask if 

there are any problems with the plane. They also tell you about air 

disasters (which you are not interested in!). The best thing to do is 

to 4  pretend to sleep. 

D 	 
These people are not necessarily very big, but they have a terrible 

habit of taking up all their space, and some of your space, too. 

They usually sit so that you can't move, with their arms and legs 

in your space. They also have a lot of hand luggage, which takes 

up all the 5  room in the overhead compartment. 

1 	1 	1 

What can you do? 

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THIS TEXT? 

a Read the article and match the headings 
with paragraphs A—D. 

Space invaders 	❑  
Small children 
Conversation makers 
Nervous fliers 

b Put a check (✓ ) next to the things the 
writer says. 

1 You can't sleep if there are children next to you. 
2 Children eat all your food. 
3 Some people want to talk all through the flight. 
4 "Space invaders" have long arms and legs. 
5 Nervous fliers have a drink every five minutes. 

c What do the highlighted words mean? 
Circle a or b. 

1 a letting (toys) fall from your hand 
b putting (toys) somewhere 

2 a say hello to 
b know and understand 

3 a goes into the air 
b touches the ground 

4 a try to do something 
b give the impression of doing something 

5 a space 
b seat 

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THESE PEOPLE? 
a 1.20 Listen to five short conversations. Circle the correct 

answer: a, b, or c. 

1 Her party is on 	 
a Wednesday the 6th b Saturday the 9th c Friday the 8th 

2 How old is his mother? 
a 59 b 50 c 60 

3 Mr. Wong has a problem in 	 
a his left leg 	b his right knee 	c his left knee 

4 John doesn't like the painting of 	 
a the woman b the boy c the guitar 

5 The woman wants to buy 	 
a a computer b a digital camera c a USB cable 

b 1.21 Listen to a woman showing her friend some photos. 
Complete the sentences with a name. 

Martin Alice Bill Serena Gary 

1 	 is in college. 
2 	 doesn't live in the United States. 
3 	 wears glasses. 
4 	 doesn't like sports. 
5 	 isn't very hardworking. 
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CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH? 
a Can you...? Yes (✓ ) 

❑ give personal information about yourself 

❑ talk about a person in your family 

❑ describe a picture you have in your home 

❑ give definitions for these words 

journalist hospital guidebook airplane 

b Complete the questions with is, are, do, or does. 

1 What kind of books 	you read? 
2 	 there an art gallery in your town? Where? 
3 What 	your friends usually do on weekends? 
4 	your town have a local festival? When? 
5 What do you think your parents 	 doing 

right now? 

c Ask your partner the questions in b. Ask for 
more information. 



G  simple past: regular and irregular verbs 

V vacations 

P -ed endings, irregular verbs 

  

When did you go there? 
I went when I was 17. 

 

Right place, wrong 

   

  

111.7-'1 

 

      

       

1 VOCABULARY vacations 

a In one minute, write down five things you like doing when you're on vacation. 

b  0 p.147 Vocabulary Bank  Vacations. 

 

The Travel Magazine 

 

In the right place... but at the wrong time! 

Last week we asked you to tell us about a vacation when the destination was perfect 
but, for some reason, the time wasn't right... Here are some of your replies. 

Tim, 20, student 
from San Antonio, Texas 

When I was a teenager, I went on 

vacation with my parents to the 

Gulf Coast in Texas. My parents 

rented a fabulous house on the 

beach, and the weather was great. 

But I was 17, and I didn't want to 

be on vacation with my mom and 

dad and my little brother. I wanted 

to be with my friends. We went to 

the beach every day and sunbathed, 

and we went to a fantastic seafood 

restaurant for my birthday. But I was 

miserable and hated every minute 

of it. I didn't smile once in two 

weeks. What really made me furious 

was that my parents let my older 

sister, who was 19, go to Mexico 

with her friends. 

Gabriela, 28, marketing manager 
from Rome, Italy 

I'm from Rome, and the summer here is 

really hot. So last year my husband and I 

decided to go to Sweden, to escape from 

the heat. We booked a 10-day vacation in 

Stockholm, where the temperature in the 

summer is normally about 20 degrees 

centigrade. But when we got to 

Stockholm, there was a heat wave, 

and it was 35°C every day. It was awful 

because there was no air-conditioning 

anywhere. We couldn't sleep at night —

it was boiling in the hotel, and in the 

stores and museums, too. We didn't 

want to go shopping or go sightseeing or 

do anything. We were too hot. We just 

sat in cafes and argued all day. We didn't 

need to go to Sweden to do that! 

Kelly, 26, TV journalist 

from Ottawa, Canada 

Three years ago I broke up with my 

boyfriend, and I decided to go on vacation 

by myself to the Seychelles. My travel agent 

told me that it was a wonderful place. But 

he didn't tell me it was also a very popular 

place for people on their honeymoon. 

Everywhere I looked, I saw couples holding 

hands and looking romantically into each 

other's eyes! The travel agent also said it was 

always sunny there — but the weather was 

terrible — it was cloudy and windy. To pass 

the time, I decided to take a diving course 

(one of my lifetime ambitions). But it was a 

complete disaster because the first time 

I went under the water, I had a panic attack. 

I couldn't escape from the island, so I spent 

an incredibly boring (and expensive) two 

weeks in "paradise." 



Where / go? When? 

Who / go with? 

How / get there? 

Where / stay? 

How long / be / there? 

/ have good weather? 

What / do during the day? 

What / do at night? 

/ have a good time? 

/ have any problems? 

b Work in pairs. 
Ask a partner about his / her vacation. 
Listen and ask for more information. 

c Change roles. 

5 LISTENING 
a 2.3  Listen to the story about Bill's uncle 

and aunt. Why was the vacation a disaster? 
1 Because the weather was awful. 
2 Because the place was very noisy. 
3 Because they argued a lot. 

b Listen again. Correct the wrong information. 
1 Bill went to Ibiza. 

His aunt and uncle went to Ibiza. 
2 They're about sixty. 
3 They wanted an exciting vacation. 
4 They usually spend their vacation abroad. 
5 They knew it was "the party island:' 
6 They first went there in the 1950s. 
7 They booked the vacation at a travel agency. 
8 The hotel was in a quiet part of town. 
9 They're going to go abroad again next year. 

6 SPEAKING 
a Think about your answers to these questions. 

Your last vacation 

2 READING 

a Read the three letters to The Travel Magazine and match 
them with the photos. 

b Complete the sentences with Tim, Gabriela, or Kelly. 
1 	wanted to go somewhere warm and sunny. 
2 	wanted to go somewhere cool. 
3 	had great food. 
4 	wanted to forget somebody. 
5 	had trouble sleeping. 
6 	wanted to go on vacation with different people. 

c Find four adjectives in the article that mean very good and 
two that mean very bad. Underline the stressed syllable. 
fabulous (text 1) 

3 GRAMMAR simple past: regular and irregular verbs 

a What is the simple past of these verbs? Are they regular 
or irregular? Check your answers with text 1. 

go 	 
sunbathe 

b Now underline the other  + simple past verbs in 
texts 2 and 3. What are the base forms? 

c Underline two negative simple past verbs in the 
magazine article. How do you make negatives and 
questions in the simple past...? 
• with normal verbs 
• with was / were 
• with could 

d  0 p.128 Grammar Bank 2A.  Read the rules and do 
the exercises. 

4 PRONUNCIATION -ed endings, irregular verbs 

A  Remember! There are three possible pronunciations 
of regular -ed verbs. 

a  2.1 Listen and repeat the sentences. When do you 
pronounce the e in -ed? 

. C 
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We booked a vacation. We sunbathed. They rented a house. 
We walked to the hotel. We argued all day. I decided to go to Hawaii. 

b How do you pronounce the simple past of these verbs? 

ask hate need smile stay talk 

C 2.2  Listen and check. 

d Circle the irregular verb with the different vowel sound. 
1 bought saw told caught 
2 put spoke took could 
3 paid said made came 

be 
want 

rent 	 
make 	let 



G past continuous 
✓ prepositions of time and place: at, in, on 
P /o/ and /or/ 

HARRY BENSON Spent 50 years 
taking dramatic and memorable 

photographs for international 
newspapers and magazines. Here he talks 
about three of his best-known pictures. 

1 took this picture on August 9th, 1974. 

1 He was saying good-bye to his cabinet and the 

White House staff after the "Watergate" scandal. 

His family was standing around him. You can 

see from their faces what they were feeling. 

2  In 1989, I was working on a story in 

London, when suddenly I heard the news 

that the Russians were planning to make Berlin 

an open city. So I got on a plane. When I arrived 

in Berlin, many people, young and old, were 

attacking the wall with stones. The woman in 

the photo was shouting, "I hate it, I hate it" 

3When I took this photo, we were in a hotel 

room in Paris in 1964. John and Paul were 

at the piano, and at first nothing much was 

happening, but suddenly they became 

completely focused. First the melody came, 

and then the words. "Baby's good to me you 

know, she's happy as can be you know...." 

They were composing their song I Feel Fine. 

c Read the texts again. Cover them and try 
to remember. What was happening when 
he took the photos? 

When he took the photo in Berlin, people were 
attacking the wall, and a woman was shouting. 

d Look at the highlighted verbs in paragraph 1. 
What tense are they? What's the difference? 

e  0 p.128 Grammar Bank 2B.  Read the rules 
and do the exercises. 

1 GRAMMAR past continuous 

a Look at the photos. Where are they? What do you think 
is happening? 

What was happening when 
he took the photo? 

b Read the text and match paragraphs 1-3 
with the photographs. 



3 VOCABULARY at, in, on 
a Complete the sentences with at, in, or on. 

1 President Nixon left the White House 	 
2 The Beatles were 	a hotel room 	 

August 9th, 1974. 
Paris 	 1964. 

3 Willy Ronis took the photo 	the balcony 	March 1957. 

4 The young couple went up to the balcony 	3.00 in the afternoon. 
5 Henri and Marinette see each other every day, 	home 

and 	work. 

b  0 p.148 Vocabulary Bank  Prepositions. Do part I. 

Willy Ronis talks about his most famous photo 

"It was March 1957, and I was taking photographs 
in Paris. One afternoon I went up the Bastille, 
and I saw two lovers on a balcony. They were 
standing very near each other. They were talking. 
I took just one photo and they didn't hear me. 
I called it Lovers at the Bastille. Luckily for me this 
photo became very popular in France. Soon 
posters and postcards with my picture of the two 
lovers were everywhere. But I never knew who 

the two young people were. They never 
contacted me." 

"Thirty years later I had an exhibition of my 
photos in Paris. I was talking to some friends 
when suddenly a man came up to me and said, 

`I know your two lovers. They live near here. 
I can take you there if you want.' I immediately 
decided to go and meet them. This was their 

story." 

5 SPEAKING 
a 0 Communication  Famous photos 

A p.109 B p.113. Tell your partner about a 
famous photo. 

b Talk to a partner. Ask more questions 
if you can. 

Do you have a photo you really like? Who took 
it? What was happening at the time? 

Do you have any photos in your bedroom 
or living room? 

Do you like taking photos? 

Who is good at taking photos in your family? 

Do you like being in photos? 

2 READING & LISTENING 
a Look at the photo on the right. What can you see? 

Where are the people? What are they doing? 

b Read what the photographer says and check your answers to a. 
What happened to the photo? What happened 30 years later? 

c 2.4 Now listen to Marinette and Henri talking about 
their photo. Are they still in love? 

d Listen again and mark the sentences T (true) or F (false). 

1 They always knew that their photo was famous. 

2 Marinette saw the book with their photo in a bookstore. 

3 When the photographer took the photo, they were laughing. 
4 Marinette wanted Henri to stand near her. 

5 They didn't know that the photographer was taking their photo. 
6 Henri was trying to kiss Marinette. 

7 Henri thinks they were arguing about their wedding. 

8 They got married a year after the photo. 

9 Marinette and Henri work together every day. 

10 She says that she and Henri are very similar. 

4 PRONUNCIATION /o/ and /or/ 

A /a/ is the most common sound in English. 

a 2.5  Listen and repeat the sound words and sounds. 

b 2.6  Listen to these words and underline the stressed syllable. 

about exhibition photographer together balcony October 

c Listen again and repeat the words. Practice making the 
/a/ and /or/ sounds. 

d 2.7  Listen and repeat the dialogue. Copy the rhythm. 

A Where were you at six o'clock in the evening? 
B I was at work. 
A What were you doing? 
B I was having a meeting with the boss. 

e In pairs, take turns answering the questions about yesterday. 

Where were you at...? What were you doing? 
6:00 p.m. 6:30 a.m. 3:00 p.m. 11:00 a.m. lunchtime 10:00 p.m. 



G questions with and without auxiliaries 
V question words, pop music 
P /w/ and /h/ 

Who wrote that song? 

I L.41 

1 VOCABULARY & SPEAKING 

a In pairs or groups, answer the questions. 

1 What music / song / album do you like listening to...? 
when you're happy 	when you're in a car 
when you're sad 	 when you're studying 
when you're at a party 	when you're in love 

2 Which is your favorite decade for pop music? 
(the 1980s, 1990s, etc.) 

3 Who are your favorite bands / singers of all time? 
4 What was the last CD you bought? 

b Complete the quiz questions with a question word. 

How How many Where What How long 

Which (x2) Why Who (x2) Whose When 

c In pairs, answer the questions. 

2 GRAMMAR questions with and without auxiliaries 

a Cover the quiz and from memory complete the questions. 
1 How long 	the Beatles 	together? 
2 Who 	Hips Don't Lie? 

b Answer these questions. 

1 How is question 1 different from question 2? 
2 What is the subject of the verb in question 1? 
3 What is the subject of the verb in question 2? 

c  0 p.128 Grammar Bank 2C.  Read the rules and 
do the exercises. 

did Freddie Mercury, the lead singer of Queen, die? 

2 	did the Eagles stay in their 1976 song? 

3 	did the Beatles stay together? 

4 	husband is the movie director Guy Ritchie? 

5 	happened to Mick Jagger in 2004? 

6 	song did the Beach Boys sing? 

7 	sang Hips Don't Lie? 

8 	did Nirvana stop playing in 1994? 

9 	band included Phil Collins and Peter Gabriel? 

10 	Spice Girls were there? 

11 	did Elvis Presley die? 

12 	did Chris Martin, lead singer of Coldplay, marry in 2003? 

1 
a 1981 b 1991 c 2001 

a  Heartbreak Hotel b Hotel California  c  Hilton Hotel 

a For eight years b For thirteen years  c  For seventeen years 

a Dido's b Barbra Streisand's c Madonna's 

a He left the Rolling Stones. b He became Sir Mick Jagger. c He divorced Jerry Hall. 

a California Dreamin' b Good Vibrations c Like a Rolling Stone 

a Britney Spears b Shakira c Beyonce 

a Because they argued. b Because Kurt Cobain left. c Because Kurt Cobain died. 

a Dire Straits b Genesis c Pink Floyd 

a Four b Five c Six 

a In a plane crash b He shot himself. c An accidental drug overdose 

a Gwyneth Paltrow b Kate Winslet c Drew Barrymore 



3 PRONUNCIATION /w/ and /h/ 
a Look at the two sound pictures. 

What are the words and sounds? 

b Write the words in the correct column. 

how what when where which who whose why 

C 2.8  Listen and check. Practice saying the words. 

d  0 p.159 Sound Bank.  Look at the typical spellings 
for these sounds. 

e 	2.9  Listen and write the questions. Say the questions. 
Copy  the rhythm. 

4 SPEAKING 

0 Communication  Music quiz A p.109 B p.113. 
First write the questions. Then ask your partner 
the questions. 

5 READING 

a Read the article once and mark the sentences 
T (true) or F (false). 

1 Imagine was a hit three times. 
2 Yoko Ono helped write Imagine. 
3 Ono wrote poems for John Lennon. 

4 Lennon never said that Yoko helped him with the song. 
5 Imagine was written in two places. 
6 John Lennon opened the new Liverpool Airport. 

b Read the article again. Number the sentences in the order 
that things happened. 

A John Lennon read Ono's poems. 
B John Lennon wrote Imagine. 
C Yoko Ono helped her little brother. 

D John Lennon spoke about the song in an interview. 
E Liverpool Airport was renamed John Lennon Airport. 
F Yoko Ono spoke about the song on a TV program. 

G The song became a hit again after Lennon died. 

H The song became popular again after September 11, 2001. 

6 2.10 SONG Imagine 

Who wrote  Imagine? 
Imagine, John Lennon's most famous song, was recently 
voted "Britain's favorite song of all time." It is an idealistic  
song about peace and the hope for a better world. 

"Imagine all the people living life in peace." The song was 
a big hit in 1971, and again in 1980 after Lennon was 

murdered in New York. It became a hit for a third time 
after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. 

But who really wrote the song? Until recently the answer to 
this question was always John Lennon. But on a TV program 
this week, Lennon's wife, Yoko Ono, spoke for the first time 
about how she, in fact, helped write the song. 

Ono said that the idea and inspiration for Imagine came from 
some of her poems that John Lennon was reading at that time. 
The poems began with the word imagine: "Imagine a raindrop, 
Imagine a goldfish." Ono said, "When I was a child in Japan 

during the Second World War, my brother and I were terribly 
hungry. I imagined delicious menus for him, and he began to 
smile. If you think something is impossible, you can 
imagine it and make it happen." 

In an interview just before he died, Lennon admitted that 
Yoko deserved credit for Imagine. He said, "A lot of it — the 
lyrics and the concept — came from her, from her book of 
poems, imagine this, imagine that." Lennon said that he 

was "too macho" to share the credit with her at the time. 

Ono said that part of the song was written when they were 
flying across the Atlantic, and the rest was written on the 
piano in their bedroom at their home in England. Ono said, 
"The song speaks about John's dream for the world. It was 
something he really wanted to say." Imagine became a 
popular song for peace activists everywhere. 

In March 2002 the airport in his home town of Liverpool 

was renamed John Lennon Airport. A sign above the main 
entrance has a line from Imagine: "Above us only sky." 

Liverpool john 
LennopAir rt  6°1_ 



G  so, because, but, although 
V verb phrases 
P the letter a She was going very fast because 

she was in a hurry. 

1 READING 

The next day Jamie called Hannah and invited her to dinner. He took her 
to a very romantic restaurant, and they talked all evening. After that Jamie and 

Hannah saw each other every day. Every evening when Hannah finished work, 
they met at 5:30 in a coffee shop on Bridge Street. They were madly in love. 

Suddenly, a man ran across the street. He was wearing a dark coat, so 

Hannah didn't see him until it was too late. Although she tried to stop, she hit the 

man. Hannah panicked. She didn't stop, and she drove to the coffee shop as fast 
as she could. But when she arrived, Jamie wasn't there. She called him, but his 

cell phone was turned off, so she waited for ten minutes and then went home. 

Hannah met Jamie last summer. It was Hannah's twenty-first birthday, 
and she and her friends went to a club. They wanted to dance, but they didn't 

like the music, so Hannah went to speak to the DJ. "This music is awful," she 
said. "Could you play something else?" The DJ looked at her and said, "Don't 
worry, I have the perfect song for your 

Two hours later a police car arrived at Hannah's house. A policewoman 

knocked at the door. "Good evening, ma'am," she said. "Are you Hannah Davis? 
I'd like to speak to you. Can I come in?" 

One evening in October, Hannah was at work. As usual she was going to 

meet Jamie at 5:30. It was dark and it was raining. She looked at her watch. It was 
5:20! She was going to be late! She ran to her car right away and got in. At 5:25 she 

was driving along Bridge Street. She was going very fast because she was in a hurry. 

Two minutes later he said, "The next song is by Coldplay. It's called Yellow, 
and it's for a beautiful girl who's dancing over there' Hannah knew that the song 

was for her because she was wearing a yellow dress. When Hannah and her 
friends left the club, the DJ was waiting at the door. "Hi, I'm Jamie," he said to 

Hannah. "Can I see you again?" So Hannah gave him her phone number. 

A 

B 

C I 

D 

E 

F 

a 	2.11 	Read the story and order the paragraphs 1-6. 
Listen and check. 

b Read the story again and answer the questions. 
1 When did Hannah meet Jamie? 
2 Why did Hannah go and speak to Jamie in the club? 

2 GRAMMAR so, because, but, although 

a Complete these sentences from the story with 
so, because, but, or although. Use each word once. 
1 She was going very fast 	 she was in a hurry. 
2 	 she tried to stop, she hit the man. 

3 Why did Jamie play Yellow? 3 They wanted to dance, 	 they didn't like 
the music. 4 What happened when Hannah left the club? 

5 
6 

Where did they go on their first date? 
Where did they go every evening? 

4 He was wearing a dark coat, 	 Hannah didn't 
see him. 

7 What was the weather like that evening in October? b  O p.128 Grammar Bank 2D.  Read the rules and do 
8 Why was Hannah driving fast? the exercises. 
9 Why didn't she see the man? 

10 What did she do after the accident? 
11 Was Jamie at the coffee shop? 
12 What happened two hours later? 
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in a hurry 
invite 

2 

to stop 

3 4 5 

play 

3 VOCABULARY verb phrases 

a Make verb phrases with a verb from 
circle 1 and a phrase from circle 2. 

invite somebody to dinner 

b Cover circle 1. Try to remember 
the verb for each phrase. 

across the street 

a song/CD 
somebody to dinner 

in a coffee shop 

somebody to a restaurant wait 

take 

run 

meet 

knock 

try 

be 

on the door 

4 PRONUNCIATION the letter a 

Hannah met Jamie last summer. 

A  The letter a has different pronunciations. 

 

for somebody 

 

oc3 

madly 
panic 

later 
take 

saw 

talk 
along 
across 

a 2.12  Listen and repeat the sound words 
in the chart. 

b 2.13  Put these words in the right columns. 
Listen and check. 

across again all along although 
arrive away awful dance later 
madly panic play rain ran 
romantic saw take talk wait 

5 SPEAKING 

6 

a Read the story of Hannah and Jamie in 1 again. 

b In pairs, use the pictures 1-6 to retell the story 

6 LISTENING 

A  Remember! When people speak fast, they link words together. 

a *2.14 That evening a policewoman went to 
Hannah's house. Listen to six extracts from 
their conversation. What are the missing words? 

the door. 1 A policewoman 	 
2 Can 	 
3 Well, I'm afraid I have  	news for you. 
4 It was a    car. 
5 The police     her. 

is broken? 6 Did you know your 

b 2.15 Now listen to the whole conversation. When th 
teacher pauses the recording, answer the questions. 

1 What do you think the policewoman is going to say? 
2 What do you think the bad news is? 
3 Do you think Jamie is OK? 
4 Who do you think was driving the car? 
5 Why do you think the policewoman wants to see 

Hannah's car? 

c Now close your books and listen again. 
Can you follow the story? 



At the conference hotel 	PRACTICAL ENGLISH 

CHECKING IN 
2.16 Listen to Allie checking in. Answer the questions. 

1 Does the receptionist call Allie "Ms. Gray" or "Mrs. Gray"? 
2 How many nights is Allie staying? 
3 What's her room number? 
4 What time is breakfast? 
5 Which floor is the Pavilion Restaurant on? 

M US English elevator 

EIS  UK English lift 

CALLING RECEPTION 
a 2.17  Cover the dialogues and listen. Who does Allie call? Why? 

YOU HEAR 

Hello, reception. 

How can I help you? 

service. Can I help you? 

Whole wheat or 	bread? 
	 or without mayo? 

	

With    or salad? 
	 to drink? 

With 	and lemon? 
It'll be there in five minutes, ma'am. 

YOU SAY 

Hello. This is room 419. 

I have a problem with the 
air-conditioning. It isn't working, 
and it's very hot in my room. 

Hello. This is room 419. 
Can I have a tuna sandwich, please? 
Whole wheat, please. 
Without. 

Salad, please. 
Yes, a Diet Coke.TM 
Just ice. 
Thank you. 

b Listen again. Complete the YOU HEAR phrases. 

c 2.18  Listen and repeat the YOU SAY phrases. 
Copy the rhythm. 

d In pairs, role-play the dialogues. A (book 
open) you're the receptionist / room service, 
B (book closed) you're Allie. Change roles. 

I'm sorry, ma'am. I'll 	 
someone up to look at it right now. Thank you. 
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SOCIAL ENGLISH coffee before the conference 
a 2.19  Listen and mark the sentences T (true) or F (false). 

1 Mark is going to take Allie to dinner tonight. 
2 The cocktail party is on Thursday. 
3 Allie wants to see the bay and the Golden Gate Bridge. 
4 Brad is from the San Francisco office. 
5 Brad offers to take Allie sightseeing. 

b Complete the USEFUL PHRASES. USEFUL PHRASES 
Listen again and check. 	 Did you s 	well? 

C 2.20 Listen and repeat 
the phrases. How do you 
say them in your language? 

	
A How are t 	? M They're fine. 
A What are the p 	for the week? 

M It's t 	 to go. 
M Allie, t 	 is Brad Martin. 



Every week we ask readers to send in a favorite photo with 
a short description of why the photo is important to them. 
This week's winner is Dominic, a graphic designer from Chicago. 

1  One of my favorite photos is of a man cooking fish. 

2  I took the photo '  in  the summer of 1999 when I was' 	vacation 
in Africa. 

3  We were 3 	 Zanzibar, and we were sailing around the islands. We 
caught some fish and then landed 4 	 one of the islands. Our guide 
made a fire and cooked the fish. 

4  Richie, the guide, was a wonderful person, and he became a good friend. 
He was also a fantastic cook. I can't remember exactly what kind of fish he 
was cooking in the photo, but it tasted delicious! 

5 I keep this photo 5 	 the wall in my studio 6 	 a freezing cold day 
in Chicago, I just have to look 	 it. Then memories of a wonderful 
adventure come back, and I can imagine that I'm 8 	 sunny Africa again. 

® You can keep a photo... 
an album. 

in 	your wallet. 
your bedroom. 
the wall. on 
a table. 

by your bed. 

a Match the questions with paragraphs 1-5. 

What was happening when you took the photo? ❑ 

Where do you keep it? Why do you like it? 	❑  
What's your favorite photo? 	 ❑  
Who took it? When? Where? 	 ❑  
Tell me more about who or what is in the photo. ❑ 

b Complete the text with at, in, or on. 

WRITE about your favorite photo. Answer the questions in a in the right order. 

CHECK your description for mistakes ( grammar , punctuation , and spelling ). 
Attach a copy of the photo if you can. 



wore 	forgot 	story 	airport 

took 
	

could 
	

found 	put 

shop 	choose 	exhibition 	musician 

whose 	how 	who 	when 

job 
	

argue 	jealous 	manager 

GRAMMAR 	 VOCABULARY 

Circle the correct answer, a, b, or c. 	a travel verbs 
What's 	name? 
a yours ® your c you 

1 Where 	on vacation last year? 
a you went 
b did you go 
c you did go 

2 He didn't 	 to go to the movies 
with us. 
a wanted 
b wants 
c want 

3 We 	to San Francisco last summer. 
a flown 
b fly 
c flew 

4 When I took the photo, you 	 
looking at me. 
a weren't 
b wasn't 
c didn't 

5 What 	doing when you 
called him? 
a he was 
b was he 
c were he 

6 Who 	that song? 
a did write 
b wrote 
c did wrote 

7 When 	 
a he died 
b died he 	 1 

c did he die 
8 She was driving fast 	 she was late. 	2 

a although 
b because 	 3 
c so 

9 	the music was awful, we danced 
all night. 	 4 

a But 
b Although 	 5 
c So 

10 It was dark, 	 she didn't see him. 
a but 

incredible horrible photographer suddenly although 

Complete the phrases with a verb. 
go  shopping 

1 	photos 
2 	fora walk 
3 	at a hotel 
4 	two days in Rio / 1,000 yen 
5 	a good time 

b prepositions 
Complete the sentences with at, in, or on. 

I'm sitting 	in  a taxi. 

1 We met 	a party. 
2 The two lovers were talking 	 a balcony. 
3 We were sitting 	 the garden. 
4 There was a photo 	the wall. 
5 I was waiting 	the bus stop. 

c question words 
Complete the questions with a question word. 

Who  was the Beatles' drummer? 

1 	did the Beatles make their first record? 
2 	wrote their songs? 
3 	 albums did they sell? 
4 	 happened to them in the end? 
5 	of their songs do you like best? 

	
■ 15 

PRONUNCIATION 

a Underline  the word with a different sound 

b so 
c because 

b Underline the stressed syllable. 
information 

■ l o 
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Two British climbers were rescued yesterday after 
sending an SOS text message to a friend in London. 

Rachel de Kelsey, 32, and a friend, Jeremy Colenso, 33, who 
are both experienced climbers, were on a mountain-climbing 
vacation last week in Switzerland. But on Saturday night, 
when they were 3,000 meters up in the mountains, there was 
a terrible storm. The wind was incredibly strong, and the 
snow was two meters deep. They couldn't move, so they had 
to spend the night on the mountain. Rachel had her cell 
phone with her, so she sent a text message to five friends in 
the UK, asking for help. 

About four hours later, one of her friends, Avery Cunliffe in 
London, replied with a text message. Avery said, "I don't 
usually have my cell phone in the bedroom. At about 4 A.M. 

I woke up and saw Rachel's message. I found the number of 
the police in Switzerland and called them. They contacted the 
mountain rescue team." 

A
da

p t
ed

 fr
om

  a
  n

ew
sp

ap
er

  

But the weather was so bad that the helicopter couldn't get to 
the two climbers. The rescue team sent a text message to 
Rachel and Jeremy telling them that they had to spend a 
second night on the mountain. The message said: "So sorry 
Rachel. We tried. Wind too strong. Have to wait till morning. 
Take care. Be strong." Rachel said, "I thought we were going 
to die. It was freezing, —15°C, and really windy on the 
mountain. We spent the night talking and planning a vacation 
in the sun!" 

The next morning the storm passed, and the helicopter 
arrived to take them off the mountain. Avery said, "When I 
heard that Rachel and Jeremy were safe, I was dancing 
around my apartment." Rachel said that she and Jeremy were 
now looking forward to a hot bath and a good meal. But first 
they were going to buy the rescue team a gift! 

 

What can ou do? 

 

CAN YOU NnERcrANin TWIlc TEXT? 

Mountain climbers 
rescued by text message 

a Read the article and mark the sentences T (true), F (false )' 
or DS (doesn't say). 
1 Rachel and Jeremy were climbing for the first time. 
2 They couldn't go down the mountain because of bad weath 
3 Avery was sleeping when Rachel's message came. 
4 Avery called the mountain rescue team in Switzerland. 
5 Rachel's other four friends didn't reply. 
6 The helicopter couldn't rescue them immediately. 
7 Rachel and Jeremy spent three nights on the mountain. 
8 They wanted to buy Avery a gift. 

b Underline  and learn six new words or expressions from 
the article. Use your dictionary to check the meaning an 
pronunciation. 

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THESE PEOPLE? 
a 2.21  Listen and circle the correct answer: a, b, or c. 

1 Where did the woman go on vacation this year? 
a Peru b Mexico c Hawaii 

2 What was the weather like in Toronto? 
a It snowed. 	b It was hot. 	c It was sunny. 

3 Where did the photographer take the photo of the actor? 
a On the stairs 	b In the hotel lobby 	c On the street 

4 What was the model doing when he took the photo? 
a Talking b Reading c Walking on the runway 

5 What year did the pop group make their last album? 
a 2003 b 2004 c 2005 

b .2.22  Listen to the story and mark the sentences 
T (true) or F (false). 

2 t2 )   

1 She was driving to work. 
2 It was raining. 
3 She saw a man in the middle of the road asking her to stop. 
4 The two men drove away in her car. 
5 She called the police on her cell phone. 

CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH? 
a Can you...? Yes (1) 

❑ talk about your last vacation 
❑ talk about your favorite photo 
❑ talk about your favorite singer or group 

b Complete the questions with was, were, do, did, or —. 
1 What kind of books 	you read? 
2 Where 	you at 9:00 this morning? 
3 What 	happening when you got home last night? 
4 What 	you doing on September 11, 2001? 
5 How many people 	came to class today? 

c Ask your partner the questions in b. Ask for more 
information. 



G  going to, present continuous (future arrangements) 

V look ( for, through, etc.) 

P sentence stress When are you going? 
When are you coming back? 

1 READING 

a When was the last time you went to an 
airport? Were you meeting someone or 
going somewhere? 

b Read the magazine article. Complete it 
with these questions. 

Do you know anybody here? 

Are you going to stay for long? 

Is this your first visit? 

What are you planning to do? 

When are you leaving? 

Does he know you're coming? 

How are you going to get there? 

How long are you going to stay? 

Where are you staying in New York? 

c Read the article again and write 
M (Marina), J (Jonathan), or K (Koji). 

1 K  is going to stay at a hotel. 
2 	 is going to stay at a friend's house. 
3 	 is going to visit a family member. 
4 	 is going to the theater tomorrow. 
5 	 is only going to be in the US 

for four weeks. 
6 	 is going to work. 

John F. Kennedy Airport in New York City is a busy international 
airport. Every day thousands of travelers arrive at JFK Airport from 
many different countries. Every one of them has a different story to 
tell. We spent an afternoon in the arrivals area at JFK last week talking 
to travelers arriving from abroad. We asked them: Why are you here? 

Why are you here? 

I'm going to look for a job. Maybe as an au pair, 
taking care of children. And I want to improve 
my English too, so I can get a better job when 
I go back home. I hope I can find some work 
quickly. I'm going to look through the 
newspaper ads today. 

1 Is this your first visit? 

Yes, it is. I'm really looking forward to living 
here, but I'm a little nervous, too. 

2 	  
Six months or a year. It depends how things go. 

3 	  
Yes, I have a friend who's working here in a 
restaurant. I'm going to stay with her for a few 
weeks until I can find my own apartment. 

Airport Stories 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

LOOKING FOR A JOB 
Marina, 23, from Porto Alegre, Brazil 

A FAMILY REUNION 
Jonathan, 35, just arrived 
from Melbourne, Australia 

you here? 

2 GRAMMAR going to, present continuous 

a In pairs, cover the text. Can you remember 
three of Marina's plans? Can you remember 
three of Jonathan's plans? 

Marina is going to work. 

b Look at the interview with Maki and Koji. 
Highlight six present continuous sentences. 
Do they refer to the present or the future? 

c  0 p.130 Grammar Bank 3A.  Read the rules 
and do the exercises. 

I'm going to see my dad in Connecticut. 
It's his seventieth birthday tomorrow. 

4 
No. It's going to be a big surprise for him. And it's going to be very 
emotional, too. I moved to Australia in 1998, and the last time I saw 
my dad was five years ago. It's too expensive to visit very often, and 
my father can't fly — he had a heart operation last year. 

5 	  
By train. The whole family is waiting at my parents' house. We're 
going to have a big party there tomorrow night. 

6 	  
Yes, for a month. It's too far to come for a short time — and I want 
to see all my old friends here as well as my family. 
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II 
ON THEIR HONEYMOON 
	 Maki, 25, and Koji, 27, 

from Nagasaki, Japan 

We're on our honeymoon. We got 

married last Saturday. 

Congratulations! 

7 	  

We're staying at the Kitano Hotel. 

We're just here for a few days. 

8 	  

Everything is organized for us. 

Tomorrow we're taking a bus tour of the 

city, and in the evening we're seeing a 

Broadway show. Then on Tuesday we're 
going to a baseball game at Yankee 

Stadium, and on Wednesday we're flying 
to Boston. 

9 	  

On Friday. We're going to Toronto next, 

and then to Montreal... 

3 LISTENING 

a 3.1  Listen to Marina talking six months later. 
Mark the sentences T (true) or F (false). 

1 She's working in a Mexican restaurant. 
2 It was easy to find a job. 
3 She isn't living with her friend now. 
4 She isn't going to English classes. 
5 She doesn't know if she's going to go back to Brazil. 
6 She's leaving the restaurant next month. 
7 Her boyfriend is a waiter. 
8 Her family is very happy that she's getting married. 

b Listen again for more details. Correct the false sentences. 

4 VOCABULARY look (for, through, etc.) 

a Look at Marina's interview on page 28 again. Find and underline three 
expressions with look. Match them to their dictionary definitions. 

1 	 try to find something 
2 	wait with pleasure for something that is going to happen 
3 	read something quickly 

b Complete the sentences with for, forward to, or through. 

1 I always look 	my notes before a test. 
2 She's going to Peru next month. She's really looking 	 it 
3 I can't find my keys. Can you help me look 	them? 
4 I'm not looking 	the final exam — it's going to be very difficult. 
5 Our house is a little too small. We're looking 	a new one. 
6 As soon as he gets home, he looks 	 the mail. 

c Tell your partner... 

• something you are looking forward to 
• something you often have to look for in the morning 
• something that you usually look through 

5 PRONUNCIATION sentence stress 

a Underline the words that are important for communication 
in these questions (the stressed words). 

1 Where are you going? 
	

4 Where are you staying? 
2 When are you leaving? 

	
5 When are you coming back? 

3 How are you getting there? 

b 3.2  Listen and check. Listen again and repeat. Copy the rhythm. 

6 SPEAKING 

a Write down three plans or arrangements 
that you have for this week. Work in pairs. 
A tell B your plans. B listen and ask 
for more information. Then change roles. 

b  0 Communication  Where are you going on vacation? p.116. 
Find a travel companion for an exotic vacation. 

I'm going to the movies 

on Friday night. 

What are you going to see? 



YOU 
	

THE PESSIMIST 

1 We're having a picnic in the park. 	It'll rain.  

2 I'm taking my driving test tomorrow. 	You won't pass.  

3 We're meeting Ana and Daniel at 7.00 	  

4 I'm taking my first skiing lesson today. 	  

5 My brother has a new girlfriend. 

6 I lent Tony some money yesterday. 

7 I'm going to watch a movie in English. 

8 We're going to drive into the city. 

9 My team is playing tonight. 

10 I'm catching the 7:30 train. 

G  will / won't (predictions) 
V opposite verbs 
P contractions (will I won't), /a/ and /oo/ 

    

    

 

I'm taking my driving test today. 
You'll fail. 

     

The pessimist's phrase book 

    

     

1 GRAMMAR will/ won't for predictions 

a Look at the picture. Who is the optimist? Who is the pessimist? Which are you? 

b Read the YOU phrases. Find the THE PESSIMIST'S responses in the box below and write them in the phrase book. 

He won't pay you back. 	 You'll miss it. 	 You won't understand a word. 

You won't pass. 	 They'll be late. 	 It won't last. 

They'll lose. 	 It'll rain. 	 You'll break your leg. 

You won't find a parking space. 

C 	3.3  Listen and check. Repeat the responses. 

d Practice in pairs. 
A (book open) read the YOU phrases. 
B (book closed) say THE PESSIMIST phrase. 
Then change roles. 

e Look at THE PESSIMIST phrases and answer the questions. 

1 Do the sentences refer to the present or the future? 
2 What are the full words in the contractions '11 and won't? 

f 0 p.130 Grammar Bank 3B.  Read the rules and do the exercises. 

2 VOCABULARY opposite verbs 

a What's the opposite of the verbs in A? Use a verb from B. 

b  0 p.149 Vocabulary Bank  Verbs. Do part 1. 

   

fail 

borrow 
find 

 

   

 

lose 
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3 PRONUNCIATION contractions (will/won't), /a/ and /ou/ 
a 3.4  Listen and repeat the contractions. Copy the rhythm. 

I'll 
You'll 
She'll 
It'll 
They'll 

I'll be late 
You'll break 
She'll miss 
It'll rain 
They'll lose 

I'll be late for work. 
You'll break your leg. 
She'll miss the train. 
It'll rain tomorrow. 
They'll lose the game. 

b 3.5  Listen. Can you hear the difference? 

01, 	want 	I want to pass. won't I won't pass. 

    

3.6 Listen and write down the six sentences. 

4 LISTENING 

a 3.7  Listen to the introduction to a radio program. Why is positive thinking good for you? 

b Try to guess the missing words in these tips. 

Tip 

Caller 1 

Caller 2 

Caller 3 

Caller 4 
Caller 5 

Live in the 	, not in the 	 
Think 	thoughts, not negative ones. 

Don't spend a lot of time reading the 	or watching the 	on TV. 
Every week make a list of all the     that happened to you. 
Try to use 	when you speak to other people. 

C 	3.8  Listen and check. 

d Listen again. Write down any extra information you hear. 

e Which tips do you think are useful? 

5 SPEAKING 

Make a positive prediction, I'm sure you'll..., I'm sure 	etc. 	u p,  a In pairs, match the positive phrases with the situations. 	Cheer  
Don't worry! 

Congratulation 

Goo 
luck! 

b Ask and answer with a partner. Use a phrase from the box and say why. 

Your friend says... 	 You say... 

1 I have an important exam tomorrow. 	 Good luck! 	I'm sure you'll pass.  

2 I'm getting married next month. 
3 I'm a little depressed today. 

4 I'm going to Peru next month. 

5 I can't go out tonight. I don't have any money. 	  

Are you a positive thinker? 
Do you think... 

• you'll do something fun this weekend? 

• you'll get an interesting e-mail from 
someone tonight? 

• you'll get to the end of this book? 

I hope so. (I hope not.) 

I think so. 

I don't think so. 

Maybe. / Possibly. 

Probably. 

Definitely. 

• you'll go somewhere exciting 
for your next vacation? 

• you'll pass your next test? 

• you'll get a good (or better) job? 



G will / won't (promises, offers, decisions) 

✓ verb + back 
P word stress: two-syllable words It's a secret. 

OK, I won't tell anyone. 

1 READING 

a Look at the six promises below. What do you think 
they have in common? 

I won't tell anyone. 	I'll write. 
I'll always love you. 	I'll pay you back tomorrow. 
I'll come back tomorrow. This won't hurt. 

b Read the article once and write the correct promise 
in the blanks 1-6. 

c Read the text again. Find words that match the 
definitions. Underline the stressed syllable. 

(n) a person who repairs water 
pipes, toilets, etc. 

(n) studies to find more information 
about something 

(n) putting medicine under 
the skin with a needle 

(v) give something to somebody in 
return for something else 

(adv) every time 
(adj) something that lasts forever 

2 PRONUNCIATION word stress: two-syllable words 

A Most two-syllable words are stressed on the first 
syllable, e.g., Ether. When words are stressed on the 
second syllable, e.g., although,  underline the stress 
and learn them. 

a Look at these two-syllable words from the text. 
Which four are stressed on the second syllable? 

secret 	worry 	exist 
always 
	

forget 
	

dentist 
borrow 	complete 	money 

promise 	e-mail 
	

doctor 
builder 	before 	stingy 

b 3.9  Listen and check. Practice saying the words. 

Promises, promises 
We make them and we break them because 
some promises are very hard to keep. Here are 
the top six most common broken promises 

1 	  

You always hear this from 

builders, plumbers, and 

electricians. But the truth 

is very different. They 

won't come back until 

next week (or later). And 

you will probably need to 

call them five times first. 

2 	  
We love hearing secrets and 

we happily make this promise. And at the time we really 

mean it. "Don't worry," we say, "your secret is safe with me." 

But of course it isn't. Research shows that everybody will 

always tell one other person the secret. Very soon the whole 

world will know! 

3 	  
A favorite phrase of doctors, dentists, and nurses. They 

usually say it just before they give you a shot. But the 

phrase is not complete. The full phrase is: "This won't hurt 

me (but it will probably hurt you a lot)." 

4 	  
You make a new friend on vacation or on a long flight, 

you exchange e-mail addresses, and you make this promise. 

Six months later you find a name and e-mail address on 

a card or an old piece of paper. "Uh-oh!" you think — 

but then you remember that they didn't write to you, either! 

5 	  
In Hamlet, Shakespeare told us never to borrow or lend money. 

He was right. When we lend people money, they always make 

this promise, but then they forget. If we then ask for the money 

back, they think we are stingy. If we don't ask, we never get the 

money back. 

6 	  
Whitney Houston sang a song about this. Every day, all over 

the world, thousands of people make the same promise to 

each other. We know eternal love exists, but is this promise 

the most difficult one to keep of them all? 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 
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3 GRAMMAR will / won't for promises, offers, and decisions 

a Look at the cartoons. What do you think the people are saying? 

 

       

       

A B C D 

4 VOCABULARY verb + back 

a Look at the sentences.What's the difference between go and go back? 
I'm going to Mexico. I'm going back to Mexico. 

b Complete the dialogues with a phrase from the box. 

call back come back give it back pay me back take it back 

1 
A I love that shirt you gave me for my birthday, but it's a little small. 
B Don't worry. I'll 	 to the store and exchange it. 

2 
A Can I speak to Mr. Park, please? 
B I'm sorry. He's not here right now. 
A OK. I'll 	 later. 

b Complete sentences 1-6 with a verb from 
below. Then match the sentences with the 
cartoons (A—F). 

3 
A Excuse me. Could I talk to you for a moment? 
B I'm really busy right now. Could you 	 in five minutes? 

have help love open pay take 

the steak, please. 
you back tomorrow. 
you! 

1 I'll 
2 I'll 
3 I'll 

4 
A That's my pen you're using! 
B No, it's not. It's mine. 
A No, it's mine. 

4 I'll always 	you. 
5 I'll 	 the window. 
6 Yes, it's very nice. I'll 	 it 

c Look at the sentences again. In which 
two are people...? 

making a promise 	2  and 	 
making a decision   and 
offering to do something 	and 

d  0 p.130 Grammar Bank 3C.  Read the 
rules and do the exercises. 

5 
A Can you lend me $50? 
B It depends. When can you 	 
A Tomorrow. I'll go to the bank first thing in the morning. 

c 3.10  Listen and check. In pairs, practice the dialogues. 

5 SPEAKING 
0 Communication  I'll game p.117.  Follow your teacher's instructions 

to play. 

6 3-11  SONG 	White Flag 



G review of tenses: present, past, and future 
✓ verbs + prepositions 
P sentence stress 

   

I dreamed about a road. 
That means you're going to travel. 

 

I was only dreaming 

   

     

1 READING & LISTENING 
a In pairs, say if you think these statements are 

true or false. 

1 We can only remember a dream if we wake up 
in the middle of it. 

2 We always appear in our dreams. 
3 People often have the same dream many times. 
4 Psychoanalysts use dreams to help their patients. 
5 Dreams can predict the future. 

b *4.3.12-/  You're going to listen to a psychoanalyst 
talking to a patient about his dreams. Cover the 
dialogue and listen. Number the pictures 1-6 
in the correct order. 

Dr. Muller 	So,  tell  me, what did you dream about? 

Patient 	I was at a party. There were a lot of people. 

Dr. Muller What 	they 	? 

Patient 	They were 	and 	 

Dr. Muller 	Were  you  drinking? 

Patient 	Yes, I  	champagne. 

Dr. Muller And then what 	 

Patient 	Then, suddenly I 	 in a garden. There 
	 a lot of flowers... 

Dr. Muller 	Flowers, yes... what kind of flowers? 

Patient 	I 	 really see — it was dark. And I 	 
hear music — somebody  	the violin. 

Dr. Muller 	The violin? Go on. 

Patient 	And then I 	an owl, a big owl in a tree... 

Dr. Muller 	How 	you 	? Were you frightened? 

Patient 
	

No, not frightened really, no, but I 	 
very cold. Especially my feet — they were 
freezing. And then I 	 

Dr. Muller 	Your feet? Hmm, very interesting, very 
interesting indeed... 

Patient 	So what 	it 	, doctor? 

c Now uncover the dialogue. Listen again and fill  
in the blanks with a word or phrase. 
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you're feeling positive about the future. 

you want some romance in your life. You are looking for a new partner. 

you need to ask an older person for help. 

Use 

simple present DYou work in an office. 

Example 

present continuous 
simple past 
past continuous 
going to + base form 
will / won't + base form 

Tense 

d What do you think the patient's dream means? Match the things in his dream with interpretations 1-6. 

the person you love doesn't love you. 

you are going to be very busy. 

you'll be successful. 

Under standing 

reams 
your that you are at a party. 	 Li 	1 

that you are drinking champagne. Li 	2 

about flowers. 	 r❑ 	3 

that somebody is playing the violin. LI 	4 

about an owl. 	 ❑ 	5 

that you have cold feet. 	 ❑ 	6 

e 3.13  Now listen to Dr. Muller interpreting the 
patient's dream. Check your answers to d. 

f Listen again. Look at the pictures again and remember 
what Dr. Muller said about each thing. Compare with 
your partner. 

The party means he's going to meet people. 

2 GRAMMAR review of tenses 

a Look at the chart. Write the sentences below the chart 
in the correct place in the Example column. 

I was drinking champagne. 
You'll have a meeting with your boss. 
I saw an owl. 
You're going to meet a lot of people. 
You work in an office. 
I'm meeting her tonight. 

b Now complete the Use column with uses A—F. 

A Future plans and predictions. 
B Finished actions in the past. 
C Things happening now, or plans for a fixed time/place. 
D Things that happcn always or usually. 
E Future predictions, decisions, offers, and promises. 
F Actions that were in progress at a past time. 

c O p.130 Grammar Bank 3D.  Read the rules and 
do the exercises. 

3 PRONUNCIATION sentence stress 

a 3.14  Listen to sentences 1-6 and underline the 
stressed (information) words. 

1 You'll have a meeting with your boss. 
2 Somebody was playing the violin. 
3 You're going to meet a lot of people. 
4 How did you feel? 
5 I'm meeting her tonight. 
6 She doesn't love me. 

b Listen and repeat the sentences. Copy the rhythm. 

4 SPEAKING 

0 Communication  Dreams A p.110 B p.114. 
Role-play interpreting your partner's dream. 

5 VOCABULARY verbs + prepositions 

Complete the questions with a preposition 
from the box. 

about (x3) 	for 	of to (x3) 	with (x2) 

1 What did you dream 	last night? 
2 What radio station do you usually listen 	 
3 What do you talk 	with your friends? 
4 Did you wait 	a bus or a train today? 
5 Who do you usually agree 	in your family? 
6 Are you going to write 	anybody tonight? 
7 What do you think 	this book? 

8 What are you thinking 	now? 

9 Do you argue 	people a lot? 

	

10 Who was the first person you spoke 	this 
morning? 



Menu 
Appetizers 
Tomato and mozzarella salad 

Mushroom soup 

Grilled shrimp 

Main courses 
Fried chicken 

T-bone steak 

Grilled salmon 

All main courses served with a baked potato or fries. 

PROBLEMS WITH A MEAL 

a 3.16  Cover the dialogue and listen. What three problems do they have? 

YOU HEAR YOU SAY 

Chicken for you, ma'am, and the I'm sorry, but I asked for a baked 
steak for you, sir. potato, not fries. 

No problem. 	 
Excuse me. 

Yes, sir? I asked for my steak rare, and this 
is well-done. 

I'm very sorry. 	 
	back to the kitchen. 

Could we have the check, please? 

SOCIAL ENGLISH after dinner 

a 338  Listen to Mark and Allie. Mark the sentences T (true) or F (false). 

USEFUL PHRASES 
A That was a 1 	 dinner. 
M I'm g 	you enjoyed it. 
A Can I ask you s 	 
M We could have a 	 

cup of coffee. 

MuItiROM 

1 Jennifer is Mark's ex-wife. 
2 Mark was married for three years. 
3 His wife left him for another man. 
4 Allie met her previous boyfriend at work. 
5 After dinner they're going to go dancing. 

b Complete the USEFUL PHRASES. 
Listen again and check. 

c F 3.19 Listen and repeat the phrases. 
How do you say them in your language? 
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Restaurant problems 

  

 

PRACTICAL ENGLISH 

  

   

ORDERING A MEAL 

335  Listen to Allie and Mark at the restaurant. 

Answer the questions. 

1 What do they order for appetizers? 
2 What does Allie order for her main course? 
3 What kind of potatoes do they order? 
4 How does Mark want his steak — rare, medium, or well-done? 
5 What are they going to drink? 

 

Yes, sir. 
Your check. Thanks. Excuse me I think there's 

a mistake in the check. We only had 
two glasses of wine, not a bottle. 
Thank you. 

b Listen again. Complete the YOU HEAR 
phrases. 

c .1/43.17‘ Listen and repeat the YOU SAY 
phrases. Copy the rhythm.  

d In pairs, role-play the dialogue. A (book 
open) you're the waiter, B (book closed) 
you're Mark and Allie. Change roles. 

  

Yes, you're right. I'm very sorry. 
It's not my day today! 	 
	a new check. M US English fries check 

es UK English chips bill 

  



An informal letter 

 

WRITING 

 

1 .121 Baker S+ree+ 

2 

3 

4 

Thank you for your letter. We're very happy +ha+ 
you're coming +o stay with us in August, and we're 
sure you'll have a Tod +irne. 

Wha+ +irne are you arriving a+ +he airport? You can 

se+ a +rain +o +he city from +here. Do you have a 

cell phone? Then you can call us when you're on The 

+rain, and we'll mee+ you a+ The station.  

Could you also +ell me a few more +hinss about 
ja,irself? Is +here anything you can't ea+ or drink? Do 

you wan+ a single room, or do you prefer to share a 

room? Are you going to so back +o Seoul rish+ after 

The course ends? If n0+, how many more days are 

JOU going +0 s+aj with us? 

5 

6 

Sane Sanders 

7     trr\ sending you a photo of +he 

-Gamily so you'll recognize us a+ the station! 

Imagine you are going to stay with 
Mrs. Sanders. Answer her letter using 
your own information. Remember to 
include your address and the date. 

WRITE three paragraphs: 

Paragraph 1 Thank her for her letter. 
Paragraph 2 Say when you are arriving, etc. 
Paragraph 3 Answer her other questions. 

End the letter with Best wishes and 
your name. 

CHECK your letter for mistakes 
( grammar , punctuation , and spelling ). 

a Chan-ho is a Korean student who's going to study English in San 
Francisco. He's going to stay with a family. Read the letter from 
Mrs. Sanders and complete it with expressions from the box. 

San Francisco, CA 94111 Best wishes 221 	Bakcr Strcct P.S. 
Dear Chan-ho April 14, 2007 Looking forward to hearing from you 

b Read the letter again and answer the questions. 
1 When is Chan-ho going to the United States? 
2 How is he going to get there? 
3 How many questions does Mrs. Sanders ask him? 
4 Does Looking forward to hearing from you mean...? 

a I hope you will write soon. 
b I'm going to write again soon. 

5 Why does Mrs. Sanders send Chan-ho a photo? 

c What differences are there between an informal letter and an e-mail? 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

VOCABULARY 

a prepositions 

Complete the sentences with the correct preposition. 

Where do you come  from  ? 

1 Last night I dreamed 
	

being alone on a desert island. 

2 I looked 	 you everywhere. Where were you? 

3 I'm looking 
	

to the weekend. 

4 I waited 	 the bus for half an hour. 
5 I often argue 
	

my dad about politics. 

b verbs + back 

Match the phrases. 

"I'm going tomorrow." 

1 "Could you lend me $50?" 
2 "I'm sorry, she's not at home." 
3 "Do you have my book?" 

4 "My new phone doesn't work." 
5 "Don't you want to see me again?" I I 

"When are you coming back?" 

A "Yes, I'll give it back tomorrow." 

B "No. Go away and don't come back." 

C "OK, I'll call back later." 

D "If you can pay me back before Friday" 
E "Take it back to the store." 

c opposite verbs 

Write the opposite verb phrase. 
push the door 	pull the door  

1 lose a game 

2 remember to pay 

3 buy a car 
4 learn Spanish 

5 get a letter ■ l5 

PRONUNCIATION 

a Underline the word with a different sound. 

 

    

cff 

love come home month 

lose too good do 

lot won't box doctor 

go know don't down 

borrow tonight open probably 

b Underline the stressed syllable. 
information 

   

pessimist prediction remember important interesting 

 

■ 10 

   

   

What do you remember? 

GRAMMAR 

Circle the correct answer, a, b, or c. 
What's 	name? 
a yours ® your c you 

1 We 	live with John's parents. 
a 're going 
b 're going to 
c go to 

2 What time 	 
a you are leaving 
b are you leaving 
c are you leave 

3 I'm sure 	lose the game. 
a they 
b they'll 
c they going to 

4 It's very late. They probably 	 
come now. 
a won't to 
b won't 
c don't 

5 I 	 pass the test. 
a don't think she'll 
b not think she will 
c don't think she won't 

6 It's very hot in here I 	 open 
the window. 
a go to 
b '11 
c don't 

7 A I don't have a car. 
B Don't worry. 	take you. 
a We 
b We are 
c We'll 

8 I 	 about my grandmother. 
a dream often 
b often am dreaming 
c often dream 

9 I 	 in the park when I saw an 
enormous dog. 
a walked 
b was walking 
c 'm walking 

10 Where 	go next summer? 
a are you going to 
b you will 
c are you 
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What can you do? REVIEW & CHECK 

2020  woman the hunter, 
man the househusband 

A new report on life in 2020 was published yesterday. This report predicts 
big changes, not just in technology but also changes in the way we live. 
These are some of the predictions for work and family life. 

Family life 
❑ One in five fathers will be 
househusbands, while the 
mothers go out to work. 

❑ People will live near other 
people who have the same 
interests, for example, 
in golf villages. 

❑ There will often be three 
generations living in the same 
house, e.g., grandparents, parents, 
and children. 

❑ People will live until their 
mid-eighties, but women will 
still live slightly longer than men. 

Work and study 
❑ One in five school classes will be 
online via the Internet. Students will 
also often have video classes with 
a "superteacher" from another city 
or country. 

❑ Most workers will have short-term 
contracts. They will have to learn to do 
lots of different jobs because they will 
change jobs frequently. 

❑ Most people will work a twenty-five 
hour week. This will usually mean 
working five hours a day, although 
some people may work three eight-
hour days and have four days off. 

Departure 

Return 

Flight times 

Passenger's 
name 

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THIS TEXT? 

a Read the article about 2020. Put a check (✓ ) next to the 
predictions that you think would be a good thing. 

b Read the article again. Mark the sentences T (true), 
F (false), or DS (doesn't say). 

According to this report, in 2020... 

1 20% of fathers will stay home and take care of the children. 
2 People will live near other people who like the same things. 
3 Grandparents will take care of their grandchildren. 
4 Men and women will live until they are 80. 
5 "Superteachers" will sometimes travel to give classes. 
6 Many people will work in the same job all their lives. 
7 Everybody will work five hours a day. 

c Underline and learn six new words or expressions from 
the article. Use your dictionary to check the meaning 
and pronunciation. 

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THESE PEOPLE? 
a 3.20  Listen to five short conversations. 

Circle a, b, or c. 

1 On Saturday the woman is going to 	 
a stay home b go swimming 
c play volleyball 

2 Who do they think will win the World Cup? 
a Mexico b Brazil c Italy 

3 This weekend the weather is going to be 	 
a wet and cold b sunny but cold 
c warm and sunny 

4 The woman is going to buy 	 
a the red sweater b the blue sweater 
c the black sweater 

5 Last night the student 	 
a had a bad dream b had a good dream 
c didn't dream 

b 3.21  Listen and complete the flight details. 

Supertravel 
Flight from Miami to' 	  

Tuesday May 6th 

2 

Outbound: leaves 6:30, arrives 3 	  

Return: leaves 4 	  arrives 11:30 

Henry 5 	  

CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH? 
a In English, can you...? Yes (.4) 

❑ talk about your plans for tonight 

❑ talk about your plans for next year 

❑ make three future predictions about your town 

❑ make three promises about your English 

b Reorder the words to make questions. 

1 doing weekend this what you are ? 
2 English year you next going study to are ? 
3 think do who will election next you win the ? 
4 rain think tomorrow will you do it ? 
5 you dreams how your remember do often ? 

c Ask your partner the questions in b. Ask for 
more information. 
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G present perfect (experience) + ever and never; present perfect or simple past? 
✓ clothes 
P vowel sounds Have you ever been to that store? 

What did you buy? 

You probably have because it is one of the 
fastest-growing chains in the world. The person 

behind Zara is Amancio Ortega. He is the richest 

man in Spain, but very few people know his face. 

There are only two official photographs of him, 

and he rarely gives interviews. Although he is a 

multimillionaire businessman, he doesn't look 

like one. He doesn't like wearing suits or ties and 

prefers to wear jeans and a shirt. 

When he was young, he worked as a salesperson in a clothing store, but he 

always dreamed of having his own business. In 1963 he started a small 

company that made women's pajamas. In 1975, at the age of 40, he opened 

his first clothing store in La Coruna, a city in northwest Spain, and named it 

Zara. Now you can find Zara stores all over the world, from New York to 

Moscow to Singapore. So why is Zara so successful? 

The main reason is that Zara reacts extremely quickly to the latest designer 

fashions and produces clothes that are fashionable but inexpensive. Zara 

can make a new line of clothes in three weeks. Other companies normally 

take about nine months. The clothes also change from week to week, so 

customers keep coming back to see what's new. Zara produces 20,000 new 

designs a year, and none of them stay in stores for more than a month. 

So if you've seen a new jacket or skirt that you like in a Zara store, hurry up 

and buy it because it won't be there for long. 

1 READING & VOCABULARY 

a What is the most popular place to buy 
clothes in your town? Do you buy your 
clothes there? If not, where? 

b Read the text about Zara. Then cover it and 
answer the questions below from memory. 

1 Who is Amancio Ortega? 
2 What is unusual about him? 
3 What was his first job? 
4 When did he open the first Zara store? 
5 Where are there Zara stores now? 
6 What are the secrets of Zara's success? 

c Read the text again and underline  any 
words that are connected with clothes. 

d 0 p.150 Vocabulary Bank  Clothes. 

2 PRONUNCIATION vowel sounds 

a  4.1 Put two clothes words in each column. 
Listen and check. Practice saying the words. 

belt cap clothes coat jacket shirt 

shoes skirt socks suit sweater top 

   

v. 

       

            

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

b Ask and answer with a partner. 

What did you wear yesterday? 
What are you going to wear tonight? 
What were the last clothes you bought? 
What's the first thing you take off when 

you get home? 
Do you always try on clothes before 

you buy them? 
How often do you wear a suit? 



• 

3 LISTENING 
4.2 Listen to three people being interviewed about Zara. Complete the chart with their information. 

Woman 1 Woman 2 Man Your partner 
1 Have you ever been to a Zara store? 
2 When did you last go there? 
3 Where? 
4 What did you buy? 
5 Are you happy with it? 

4 GRAMMAR present perfect or simple past? 

a Interview your partner about Zara (or another store in your area) and write his / her answers in the chart. 

b Look at questions 1 and 2 above. 

What tense are they? 
Which question refers to a specific time in the past? 
Which question is about some time in your life? 

c 0 p.132 Grammar Bank 4A.  Read the rules and do the exercises. 

5 SPEAKING 

a Complete the questions with the past participle of the verb. 

1 Have you ever  worn  (wear) something only once? 
What? When / wear it? 

2 Have you ever 	 (be) to a fashion show? 
Where? / enjoy it? 

3 Have you ever 	 (dance) in very uncomfortable shoes? 
Where? What / happen? 

4 Have you ever 	 (wear) a costume? 
When? What / wear? 

5 Have you ever 	 (meet) someone who was wearing 
exactly the same clothes as you? When? How / you feel? 

6 Have you ever 	 (buy) something and never worn it? 
What? Why / not wear it? 

7 Have you ever 	 (ruin) clothes in the washing machine? 
What? What / happen? 

8 Have you ever 	 (have) an argument with 
your family about clothes? What about? 

b Interview a partner with the questions. If he / she answers, "Yes, I have," 
ask follow-up questions in the simple past. 

Have you ever worn something only once? 	 Yes I have. A suit. 

When did you wear it? > 	c To a job interview. 

6 4.3  SONG er True Blue 



D 

G present perfect + yet and already 
✓ verb phrases 

P /h/, /y/, /d3/  Have you cleaned up your room yet. 
Yes. I did it this morning. 

Family conflicts 

 

1 VOCABULARY verb phrases 

a Read the magazine article and complete it 
with these verbs. 

changes cleaned cleans up 
does (x2) leaves makes take 

Parents of teenagers tell us 
what drives them crazy. 

Here are some of the top "hates." 

1 He never makes  his bed. If I make it, I find 
strange things in it like dirty socks, CDs 
without their cases... 

2  He never 	 his room — it's always a mess. 

The floor is covered with empty soda cans, more 

dirty socks... 

3 She 	wet towels on the bathroom floor 
and doesn't pick them up. 

4 She walks around the house eating food without 

a plate, usually just after I've 	 the floor. 

Then she says "I'm sorry" with a sweet smile. 

5  He has breakfast, lunch, and dinner at home, 
but he never 	the dishes. 

6 When she comes into the living room, she always 

	the channel on the TV— usually when I'm 

watching my favorite program. 

7  We bought a dog for him because he promised 
to 	 it for a walk every day. Guess who 
always does it? 

8 She always 	 her homework at the last 

minute — usually late on Sunday night. This means 

she needs the Internet, just when her sister is 

"chatting" online with her friends. 

42  

b Cover the text. Can you remember the eight bad habits? 

c In pairs, say which of these things are a problem in your 
home and why. What else is a problem? 

housework 	food 
the TV / computer 	the bathroom 
pets (e.g., a dog) 	homework 

2 GRAMMAR present perfect + yet and already 

a 4.4 Listen and number the pictures 1-4. 

b Listen again and complete the dialogues with a past participle. 

1 A Have you 	yet? 

B No, not yet. 
A Well, hurry up! I'm going to be late for work. 

2 A You left a towel on the floor. 
B I haven't 	a chance to clean up my room yet. 
A Well, don't forget to pick it up. 

3 A When are you going to do your homework? 
B I've already 	it 
A Really? When? 
B I did it on the bus this afternoon. 

4 A I've already 	you to get a plate for that sandwich. 
I just cleaned the floor, you know. 

B OK. Oops — sorry. Too late. 

c Look at the conversations and underline  yet and already. 
What tense is the verb with them? What do you think they 
mean? 

d O p.132 Grammar Bank 4B.  Read the rules and 
do the exercises. 



He hasn't helped with the housework today. 

3L1 Have you used your new computer yet? 

Jim has joined a judo class. 

    

Problems with your 
teenage children? 
Why not throw them out? 

What did the Serranos' boys do? In fact, they didn't 

go very far from home. The oldest boy, David, went to live 

with his girlfriend and just started a job in her father's 

construction company. The youngest son has rented an 

apartment near the family home. (His mother paid the first 

month's rent only.) 

So Maria and Mariano asked their sons to leave 

the family home. But the two boys didn't want to go. 

Then, Mr. and Mrs. Serrano made an unusual decision —

they went to court. 

Do you have rude and moody teenage children 

living in your home? Have you ever secretly wanted to 

throw them out? A Spanish couple, Mr. and Mrs. Serrano 

from Zaragoza in Spain, have done exactly that. 

Maria and her husband, Mariano, lived with their 

two sons, David, 20, and Mariano, 18. "The situation was 

impossible," said Maria. "We were always arguing, our 

children were treating our house like a hotel, and they 

weren't contributing anything. Also they weren't studying 

or looking for work. They were complaining all the time 

and insulting us. They didn't respect us. I love my 

children, but in the end it was ruining our lives." 

Normally, under Spanish law, parents do not have 

the right to make their children leave home. But in this 

case the judge decided that the situation in the Serrano 

family was "intolerable." He gave Mr. and Mrs. Serrano 

the right to tell their children to go. 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

Elizabeth Nash, The Independent, October 18, 1999 

3 PRONUNCIATION & SPEAKING /h/, /y/, /d3/ 

a ‘064.5 ' Listen and repeat. Practice saying the sentences. 

b  0 Communication  Has he done it yet? p.116. 

4 READING 

a Answer the questions in pairs. 

1 At what age do young people usually leave home 
in your country? 

2 What do you think is the right age for a young person 
to leave home? Why? 

b Read the paragraphs and put them in order. 
Number them 1-5. 

c Now read the whole article in the correct order. 
Choose the best summary, A, B, or C. 

A Mr. and Mrs. Serrano argued with their children. 
The children decided to leave home. 

B Mr. and Mrs. Serrano argued a lot. Their children 
were unhappy, so they left home. 

C Mr. and Mrs. Serrano argued with their children a lot. 
They told their children to leave home. 

d In pairs, underline  any words or phrases you 
don't know. Try to guess their meaning. Then 
check with the teacher or with your dictionary. 
Choose five to learn. 

e Do you think Mr. and Mrs. Serrano were right 
or wrong? Why? Do you think the story will have 
a happy ending? 

f 4.6  Listen and check. 



1 GRAMMAR comparatives, as... as, less... than... 

a Read the introduction to the article We're living faster. .. 
Is it optimistic or pessimistic? Why? 

b Read it again and cross out the wrong word. 

According to James Gleick, today we... 

1 work longer / shorter hours. 

2 have more / less free time. 
3 talk faster / more slowly. 

4 are more relaxed / less relaxed. 

5 will probably have longer / shorter lives than our parents. 

c Complete the sentences with as or than. Then check 
with the text. 
1 We sleep less 	 previous generations. 

2 If we don't slow down, we won't live 	 long 	 
our parents. 

d  0 p.132 Grammar Bank 4C.  Read the rules and 
do the exercises. 

2 PRONUNCIATION sentence stress 

4.7  Listen and repeat the sentences. 
Copy the rhythm. 
1 I'm busier than a year ago. 

2 Life is more stressful than in the past. 

3 We work harder than before. 

4 We walk and talk faster. 

5 I'm not as relaxed as I was. 

6 We won't live as long as our parents. 

A  Remember! Unstressed words like a, 
and, as, and than have the sound /o/, and 
-er is pronounced /or/. 

kfr 

G comparatives, as... as, less... than... 

✓ time expressions: spend time, waste time, etc. 

P sentence stress We work harder, and we have 
less free time. 

3 READING & VOCABULARY 

a You're going to read about some ways in which our 
lives are faster. Work in pairs. A read 1-3, B read 4-6. 

b A tell B about paragraphs 1-3, B tell A about 
paragraphs 4-6. Use the pictures to help you. 
Are any of these things true in your country? 

c Now read paragraphs 1-6. In pairs, look at the 
highlighted expressions with the word time and 
guess their meaning. 

WE'RE LIVING FASTER, 

     

 

SORRY. 

  

  

Dfry 

 

©or LONG AGO  people believed that in the future we would 

work less, have more free time, and be more relaxed. 

But sadly this has not happened. Today we work harder, 

work longer hours, and are more stressed than ten years ago. 

We walk faster, talk faster, and sleep less than previous 

generations. And although we are obsessed with machines that 

save us time, we have less free time than our parents and 

grandparents had. But what is this doing to our health? 

In his book Faster: the acceleration of just about everything, 

American journalist James Gleick says that people who live in 

cities are suffering from "hurry sickness" — we are always trying to 

do more things in less time. As a result, our lives are more 

stressful. He says that if we don't slow down, we won't live as 

long as our parents. For most people, faster doesn't mean better. 
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4 LISTENING & SPEAKING 

a 	4  . 8  Look at the questionnaire. 
Listen to four people answering 
question 1. Which activity (working, 
studying, etc.) are they talking about? 
1 	  
2 

3 	  

4  	 

b Listen again. Why do they spend 
more (or less) time on these things? 

c In pairs, interview each other using 
the questionnaire. 

z 

A, ewentlyen 1•■ '6.41$wivoS 

HellAm&SA60‘ 

S. 

3 No time to listen 

Some answering machines now 

have "quick playback" buttons so 

that we can replay people's 

messages faster — we can't 

waste time listening to people 

speaking at normal speed! 

1 No time for the news 

Newspaper articles today are 

shorter and the headlines are 

bigger. Most people don't have 

enough time to read the 

articles; they only read the 

headlines! On TV and the radio, 

announcers speak more quickly 

than ten years ago. 

2 No time for stories 

In the US there is a book called 

One-Minute Bedtime Stories 

for children. These are shorter 

versions of traditional stories, 

specially written for "busy 

parents" who want to 

save time ! 

een, en, en 	n "Th 

Oc; 	' 

a V' 

ARE YOU LIVING FASTER...? 

1 Compared to two years ago, do you spend more or less time on 
these things? Say why. 

working or studying 	sitting in traffic 	cooking 
talking on the phone 	seeing friends 	eating 
working on a computer 	shopping 	 sleeping 

2 Do you have more or less free time than a year ago? Why? 
What don't you have enough time for? 

3 How do you get to work / school? How long does it take you? 
Is this longer than a year ago? 

4 Do you usually arrive on time...? Why (not)? 
for work/school 	for your English class 	to meet your friends 

5 Which machines save you time? 

Do they make your life simpler or more complicated? 

6 Do you waste a lot of time every day? Doing what? 

BUT ARE WE LIVING BETTER? 
4 No time to relax 

Even when we relax, we do 

everything more quickly. Ten years 

ago when people went to art 

galleries, they spent ten seconds 

looking at each picture. Today they 

spend just three seconds! 

5 No time for slow sports 

In the US, baseball is not as 

popular as before because it 

moves slowly, and games 

take a long time . Nowadays 

many people prefer faster and 

more dynamic sports like 

basketball. 

6 ...but more time in our cars 

The only thing that is slower than before 

is the way we drive. Our cars are faster, 

but the traffic is worse, so we drive 

more slowly. We spend more time 

sitting in our cars, feeling stressed 

because we are worried that we won't 

arrive on time . Experts predict that in 

ten years the average speed on the road 

in cities will be 17 km/hour. 
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G superlatives (+ ever + present perfect) 

V opposite adjectives 

P word stress It's the most beautiful city 
I've ever been to. 

1 READING & LISTENING 

a Read the introduction to the article. In pairs, answer the questions. 

1 What are the three tests? 

2 Do you think they are good ones? 

3 Which city do you think will be the friendliest / most unfriendly? 

Big cities _ often have a reputation 

for being rude, unfriendly places for tourists. 

Journalist Tim Moore went to four cities, London, 

Rome, Paris, and New York, to find out if this is 

true. He went dressed as a foreign tourist and used 

three tests to see which city had the friendliest and 

most polite inhabitants. The three tests were: 

1 The photo test 

Tim asked people on the street to take his photo 

(not just one photo, but several — with his hat, without 

his hat, etc.). Did he find someone to do it? 

A
d
ap

te
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om
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  n
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2 The shopping test 

Tim bought something in a store and gave the 

salesperson too much money. Did the person 

give back the extra money? 

3 The accident test 

Tim pretended to fall down on the street. 

Did anybody come and help him? 

The photo test 

The shopping test 

The accident test 

I asked an office worker who was 
eating his sandwiches to take my 
photo. "Of course I'll take your 
picture. Again? Sure! Again? No 
problem. Have a nice day!" 

I bought an / love New York 
T-shirt and drinks from two 
different people. I gave them too 
much money, but they both gave 
me the extra money back. 

I fell down in Central Park. I didn't 
have to wait more than thirty 
seconds. "Oh, no!" a man said. "Is 
this your camera? I think it's broken." 

I asked some gardeners to take my 
photo in front of the Eiffel Tower. 
They couldn't stop laughing when 
they saw my hat. 

I bought some fruit in a grocery store 
and gave the man a lot of coins. 
He carefully took the exact amount. 

I fell down on the Champs Elysees. A 
minute passed before someone said, 
"Are you OK?" And he was Scottish! 

I asked a very chic woman in 
sunglasses. She took a photo of me 
with my hat on, then without my hat. 
Then with my sunglasses. Then she 
asked me to take a photo of her! 

I bought a newspaper at a newsstand 
near the train station. It was three 
euros. I gave the man four, and he 
didn't give me any change. 

When I fell down, about eight people 
immediately hurried to help me. 

b Read about what happened in New York, Paris, and Rome. 

1 Which city do you think was the friendliest in the photo test? 	 
2 In which city did he take a photo, too? 	 
3 In the shopping test, where didn't he get the right change? 	 

Answer the questions with NY, P, or R. 

4 Where did he buy a souvenir? 	 
5 In the accident test, where did he wait longest for help? 	 
6 In which city were people most helpful? 	 
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C 4.9  Now listen to Tim Moore talking about what 
happened in London. Answer the questions. 

1 Who did he ask first? 

2 What did the man say? 

3 Who did he ask next? What happened? 

4 What did he buy? Where? 

5 How much was it? 

6 Did he get the right change? 

7 Where did he do the accident test? 

8 Did anyone help him? 

9 What did the man say? 

The accident test 

The photo test 

The shopping test 

Why did you write Egypt? 

2 GRAMMAR superlatives (+ ever + present perfect) 

a Cross out the wrong form in these questions. 

1 Which city was the friendlier / the friendliest of the four? 

2 Which city was the more unfriendly / the most unfriendly? 

3 What's the friendliest place you've ever been to / be to? 

b Ask and answer the questions with a partner. 

c 	p.132 Grammar Bank 4D.  Read the rules and 
do the exercises. 

3 VOCABULARY opposite adjectives 

a What are the opposites of these adjectives? 

friendly rude noisy boring 

b O p.145 Vocabulary Bank  Adjectives. Do part 2. 

c In pairs, choose five questions and ask a partner. 

What's ... 

the 	 (unfriendly) 

the 	 (beautiful) 

the 	 (ugly) 

the 	 (expensive) 

the 	 (polluted) 

the 	 (exciting) 

the 	 (dangerous) 

the 	 (noisy)  

4 PRONUNCIATION word stress 

a Underline the stressed syllable in the adjectives below. 

1 It's the most polluted city I've ever been to. 
2 He's the most impatient person I've ever met. 
3 This is the most comfortable hotel I've ever stayed at. 
4 It's the most interesting book I've ever read. 
5 They're the most expensive shoes I've ever bought. 
6 It's the most beautiful place I've ever seen. 

b 4.10 Listen and check. What other words are stressed? 

c Listen and repeat the sentences. Copy the rhythm. 

5 SPEAKING 

a  0 Communication  The best and the worst A p.110 B p.114. 
Read your instructions and write the names of people, 
places, etc. in the ovals. 

b Ask and answer questions about the things you and your 
partner wrote in the ovals. Ask for more information. 

place you've ever been to? 

When did you go there?  

Because it's the hottest 
place I've ever been to. 
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Can you recommend 
a good museum? 

Sorry? Where did you say? 

Where is it? 
How far is it from Union Square? 

Can I walk from there? 
Can you show me on the map? 

Lost in San Francisco 	PRACTICAL ENGLISH 

DIRECTIONS 
4.11 Listen to Allie talking to the hotel 

receptionist. Order the directions 1-5. 

It's the third street on the left. 
Go straight ahead, down Sutter Street. 
Go out of the hotel and turn left. 
Union Square will be right in front of you. 1E1 
Turn left at Stockton. 

ASKING FOR INFORMATION 
a ‘4.12'44  Cover the dialogue and listen. Where does 

Allie want to go? How is she going to get there? 
Mark the route from Union Square on the map. 

YOU SAY YOU HEAR 

What time does it open? 
Thanks very much. 

Well, SFMOMA is fantastic. 
SFMOMA. The San Francisco 	 
of Modern Art. 
On 	 Street. 
Not far. It's just a 	 of blocks. 
Sure. It'll 	you ten minutes. 
Yes, Union Square is here, and the museum 
is here. From Union Square you go down 
Geary to the 	and turn right. 
That's Third Street. Go down Third and 
you'll see SFMOMA on the 	 
It opens at 	 
Have a good day. I'm sure you'll 
	the museum!  

b Complete the YOU HEAR phrases. Listen 
and check. 

C 4.13  Listen and repeat the YOU SAY 
phrases. Copy the rhythm. 

d In pairs, role-play the dialogue. A (book 
open) you're the receptionist, B (book 
closed) you're Allie. Change roles. 

SOCIAL ENGLISH looking for Union Square 
a 4.14 Listen and circle a or b. 

1 Allie and the man... a have met before. 
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2 Mark is... 
3 Del Monico's is... 
4 Brad wants to... 
5 Brad loves... 

b Complete the USEFUL PHRASES, 
Listen again and check. 

c 4.15 Listen and repeat 
the phrases. How do you say 
them in your language? 

b haven't met before. 
b in a meeting. 
b a restaurant. 
b take Allie to Union Square. 
b Allie's pronunciation. 

USEFUL PHRASES 
B Don't I k 	you? 
A I don't t 	 so. 
B What are you d 	here? 
A I'm 1 	 for (Union Square). 
A That's really k 	 of you. 
A Are you s 	 

MultiROM 

a meeting Allie later. 
a a coffee shop. 
a go shopping with Allie. 
a Allie's conversation. 



1 I live in Guadalajara, which is the largest'  city  in 
the state of Jalisco in Mexico. It's 2 	 is over three 
million people, making it the second bigger city 
in Mexico. 	 biggest 

2 Guadalajara is a beautiful place, and it's great for 
walking around. There are lots of tree-lined 3 	 

and the city is full of monuments, 4 	, and 
fountains. There is many reminders of the city's rich 
history, with fabulous colonial architecture everywhere 
you look. 

3 The 5 	 here is ideal — both summer and winter 
are mild and pleasant. During the summer months, 
it often rain in the afternoons . Afterwards, the 

6 	 is much cleaner. 

4 Guadalajara is known for many things, especially 
mariachi bands, who originated here . Every 
September Guadalajara holds its famous mariachi 
7 	 , attracting musicians from all over the world. 
One of the biggest 8 	 attractions is the Mercado 
Libertad, the largest covered market in Mexico. 
Some people calls it a 9 	 paradise. 

5 But I think the best things about Guadalajara are the 
people and the '° 	 It's a major business center, 
yet the pace seems to remain calm and leisurely. The 
people have a real sense of history, and that's why 
I like live here so much. 

Describing where you live 	WRITING 

a Read the text and match the questions with paragraphs 1-5. 

What is it famous for? 
What is the weather like? 
What is the best thing about it? Do you like living there? ❑ 

Describe your hometown. 	 ❑  
Where do you live? Where is it? How big is it? 	❑  

b Complete the text with these words. 

air city festival lifestyle parks 
population shopping streets tourist weather 

c Find one grammar mistake in each highlighted 
phrase. Correct it. 

i 

The place where I live 

WRITE a description of the place where you live. 
Write five paragraphs. Answer the questions in a in the correct order. 

CHECK your description for mistakes ( grammar , punctuation , and spelling ). 
Attach a photo if you can. 
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shirt work shorts skirt 

bought blouse towel mouth 

friendly pretty men many 

make complain great fast 

yet yellow already your r\  

 

What do you remember? 

GRAMMAR 
Circle the correct answer, a, b, or c. 

What's 	name? 
a yours (E2) your c you 

1 	ever been to a Zara store? 
a Do you 
b Have you 
c Did you 

2 I've never 	him in a suit and tie. 
a seen 
b see 
c saw 

3 A Would you like a coffee? 
B No, thanks 	four cups today. 
a I've had already 
b I've already had 
c I already have had 

4 You haven't done the dishes 	 
a already 
b never 
c yet 

5 I've 	 seen that movie twice. 
a already 
b ever 
c yet 

6 The traffic is 	than it was an 
hour ago. 
a badder 
b worse 
c more bad 

7 Radio announcers speak more 	 
than before. 
a quickly 
b quick 
c quicker 

8 TV game shows aren't as 	they 
once were. 
a popular than 
b popular that 
c popular as 

9 What's the 	 city you've ever seen? 
a most beautiful 
b more beautiful 
c beautifulest 

10 This is the 	 city in the world. 
a most noisiest 
b noisiest 
c noisier 
	

• 10 

VOCABULARY 
a verb phrases 

Complete the phrases. 
make  your bed 

do pick up take out clean up waste 

1 	your room 
2 	things on the floor 
3 	the garbage 
4 	the dishes 
5 	time 

b clothes 

Complete the sentences. 
That's a very nice jacket  

1 Levi's are famous for their j 	 
2 Business people usually have to wear a s 	to work. 
3 I always t 	on clothes before I buy them. 
4 Take o 	your coat. It's very hot in here. 
5 Put on your p 	and go to bed. 

c adjectives 

Write the opposite adjective. 
small 

• 15 

PRONUNCIATION 
a Underline  the word with a different sound. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

b Underline the stressed syllable. 
information 

pajamas already nearly busier friendliest 

big 

1 rude 
2 noisy 
3 possible 
4 dangerous 
5 patient 
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What can you do? 	 REVIEW & CHECK 

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THIS TEXT? 

I
N 1952, Audrey Hepburn was in Rome, making the movie 
Roman Holiday. She was engaged to marry James Hanson, 
a London "playboy," and she asked a famous Italian designer, 
Zoe Fontana, to make her a dress for the wedding . 

Signora Fontana said, "Audrey was 23. She was so young and 
so beautiful then. She tried the dress on many times. It was 
in white lace, with a lot of tiny buttons down the back, and 
she wanted to wear flowers on her head." 

But two weeks before the wedding, Audrey Hepburn decided not 
to get married. She called Zoe Fontana and said, "I've canceled 
the wedding. But I want another girl to wear my wedding dress 
perhaps a poor girl who could never pay for a dress like this one. 
Find a beautiful young woman and give the dress to her." 

Signora Fontana found a poor 20-year-old girl in Latina, a town 
near Rome. She was exactly the same size as Hepburn and the 
dress fit her perfectly. Her name was Amabile Altobello. 

Signora Altobello said, "I wanted to get married, but my fiancé 
and I didn't have enough money for a wedding. When Audrey 
Hepburn gave me the dress, it was like a dream come true. 
Everybody in the town was very excited, and they also gave us 
furniture, and even arranged a honeymoon for us in Paris." 

Today Signora Altobello is over 75 years old, but she still has 
the dress. "We are still poor and we have had a hard life, 
but we have three daughters and five grandchildren. We have 
had a happy marriage , so the dress brought me luck." A

da
pt

ed
  f

ro
m

  a
  n

ew
sp

ap
er

  

a Read the article and mark the sentences T (true), 
F (false), or DS (doesn't say). 
1 Audrey Hepburn was going to marry a playboy. 
2 She wanted to get married in Rome. 
3 Her wedding dress was white with flowers on it. 
4 Before the wedding, she fell in love with another man. 
5 She asked Zoe Fontana to give the dress to a friend. 
6 Amabile Altobello was the same age as Audrey Hepburn. 
7 The people of Latina also gave her things for her house. 
8 Amabile Altobello and her husband are still married. 

b Guess the meaning of the highlighted words. 

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THESE PEOPLE? 
a 4.16  Listen and circle the correct answer, a, b, or c. 

1 He thought the fashion show was 	 
a exciting 	b interesting 	c boring 

2 The woman bought 	 
a a shirt b a skirt 	c some shoes 

3 The floor is 	 
a wet b dry c dirty 

4 What time does he finish work? 
a 7:00 	b 8:00 	c 9:00 

5 The most beautiful place he's been to is 	 
a the Amazon rainforest b Phuket c the Grand Ca yon 

b 4.17  Listen to an interview with a model. 
Mark the sentences T (true) or F (false). 
1 She often wears clothes she doesn't like. 
2 She broke her leg during a fashion show. 
3 She has never been to Africa. 
4 She went to Argentina two years ago. 
5 She would like to go to India again. 

CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH? 
a Can you...? Yes (i) 

El say what clothes you wore yesterday 
El say what housework you / other people in your family do 
❑ say if you have more or less free time than last year, and wh 

b Make five questions with the present perfect and 
a superlative. 
What / good book / ever / read? 
What's the best book you've ever read? 

1 What / hot place / ever / be to? 
2 What / bad movie / ever / see? 
3 Who / generous person / ever / meet? 
4 What / good restaurant / ever / be to? 
5 What / long trip / taken? 

c Ask your partner the questions in b. 



FILE 1 Grammar Bank p.126 
In pairs or small groups, circle a, b, or c. 

1 Where 	? 

a is from your sister b your sister is from 
c is your sister from 

2 A What 	? 
B He's a doctor. 
a does Ricardo do b is Ricardo do c does Ricardo 

3 My father never 	TV. 
a watch b watchs c watches 

4 In the painting two women 	at a table. 
a are sitting 	b sits 	c are sit 

5 A What's that? 
B It's the thing 	connects my camera to the 
computer. 
a who b that c where 

FILE 2 Grammar Bank p.128 
In pairs or small groups, circle a, b, or c. 

1 Where 	last summer? 
a you went b did you went c did you go 

2 The exercise was very difficult. We 	 do it. 
a didn't can b didn't could c couldn't 

3 When I opened the door, I saw it 	 
a was raining b rained c were raining 

4 Who 	this song? I like it. 
a write b wrote 	c did write 

5 	 it was dark, I could read the map. 
a Because b But c Although 

FILE 3 Grammar Bank p.130 
In pairs or small groups, circle a, b, or c. 

1 	 take a vacation this year. 
a I don't going to b I'm not going to 
c I'm not going 

2 A What 	this evening? 
B Nothing special. 
a do you do b are you doing c are you going 

3 A My final exam is tomorrow. 
B You 	 
a won't pass b don't pass 	c aren't passing 

4 A It's hot in here. 
B 	 open the window. 
a I'll 	b I 	c Will 

5 In my dream I saw a man. He 	the violin. 
a was played b playing c was playing 

FILE 4 Grammar Bank p.132 
In pairs or small groups, circle a, b, or c. 

1 	any of his movies? 
a Have you ever saw b Did you ever seen 
c Have you ever seen 

2 A Do you want some coffee? 
B No thanks, 	some. 
a I've already had b I've yet c I already have 

3 A Is your brother here? 
B No, he 	 
a hasn't already arrived 	b yet hasn't arrived 
c hasn't arrived yet 

4 She doesn't work 	Mary. 
a as hard as b as hard than c as hard 

5 This is 	 city I've ever been to. 
a the nicest b the nicer 	c the most nice 
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Communication 

 

1B Claire and Rosa Student A 

a Ask B questions and complete the chart for Rosa. 
Name Claire Rosa 
Age? 25 
From? Toronto, Canada 
Lives in? Seattle, Washington 
Job? Journalist 
Smokes? No 
Likes? movies, especially comedies; cats 
Doesn't like? men who smoke 

b Answer B's questions about Claire. 

c In pairs, decide who is the best girlfriend for Richard. Why? 

6 

1C Describe and draw Student A 

a Look at your painting for a minute. 
Then describe it for B to draw. 

b Listen to B describing his / her 
painting. Try to draw it. Don't look 
at it. Ask B questions to help you. 

c Now compare your drawings with 
the original paintings! 

1D Crossword Student A 

a Ask B for the definitions of your missing words. 
Guess the words and complete your crossword. 

What's 2 across? 	 What's 5 down? 

b Give definitions of the words B asks for. 
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2B Famous photos Student A 

 

Communication 

 

2C Music quiz Student A 

a Write your questions. 

1 Which singer (PLAY) soccer for Real Madrid? 

Which singer played soccer for Real Madrid 
	

7 

a Julio Iglesias 	b Enrique Iglesias 	c Placido Domingo 

2 Which group Beyonce (SING) in? 
7 

a Destiny's Child 	b The Spice Girls 	c En Vogue 

3 Who (SING) Livin' La Vida Loca? 
7 

a Bruce Springsteen 	b Marc Anthony 	c Ricky Martin 

4 What kind of music the Sex Pistols (INVENT)? 
	 7 

a reggae 	b punk 	c hip-hop 
T WAS 1953. The photographer was living in Paris. 
He didn't have much money, and he was living in a 

small room and taking photos of the city every day. 
One day he saw that some people were painting the 
Eiffel Tower, and he decided to take some 

photographs. He went up the tower, and suddenly he 

saw the man in the photo. The man was painting. The 

photographer was very nervous because he was sure 
that the painter was going to fall. He took his photo, 
and a few weeks later the photo was in Life magazine. 

The photo became very 

famous, and they made 

postcards and a poster 
with it. Later the 

company that paints the 

Eiffel Tower called him 
and invited him to 

lunch. They told him that 
the painter was an 
acrobat. His name was 

Zazou. 

5 When MTV (BEGIN)? 

6 Which of these groups (NOT HAVE) brothers or sisters in it? 

a Blur 	b REM 	c Evanescence 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

a 1971 	b 1981 	c 1991 

a Oasis 	b The Corrs 	c Red Hot Chilli Peppers 

7 Whose daughter Michael Jackson (MARRY) in 1994? 

a Elvis Presley's 	b Frank Sinatra's 	c Paul McCartney's 

8 Which Spice Girl David Beckham (MARRY) in 2000? 

a Posh Spice 	b Sporty Spice c Ginger Spice 

9 Which group (SING) Losing my Religion? 
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a Look at the photos and read the text about The Eiffel 
Tower painter. Try to remember the information. 

b Tell B the story of The Eiffel Tower painter. Try to 
tell it from memory. 

c Now B will tell you about Leaving for Newfoundland. 

10 Which instrument Sting (PLAY) in the song Every Breath you Take? 

a piano 	b guitar 	c double bass 

b Ask B your questions. Give your partner one mark for 
each correct answer. Answer B's questions. Who got the 
most correct answers? 



3D Dreams Student A 
a Last night you dreamed about these things. Prepare 

to tell B about your dream. 

b B is a psychoanalyst. Tell him / her about your dream. 
He / she will tell you what it means. 

Last night I dreamed about a river... 

c Change roles. Now you are a psychoanalyst. Listen to 
B's dream. Number the things below in the order he / 
she talks about them. 

Ice cream - You will get some money (from the lottery or 
from a relative). 

Long hair - You want to be free. Perhaps you have problems 
with your family or your boyfriend/girlfriend. 

A key - You have a problem, and you are looking for a solution. 

People speaking other languages - You think your life is 
boring - you would like to have a more exciting life. 

Traveling by bus - You are worried about a person who is 
controlling your life. 

d Now use the information in c to interpret B's dream. 

First you dreamed about... This means... 

4D The best and the worst Student A 
a Write names in at least SIX of the ovals on page 47. 

In 1, one of the best books you've ever read. 
In 2, the coldest place you've ever been to. 
In 3, the most generous person you know. 
In 4, the most beautiful modern building you've ever seen. 
In 5, the worst program currently on TV. 
In 6, the most frightening movie you've ever seen. 
In 7, the best restaurant you've ever been to. 
In 8, the messiest person in your family. 

b Go back to page 47. 



18 Claire and Rosa Student B 

a Answer A's questions about Rosa. 

Name Claire Rosa 
Age? 23 
From? Mexico 
Lives in? Vancouver, 

Canada 
Job? Painter 
Smokes? No 
Likes? good food, music 
Doesn't 
like? 

sports 

b Ask A questions and complete the chart 
for Claire. 

c In pairs, decide who is the best girlfriend 
for Richard. Why? 

 

Communication 

 

6 

1D Crossword Student B 

a Ask A for the definitions of your missing words. Guess the 
words and complete your crossword. 

What's 1 down? 	 What's 6 across? 

b Give definitions of the words A asks for. 
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1C Describe and draw Student B 

a Look at your painting for a minute. 

b Listen to A describing his / her painting. 
Try to draw it. Don't look at it. Ask 
questions to help you. 

c Now describe your painting for A to draw. 

d Now compare your drawings with the 
original paintings! 
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Leaving for Newfoundi 
.Willy Ronis 1949 

The Eiffel Tower painter 
Marc Riboud 1953 

2B Famous photos Student B 

E TOOK THIS PHOTO in 1949 in France. He was 

working for a magazine. They wanted photos 

of fishermen. The people in the photo were a 
fisherman called Marcel, his wife, and their little baby boy. 

Marcel was leaving to go to Canada, and the photographer 

wanted to take a photo of him and his wife in front of the 

boat. He said, "Kiss your wife good-bye. I need a photo 

with a kiss" But Marcel was very shy, and he gave his wife 

a very cold kiss. So the photographer said, "Is that how 
you kiss your wife?" So he kissed her again, very naturally. 

This time he forgot about the photographer. The photo 

became very famous. Many years later Marcel saw his 

photo in my book, and he wrote to the photographer. 

He said that his son (the baby in the photo) was now 

30 years old and was a fisherman, too. 

a Look at the photos and read about Leaving for 
Newfoundland. 

b A will tell you about The Eiffel Tower painter. 

c Now tell A about Leaving for Newfoundland. Try to 
tell it from memory. 

2C Music quiz Student B 

a Write your questions. 

1 Which song Celine Dion (SING) in the movie Titanic? 

Which song did Celine Dion sing in the movie Titanic  
a / Will Always Love You b My Heart Will Go On c Love Is in the Air 

2 Who (SEND) A Message in a Bottle in 1979? 

a The Beach Boys 	b Dire Straits 	c The Police 

3 Who (WRITE) the song Nothing Compares 2U? 

a Prince 	b Sinead O'Connor 	c Bono 

4 Which "boy band" Justin Timberlake (SING) with? 

a Backstreet Boys 	b NSYNC 	c BoyzllMen 

5 Which Beatle (DIE) in 2001? 

a Ringo Starr 	b John Lennon 	c George Harrison 

6 Who (BE) a Material Girl? 

a Mariah Carey 	b Madonna 	c Christina Aguilera 

7 Which heavy metal band Ozzy Osbourne (SING) with in the 1970s? 

a Black Sabbath 	b Deep Purple 	c Led Zeppelin 

8 Who (SAY) "I don't know anything about music. In my line you don't have to"? 

a Eminem b Arnold Schwarzenegger c Elvis Presley 

9 How reggae singer Bob Marley (DIE)? 

a He drowned in the ocean. 	b In a car accident. 	c He had cancer. 

10 Which song Elton John (REWRITE) for the funeral of Princess Diana in 1997? 

7 

a Sacrifice b Candle in the Wind 	c Your Song 

b Answer A's questions. Then ask A your questions. 
Give your partner one mark for each correct answer. 
Who got the most correct answers? 



3D Dreams Student B 

a Last night you dreamed about these things. Prepare to 
tell A about your dream. 
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b You are a pyschoanalyst. Listen to A's dream. Number 
the things below in the order he / she talks about them. 

Taking a bath - You have a secret that nobody knows about. 

Dogs - You are looking for friends. 

Losing hair - You are going to lose some money. 

Lost and Found - A problem you have will soon get better. 

A river - You are going to be very lucky. 

c Now use the information in b to interpret A's dream. 

Well, first you dreamed about... This means... 

d Change roles. Now A is a psychoanalyst. Tell him / her 
about your dream. A will tell you what it means. 

Last night I dreamed that I had long hair... 

4D The best and the worst Student B 

a Write the names in at least SIX of the ovals on page 47. 

In 1, the healthiest person you know. 
In 2, the best concert you've ever been to. 
In 3, the most dangerous sport or activity you've ever done. 
In 4, the cheapest person you know. 
In 5, the most boring sport you've ever watched. 
In 6, the most beautiful old building you've ever seen. 
In 7, the hottest place you've ever been to. 
In 8, the worst movie you've seen this year. 

b Go back to page 47. 

4B Has he done it yet? Students A+B 

a Work individually. Look at the list of things Max does 
every morning. Which ones has he already done? Try to 
remember what was in the picture. Write sentences. 

He's already made the bed. OR He hasn't made the bed yet. 

make the bed 	 turn off the computer 
wash his coffee cup 	put his clothes in the closet 
clean up his desk 	take a shower 
pick up towels 	 have breakfast 
take the dog for a walk 

b Work in pairs. Compare your sentences with your partner. 
Are they the same? Then go back to page 116 and 
compare your sentences with the picture. Were you right? 
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3A Where are you going on vacation? Students A+B 

a Read the ads and choose a vacation. Decide: 

Where are you going? 
How are you getting there? 	  
When are you leaving? 
Where are you staying? 
When are you coming back? 	  

b Now find a partner who has planned exactly the 
same trip as you: 

A Where are you going? 
B To Fiji. 
A Me too. How are you getting there? 
B I'm flying Air New Zealand. 
A I'm flying Quantas Airways, so we can't go together. 

4B Has he done it yet? Students A+B 

Look at the picture for one minute and try to remember what's in it.  0 p.114 

FIJI 
Spend two or four weeks in 

the South Pacific with tropical 

beaches, sun, water sports, etc. 

An unforgettable experience. 

Departure June 1st 

Return June 15th or 30th 

Fly Quantas Airways (via Honolulu) 
or Air New Zealand (via Los Angeles) 

Hotels Blue Lagoon (small beach hotel) 
Tropics (modern luxury hotel) 

KENY 
Go on a two- or four-week 

safari for the experience of a 

lifetime. In a 4x4 you will see 

lions, zebras, and elephants in 

their natural habitat. 

Departure June 1st 

Return June 15th or 30th 

Fly British Airways (via London) 

or KLM (via Amsterdam) 

Accommodation in luxury campsites or in hotels 
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3C I'll game 

Follow your teacher's instructions to play the game. 
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1.2 

1 A When's the test? 
B Next week. 
A Yeah, I know, but what day? Is it 

Wednesday or Thursday? 
B Neither one. It's Tuesday. 

2 A The weekend goes so quickly. 
B I know. I can't believe that tomorrow 

is Monday. 
3 A Excuse me! Do you have the time? 

B Yes, it's twenty-five to nine. 
A Thanks. 

4 A We're going to be late for class. 
B Relax. It doesn't start until a quarter 

after ten. It's only five after. 
5 A When was she born? 

B Let's see. She was born on 
August 23rd, 1977. 

A Where? 
B In Colombia. 

6 A Do you have any tickets left for the 
5th of June? 

B Let's see... yes, we do. How many 
would you like? 

A Two, please. 
B OK, that's forty dollars, please. 

7 A Hello? 
B Hi, it's me. I'm on your street, but I 

can't remember the number of your 
house. Is it 117? 

A No, it's 170. 
8 A How much are those flowers? 

B Fifty dollars. 
A Fifty? That's not cheap. 

13 

Richard 
I was very optimistic when I went to meet 
Claire. My first impression was that she was 
very friendly and outgoing. Physically, she 
was my type — she was rather slim and not 
very tall, with long dark hair — very pretty. 
And she was very funny, too. She had a great 
sense of humor. We laughed a lot. But the 
only problem was that Claire was very 
talkative. She talked all the time and I just 
listened. She wasn't very interested in me. At 
the end of the evening, I knew everything 
about her, and she knew nothing about me. 
Claire was the kind of woman I could have 
as a friend but not as a girlfriend. 

1.4 

When I first saw Rosa, I couldn't believe it. 
I thought, "Wow! Thanks, Mom." She's very 
attractive — she has short dark hair and she's 
fairly tall. She's Mexican, from Guadalajara, 
but her English was fantastic. 

At first, she was a little shy, but when we 
started talking, we found we had a lot of 
things in common — we both like music, 
good food, and traveling. We got along really 
well — we didn't stop talking for the whole 
evening. When it was time to go, I knew I 
really wanted to see Rosa again, and I asked 
her to go on another date. But... she just 
smiled at me and said in her beautiful 

Mexican accent, "Richard, you're very sweet, 
but I'm sorry, you're not my type." 

1.8 

OK, now... the painting we're looking at now 
is by the French painter Toulouse-Lautrec. 
The painting is called At the Moulin Rouge. 
As you probably know, the Moulin Rouge is 
a nightclub in Paris. Maybe some of you 
remember the movie Moulin Rouge? In the 
nineteenth century, the nightclub was very 
famous for its beautiful dancers and singers. 
Toulouse-Lautrec did a lot of paintings and 
posters of the Moulin Rouge. He especially 
loved painting the dancers. And in these 
paintings he sometimes included his friends, 
too. 

In the middle of the picture, there are five 
people who are sitting at a table having a 
drink. The woman who's wearing a black and 
white hat is a dancer — her name is La 
Macarona — and the man sitting next to her 
on the left is a friend of Toulouse-Lautrec's. 
He was a photographer. On the right, here, 
there's a woman with blond hair, blue eyes, 
and very red lips. Her face looks very white. 
That's another famous dancer called Jane 
Avril. At the back of the picture, on the right, 
there are two women who are standing 
together. One of them is touching her hair. 
That's La Goulue, and she was one of the 
most famous singers at the Moulin Rouge at 
that time. 

Now this is very interesting. If you look 
carefully to the left of the two women, there 
are two men walking out of the nightclub. One 
of them is very tall and the other one is very 
short. The very tall man is Toulouse-Lautrec's 
cousin Gabriel, and the other man is Toulouse-
Lautrec himself. Toulouse-Lautrec was only 
one meter 50 centimeters tall. He had very 
short legs and couldn't walk very well. Some 
people think that this is why he loved painting 
the dancers of the Moulin Rouge... because 
they all had beautiful, long legs. 

1.10 

Presenter Good evening, ladies and 
gentlemen, and welcome to What's the 
word? And our first contestant tonight is 
Adam. Hello, Adam. Are you nervous? 

Adam A little bit. 
Presenter Well, try and relax, Adam, and 

play What's the word? with us. In case 
you're watching the show for the first 
time, here's how we play the game. I have 
six cards with things, people, or places 
written on them. I'm going to give Adam 
definitions, and he's going to try and 
guess the words on my six cards. But of 
course, I can't use any of the words on the 
cards in my definitions. So, for example, if 
I have a card with taxi driver, I can't use 
taxi or driver in my definition. Are you 
ready, Adam? 

Adam Uh...yes. 
Presenter OK. You have two minutes to 

guess what's on the six cards starting now! 

1.11 

Presenter OK. You have two minutes to 
guess what's on the six cards starting now! 
OK, Adam. Card number 1. It's a person. 
It's somebody who works in a restaurant. 

Adam A cook. 
Presenter No, no. It's the person who takes 

the food from the kitchen to the tables. 
Adam Oh, a 	 
Presenter That's right. Card number 2. 

It's a place. It's a place where you go when 
you want to buy something. 

Adam A store. 
Presenter Yes, but it's a very big store where 

you can buy almost anything. 
Adam Is it a 	 
Presenter Yes, very good! OK, card number 

3. It's a thing...uh. It's a thing that you use 
to talk to people. 

Adam Your mouth? 
Presenter No, no. It's a kind of machine. 

It's very small. Nearly everyone has 
one nowadays. 

Adam 	 
Presenter That's it! Card number 4. It's an 

adjective. It's the opposite of fat. 
Adam Thin? 
Presenter It's like thin, but it means "thin 

and attractive:' 
Adam 	 
Presenter Yes! Number 5. It's an adjective 

again. Uh... It's how you feel when you 
have a lot of work. 

Adam Worried? 
Presenter No, but it's similar to worried. 

It's how you feel when you have a lot of 
things to do, but you don't have time to 
do them. 

Adam Busy? 
Presenter No! 
Adam 	 
Presenter Yes, excellent! And card number 

6, the last one. OK. It's a verb. For 
example, you do this with the TV. 

Adam Watch? 
Presenter No... It's the thing that you do 

when you finish watching the TV. 
Adam Uh... go to bed? 
Presenter No, you do it to the TV before 

you go to bed. 
Adam Is it 	 
Presenter Yes! 

0.10 

Mark 
Hi. My name's Mark Ryder. I'm American, 
and I live in San Francisco. I work for a 
music company called MTC. I'm divorced 
and I have a daughter. 

Last month I went to England on a work 
trip, and I met Allie. She's British, and she 
works for MTC in the UK. We had a great 
five days. We went out for coffee. We went 
shopping. It was my birthday, and she bought 
me a present. We went out for dinner. I really 
liked her, and I think she liked me, too. 

I invited her to a conference in San 
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Francisco, and she said yes. And now I'm at 
the airport. I'm waiting for her to arrive. 

Mark Allie, hi! 
Allie Hi, Mark. 
Mark You look great! 
Allie You too. How are you? 
Mark I'm fine. How was the flight? 
Allie Long! Eleven hours. 
Mark You must be really tired. 
Allie Yes. I couldn't sleep at all. The people 

next to me had a baby with them. What's 
the time here? I need to change my watch. 

Mark It's seven in the evening. 
Allie It's three in the morning for me. 
Mark OK, I'm going to take you right to the 

hotel and you can rest. 
Allie Fine. Sorry! 
Mark You are going to love San Francisco! 

I'm so pleased you came! 
Allie Me too. It's great to see you again. 
Mark Come on. My car's in the parking lot. 

Let's go. 

2.3 

Presenter Hello and welcome to today's 
Travel Program. Today we've asked you to 
call in with your vacation horror stories —
vacations where things went wrong. Our 
first caller today is Bill. Hi, Bill. 

Bill Hello. 
Presenter So where was this vacation? 
Bill Well, this didn't happen to me; 

it happened to my aunt and uncle 
last summer. 

Presenter Where did they go? 
Bill To Ibiza, in Spain. 
Presenter A fantastic place for a vacation. 
Bill Yes, a fantastic place if you're seventeen 

— but they're nearly seventy! 
Presenter Oh... 
Bill And they wanted a quiet, relaxing 

vacation — you know. They like walking in 
the woods, sitting on quiet beaches — things 
like that. They don't go abroad very often, 
but they wanted to do something different. 

Presenter So why did they choose Ibiza? It's 
"the party island." 

Bill Yes, it is now, but they didn't know that. 
You see, they first went to Ibiza in the late 
sixties, when it was a beautiful, peaceful 
island with traditional cafes and 
restaurants, deserted beaches. And this was 
exactly what they wanted. So they looked 
on the Internet — my uncle loves using his 
computer — and they booked a hotel for a 
week in the same part of the island where 
they'd been before. And they found some 
cheap flights. It all seemed so perfect. 

Presenter So what happened? 
Bill Well, you can imagine. It was a 

complete disaster. Their hotel was in San 
Antonio, a resort that's full of bars and 
clubs. 

Presenter Oh, no. 
Bill Yeah... There was music until 5:00 in 

the morning, noise of car doors opening, 

motorcycles, and people shouting. They 
couldn't sleep at all. They were too tired to 
do anything during the day. They tried to 
get some sleep, but they couldn't because 
it was too hot. When they came home, 
they were in a state of shock. 

Presenter Oh, no... So, what are their plans 
for this year? 

Bill I don't know. I think they'll probably 
stay at home this year... and next year... 
and probably the year after that... 

Presenter Well, thank you, Bill. And now... 

2.4 

Marinette We didn't know that our picture 
was so famous until 30 years later. One 
day I was working in the cafe when the 
man from the bookstore next door came 
in. He was holding a new book, which had 
a photo on the cover. Suddenly I said, "I 
don't believe it! That's Henri and I when 
we were very young!" 

I remember that afternoon at the 
Bastille very well. When the man took 
that photo, we were arguing! Henri was 
standing very near me. I was saying, 
"Henri, don't stand so near me, there is 
somebody behind us." 

Henri We didn't know that the 
photographer was taking a photo of us. 
We were arguing. I can't remember exactly 
what we were arguing about. I think I was 
trying to kiss Marinette and she didn't 
want to. Or I think maybe we were arguing 
about our wedding — we got married a few 
months after the man took the photo. 

Marinette People who know this photo 
always think of us as the eternal lovers, 
like Romeo and Juliet. But life isn't like 
that. It's very difficult to stay in love when 
you see your husband every day at home, 
and you see him every day at work, too. 
And I'm very hardworking, but Henri is 
still a dreamer. Ah, those were the days... 

Two hours later a police car arrived at 
Hannah's house. A policewoman knocked 
at the door. "Good evening, ma'am," she 
said. "Are you Hannah Davis? I'd like to 
speak to you. Can I come in?" 

The policewoman came in and sat down on 
the sofa. 

"Are you a friend of Jamie Dixon?" she said. 
"Yes," said Hannah. 
"I understand you were going to meet him 

this evening." 
"Yes, at 5:30, at a coffee shop. But he didn't 

come, so I didn't see him." 
"Well, I'm afraid I have some bad news for 

you," said the policewoman. 
"What? What happened?" 
"Jamie had an accident this evening." 
"Oh no! What kind of accident?" 
"He was crossing the street, and a car hit him." 
"Is he ... Is he ...OK?" 
"Well, he's going to be in the hospital for a 

long time." 

"Oh no." 
"But don't worry, He's going to be OK." 
"When did this happen?" 
"This evening at 5:25. He was crossing the 

street on Bridge Street." 
"And the driver of the car?" 
"She didn't stop." 
"She?" 
"Yes, it was a woman in a white car. The police 

are looking for her." 
"Can I go to the hospital to see Jamie?" 
"Yes, I can take you there now." 
"I'll get my coat. OK, I'm ready." 
"Is that your car, ma'am? The white one over 

there?" 
"Yes, it is." 
"Can I have a look at it? Did you know your 

front light is broken?" 
"No, I didn't." 
"What exactly were you doing at 5:25 this 

evening, ma'am?" 

2.16 

Clerk Good evening, ma'am. How can I 
help you? 

Allie Good evening. I have a reservation. 
My name's Alison Gray. I'm here for the 
MTC conference. 

Clerk Just a moment. Ah, here it is. Ms. Gray. 
For six nights? 

Allie That's right. 
Clerk OK, Ms. Gray. Here's your key. You're in 

room 419 on the fourth floor. 
Allie Thank you. What time's breakfast? 
Clerk From seven to nine, in the Pavilion 

Restaurant on the sixth floor. 
Allie Thanks. Where's the lift? 
Clerk The elevators are over there. 
Allie Thanks. 
Clerk Do you need any help with your bags? 
Allie Yes, please. 

2.19 

Mark Here you go, Allie. A cappuccino — see, 
I remembered! 

Allie Well done! Thanks. 
Mark Did you sleep well? 
Allie Yes, very well. How are things? 
Mark They're fine. 
Allie What are the plans for the week? 
Mark Well, today we don't have any free time. 

But tomorrow I'm going to take you to this 
great little restaurant I know. 

Allie That sounds good. 
Mark And then on Wednesday night there's a 

cocktail party here at the hotel, and then a 
conference dinner on Thursday. Is there 
anything special you want to do? 

Allie Well, I'd like to see the bay and the 
Golden Gate Bridge. And I'd like to go 
shopping if there's time. 

Brad Hi, Mark, how are you doing? 
Mark Hi, Brad. I'm fine, just fine. 
Brad Aren't you going to introduce me? 
Mark Oh, sure. Allie, this is Brad Martin. Brad 

works in the Los Angeles office. Brad, this is 
Allie Gray from the London office. 

Allie Hello. 
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Brad Hi, Allie, great to meet you. Mark told 
me you were very nice, but he didn't tell 
me you were so beautiful. So, is this your 
first time in San Francisco? 

Allie Yes. Yes, it is. 
Brad Has Mark shown you the sights? 
Allie Well, not yet. 
Brad Then maybe I can show you around. 

I love this city. 
Mark Allie, it's time to go. Excuse us, Brad. 
Brad Well, great to meet you, Allie. See 

you around. 
Allie Yes. Nice to meet you, too. Good-bye. 
Brad Bye. 

3.1 

Interviewer So Marina, did you find a job as 
an au pair? 

Marina Well, I found a job, but not taking 
care of children. I'm working in a 
restaurant — a Mexican restaurant. I'm a 
waitress. I work very long hours! 

Interviewer Was it difficult to find a job? 
Marina No. There are lots of jobs in 

restaurants and hotels, things like that. 
Interviewer Are you still living in your 

friend's apartment? 
Marina Yes, because it's very expensive here 

and I can't afford my own apartment. New 
York is incredibly expensive! 

Interviewer Your English is much better! 
Marina Well, a bit better, but I don't go to 

classes, because I don't have time. As I said, 
I work very long hours in the restaurant. 
But I watch a lot of American TV, and I 
speak English at work. 

Interviewer When are you going back to 
Brazil? 

Marina I don't know. My plans have 
changed a little bit. 

Interviewer Why? 
Marina Well, I met someone at the 

restaurant. He's the chef. We're getting 
married next month. 

Interviewer Congratulations! Is he from 
Brazil, too? 

Marina No, he's Mexican. From 
Guadalajara. He's a fantastic cook. 

Interviewer So, are you going to stay in 
New York? 

Marina Yes. I'm very happy here now. We 
both really like New York. Our dream is to 
open a restaurant together someday. 

Interviewer Is your family coming to 
the wedding? 

Marina No! They don't even know I'm 
getting married! You see, they want me to 
go back to Brazil. 

Interviewer Well, good luck with 
everything, Marina. 

Marina Thank you. 

3.7 

Presenter Today's topic is "positive thinking." 
We all know that people who are positive 
enjoy life more than people who are 
negative and pessimistic. But scientific 
studies show that positive people are also 

healthier, get better more quickly when 
they're sick, and live longer. A recent study 
shows that people who are optimistic and 
think positively live, on average, nine years 
longer than pessimistic people who think 
negatively. So, let's hear what you the 
listeners think. Do you have any tips to 
help us be more positive in our lives? 

3.8 

Presenter And our first caller this evening 
is Andy. Hi, Andy. What's your tip for 
being positive? 

Andy Hello. Well, I think it's very important 
to live in the present, not in the past. 
Don't think about mistakes you made in 
the past. You can't change the past. The 
important thing is to think about how you 
will do things better in the future. 

Presenter Thank you, Andy. And now 
we have another caller. What's your 
name, please? 

Julie Hi, my name's Julie. My tip is think 
positive thoughts, not negative ones. We 
all have negative thoughts sometimes, but 
when we start having them we need to 
stop and try to change them into positive 
ones. Like, if you have a test tomorrow 
and you start thinking "I'm sure I'll fail," 
then you'll fail the test. So you need to 
change that negative thought to a positive 
thought. Just think to yourself "I'll pass." I 
do this and it usually works. 

Presenter Thank you, Julie. And our next 
caller is Rosa. Hi, Rosa. 

Rosa Hi. My tip is don't spend a lot of time 
reading the newspapers or watching the 
news on TV. It's always bad news, and it 
just makes you feel depressed. Read a book 
or listen to your favorite music instead. 

Presenter Thanks, Rosa. And our next 
caller is Mi-young. Mi-young? 

Mi-young Hi. 
Presenter Hi, Mi-young. What's your tip? 
Mi-young My tip is every week make a list 

of all the good things that happened to 
you. Then keep the list with you, in your 
bag or in a pocket, and if you're feeling a 
little sad or depressed, just take it out and 
read it. It'll make you feel better. 

Presenter Thanks, Mi-young. And our 
last call is from Michael. Hi, Michael. 
We're listening. 

Michael Hi. My tip is to try to use positive 
language when you speak to other people. 
You know, if your friend has a problem, 
don't say "I'm sorry" or "Oh poor you." 
Say something positive like "Don't worry! 
Everything will be OK." That way you'll 
make the other person think more 
positively about their problem. 

Presenter Thank you, Michael. Well that's all 
we've got time for. A big thank-you to all 
our callers. Until next week then, good-bye. 

3.13 

Patient So what does it mean, doctor? 
Doctor Well, first the party. A party is a 

group of people. This means that you're 
going to meet a lot of people. I think 
you're going to be very busy. 

Patient At work? 
Doctor Yes, at work... you work in an office, 

I think? 
Patient Yes, that's right. 
Doctor I think the party means you are 

going to have a lot of meetings. 
Patient What about the champagne? 
Doctor Let me look at my notes again. Ah 

yes, you were drinking champagne. 
Champagne means a celebration. It's a 
symbol of success. So we have a meeting or 
meetings and then a celebration. Maybe in 
the future you'll have a meeting with your 
boss, about a possible promotion? 

Patient Well, it's possible. I hope so... What 
about the garden and the flowers? Do they 
mean anything? 

Doctor Yes. Flowers are a positive symbol. So, 
the flowers mean that you are feeling positive 
about the future. So perhaps you already 
knew about this possible promotion? 

Patient No, I didn't. But it's true, I am very 
happy at work and I feel very positive about 
my future. That's not where my problems 
are. My problems are with my love life. Does 
my dream tell you anything about that? 

Doctor Hmm, yes, it does. You're single, 
aren't you? 

Patient Yes, well, divorced. 
Doctor Because the violin music tells me 

you want some romance in your life. 
You're looking for a partner perhaps? 

Patient Yes, yes, I am. In fact, I met a very 
nice woman last month — I really like 
her... I think I'm in love with her. I'm 
meeting her tonight... 

Doctor In your dream you saw an owl... in 
a tree? 

Patient Yes, an owl... a big owl. 
Doctor The owl represents an older person. 

I think you'll need to ask this older person 
for help. Maybe this "older person" is me? 
Maybe you need my help? 

Patient Well, yes, what I really want to 
know is... Does this person... this 
woman... love me? 

Doctor You remember the end of your 
dream? You were feeling cold? 

Patient Yes, my feet were very cold. 
Doctor Well... I think perhaps you already 

know the answer to your question. 
Patient You mean she doesn't love me. 
Doctor No, I don't think so. I think you will 

need to find another woman. I'm sorry. 

t 3.15 '4.  

Waiter Are you ready to order? 
Mark Yes, to start a tomato and mozzarella 

salad — is that right, Allie? 
Allie Yes. 
Mark And the mushroom soup for me. 
Waiter And for your main course? 
Allie I'll have the fried chicken. 
Waiter With French fries or a baked potato? 
Allie A baked potato, please. 
Waiter And for you, sir? 



Mark And I'd like the steak, with French fries. 
Waiter How would you like your steak? 

Rare, medium, well-done? 
Mark Rare, please. 
Waiter And to drink? 
Mark Could your bring us the wine list, 

please? 

40.181* 

Waiter Your check, sir. 
Mark Thanks. 
Waiter Thank you. 
Allie Thank you, Mark. That was a 

lovely dinner. 
Mark I'm glad you enjoyed it. 
Allie How's your daughter? 
Mark Jennifer? She's fine. She's with her 

mother in Los Angeles. 
Allie Mark? 
Mark Yeah. 
Allie Can I ask you something? 

Something personal? 
Mark Sure. What? 
Allie How long were you married? 
Mark Three years. 
Allie Why did you break up? 
Mark There were a lot of reasons. We were 

very young when we had Jennifer. We 
were both working very hard. We didn't 
spend much time together... the usual 
story. What about you, Allie? 

Allie Well, there was someone. I met him 
when I was at university. We were together 
for two years. We broke up. 

Mark Why? 
Allie I don't know. Usual story! 
Mark Thank you. Listen, it's early — it's only 

nine o'clock. Shall we go for a walk? 
Allie Good idea. Where shall we go? 
Mark There's a place called Fisherman's 

Wharf — it's right on the bay. There are 
lots of cafes and bars. We could have 
another cup of coffee. 

Allie Fine. Let's go. 

1 
Interviewer Excuse me, sir, I'm doing a ... 

sir? Excuse me, ma'am, do you have a few 
minutes to answer... 

Passer-by Sorry, I really don't have time. 
Interviewer Excuse me. Could I ask you a 

few questions about Zara? 
Woman 1 Yes, OK. 
Interviewer Have you ever been to a 

Zara store? 
Woman 1 Yes, many times. 
Interviewer And when did you last go there? 
Woman 1 About three weeks ago. 
Interviewer And where was that? 
Woman 1 Here in Houston. At the 

Galleria Mall. 
Interviewer OK, thank you. What did 

you buy? 
Woman 1 Uh, a white jacket. 
Interviewer And are you happy with it?  

Woman 1 Hmm...yes and no. I like the 
jacket, but the color was a mistake. It's 
already dirty. 

Interviewer Thank you very much for 
your time. 

2 
Interviewer Hello. Do you mind if I ask 

you a few questions about Zara? 
Woman 2 How long will it take? 
Interviewer Only a few minutes. 
Woman 2 Well, all right. 
Interviewer Have you ever been to a 

Zara store? 
Woman 2 Yes. 
Interviewer When did you last go there? 
Woman 2 Last month. 
Interviewer Where? 
Woman 2 In Spain. 
Interviewer What did you buy? 
Woman 2 Just a scarf. I tried on some pants, 

but I didn't buy them. 
Interviewer Are you happy with the scarf? 
Woman 2 Yes. I like it a lot. 
3 
Interviewer Have you ever been to a 

Zara store? 
Man Yes, once. 
Interviewer When did you go there? 
Man In August. 
Interviewer Where? 
Man At an airport. 
Interviewer Uh-huh. What did you buy? 
Man Well, I almost bought lots of things, but 

in the end I didn't buy anything. But my 
girlfriend bought some shoes. 

4.8 

1 Definitely more. My daughter got married 
last year, and she and her husband live 
pretty far away. She calls me almost every 
day to tell me how everything is going, and 
we usually talk for hours. My phone bill is 
now double what it was when she was 
living at home. 

2 I spend a lot less time than before. My 
youngest child just started school, and I've 
gone back to work, so I never make lunch 
now during the week — I just have a 
sandwich. And in the evenings we often get 
take-out pizza or Chinese food, or we heat 
something up in the microwave. I spend a 
little more time in the kitchen on 
weekends, though. 

3 Well, I'd say less — though I'm not sure if 
my parents would agree. I get so much 
homework now that I never go to bed 
before 11:00 or 12:00, but I still get up at 
7:00 in the morning. It's true I get up later 
on weekends, but that's only two days out 
of seven. 

4 More, much more. Before, it only used to 
take me fifteen minutes to get to work, and 
now it takes me at least half an hour. It's 
mainly because there are just more cars on 
the road. Sometimes I think I should use 
public transportation, but it's so 
complicated from where I live. 

14.9'44 

Tim 
First I did the photo test. I was near 
Charing Cross station. I stopped a man who 
was walking fairly slowly down the street 
and I said, "Excuse me, could you take my 
photo?" The man said, "No, no, I have no 
time for that," and just continued walking. 
Then I asked a woman in a business suit, 
who was walking toward the station. She 
took one photo, but when I asked her to take 
another one, she walked away quickly. 

Next, it was the shopping test. I went to a 
souvenir shop and bought a key ring and a 
red bus. The red bus was very expensive. The 
total price was £40. I gave the man £100 —
two fifty-pound bills. He gave me £60 back. 

Finally, it was time for the accident test. 
For this test, I went down into the Tube (the 
London subway). As I went down the stairs, 
I purposely fell down and landed on the 
floor. A man immediately stopped and 
looked down at me. I thought he was going 
to help me, but he didn't. He just said, "Why 
don't you look where you're going?" 

4.11N 
Clerk Good morning, ma'am. How can I 

help you? 
Allie I want to go shopping. Where's the 

best place to go? 
Clerk Well, all the big department stores are 

around Union Square. 
Allie Can you tell me how to get there? 
Clerk Yes, of course. Go out of the hotel and 

turn left. Go straight ahead, down Sutter 
Street. Turn left at Stockton — it's the third 
street on the left. Union Square will be 
right in front of you. You can't miss it. 

Allie Thanks. 

4.14 

Allie Oh, where is it? Excuse me. Can you 
tell me the way to Union Square? 

Brad Hey — don't I know you? 
Allie I don't think so. 
Brad Allie, I'm Brad! Brad Martin from the 

Los Angeles office. I'm Mark's friend, 
remember? We met yesterday at the hotel. 

Allie Oh yes, that's right. Brad. I'm so sorry. 
Brad No problem. What are you doing here? 
Allie I want to go shopping. I'm looking for 

Union Square. But I'm lost. 
Brad Where's Mark? 
Allie He's at the hotel — he had a meeting, 

I think. 
Brad Listen, Allie. I'm going to take you for 

a cup of coffee at Del Monico's — they 
have the best coffee in San Francisco, and 
amazing cookies. And then I'll walk with 
you to Union Square. 

Allie That's really kind of you. Are you sure? 
Brad Absolutely. It's my pleasure. 
Allie OK. Great. I'm awful with new cities. I 

always get lost. 
Brad Oh, I love your British accent... 



Questions with be, present continuous, and going to 

Question word be Subject (adjective, noun, 
verb + -ing, etc. ) 

What 

Where 

Is 
are 
are 
is 

Ana 
they 
you 
he 

a student? 
doing? 
talking about? 
going to live? 

• In questions with be, make questions by inverting 
the verb and the subject. 

A  If a verb is followed by a preposition (listen to, talk 
about), the preposition goes at the end of the question. 
What are you talking about? 
NOT About what are you talkin.. 

1A 	word order in questions 

Questions with do I does I did in simple present and past 

Question word Auxiliary Subject Base form (= verb) 

Where 
What kind 
of food 

Do 
Does 
do 
does 

you 
Lian 
you 
Lian 

live with your parents? 
like Chinese food? 
live? 
like? 

• In the simple present use the auxiliary verb do I does 
to make questions. 

• In the simple past use the auxiliary verb did to make questions. 
• In these questions the subject goes after the auxiliary verb. 
• Remember to use the base form of the verb in questions with 

do, does, and did. 

1B 	simple present 
I / you / we / they he / she / it 

+ 

— 
? 

I usually work at home. 
They don't live near here. 
Do you smoke? 
Yes, I do. / No, I don't. 

Danny knows me very well. 
It doesn't usually rain here. 
Does Rosa like music? 
Yes, she does./No, she doesn't. V X 

• Use the simple present for things you do every day, week, year, 
and for things that are always true. 

• Remember the spelling rules for 3rd person singular s: 
work>works 	add s 
study>studies 	consonant + y: y and add ies 
finish>finishes sh, s, ch, x: add es 
go>goes do>does have>has 

adverbs and expressions of frequency 
• We often use the simple present with adverbs 

of frequency (always, often, sometimes, usually, 
hardly ever, never). 

• Adverbs of frequency usually go before the 
main verb, but after  be. 
He never goes out. NOT He goes never out. 
She's always late. NOT She's late always. 

• Expressions of frequency (every day, once a 
week, etc.) usually go at the end of a sentence. 
I have English classes twice a week. 

1C 	present continuous: be + verb + ing 
I you / we / they he / she / it 

+  

—  

I'm working 

I'm not working 

You 
We 're working 
They 
You 
We aren't working 
They 

He 
She 's working 
It 
He 
She isn't working 
It 

? V X Are you working? 	Yes, I am. 	No, I'm not. 
Is 	he 	worlung? 	Yes, he is. 	No, he isn't. 

• Use the present continuous for things happening 
now, at this moment. 
My brother is working in South America. 
A What are you doing? 
B I'm sending a text message to Sarah. 

• Remember the spelling rules for the -ing form. 
cook>cooking study >studying 
live >living run >running 

A  Some verbs are not normally used in the 
present continuous, for example like, want, 
have (= possess), need. 
I need to talk to you now. 
NOT I'm needing to talk to you now. 

 

1 D 	defining relative clauses with who, that, where 
A  You can use that instead of who. 

She's the woman who 1 that works with my brother. 

You can use which instead of that to talk about 
things. 

It's a thing which / that connects two computers. 

 

A cook is a person who works in a restaurant. 
A clock is a thing that tells the time. 
A post office is a place where you can buy stamps. 

 

• Use relative clauses to explain what a place, thing, or person is 
or does. 
That's the woman who won the lottery last year. 
This is the restaurant where we had dinner last week. 

• Use who for a person, that for a thing, and where for a place. 
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1A 
a Put the word or phrase in the right place in the question. 

old 
HowXare you? 	 (old) 

1 you going to go out this evening? (are) 
2 Where does your work? 	(sister) 
3 What song are you listening? 	(to) 
4 Does finish at 8:00? 	 (the class) 
5 Why you write to me? 	(didn't) 
6 Do you to the movies a lot? 	(go) 
7 What this word mean? 	(does) 
8 What time did arrive? 	(your friends) 

b Put the words in the right order to make questions. 

you live where do? Where do you live? 
1 you a do have car? 
2 older is brother your you than? 
3 often he how to write does you? 
4 this time start does what class? 
5 last go where you summer did? 
6 languages how you many do speak? 
7 see you are going to evening her this? 
8 for waiting who you are? 

1B 
a Write sentences and questions with the simple present. 

he / usually get up late CI He usually gets up late. 
1 Anna / like music 
2 she / have a lot of hobbies CI 
3 I / get along well with my sister E 
4 my brother / know me very well E 	  
5 they / have any children N 
6 the movie / finish late N 
7 he / go out twice a week 
8 we / usually talk about politics E  

b Complete with a verb in the simple present. 

get along not have listen live open not talk not work 

He  lives  in an apartment. 

1 	 the banks 	 in the afternoon? 
2 My sister 	many friends. 
3 We hardly ever 	 to the news in the car. 
4 She's very shy. She 	much. 
5 	 Jane 	well with her boss? 
6 My cell phone is new, but it 	 very well. 

1C 
a Write sentences with the present continuous. 

It / rain. E 	It isn't raining. 
1 Hey! you / stand on my foot! 
2 they / play very well today El 
3 what / you study right now 
4 we / think of you 
5 she / wear makeup 
6 they / make / a big mistake 
7 your brother / work in Taipei now 
8 she / talk on the phone right now H 

CI 
N 

N 

N 

b Complete the sentences with the simple present or present continuous. 

The girl in the painting  is playing  the guitar. 
1 My dog isn't dangerous. He 	 
2 Why 	you 	sunglasses? It 	 
3 You can turn off the radio. I 	 to it. 
4 I 	 to go to the bank. I 	any money. 
5 Be careful! The baby 	that pencil in her mouth! 
6 A 	you usually 	on weekends? 

B No, we always 	 out. 
7 A What 	you 	here? 

B I 	Keiko. Look, there she is. 

(play) 
(not bite) 
(wear, rain) 
(not listen) 
(need, not have) 
(put) 
(cook, eat) 

(do, meet) 

D 

F 

	I 

1D 

a Complete the definitions with who, that, or where. 
It's the person  who  serves you in a cafe. 

1 They're people 	make you laugh. 
2 It's a machine 	 cuts the grass. 
3 It's an animal 	lives in the sea 

and has eight legs. 
4 It's a room 	people try on clothes. 
5 He's the person 	helps you with your luggage. 	E 
6 It's a kind of food 	keeps vampires away. 

b Match the definitions and the pictures.  

c Write sentences with who, that, or where. 

that / the dog / always barks at night 
That's the dog that always barks at night. 
1 she / the woman / lives next door to me 
2 that / the store / I bought my dress 
3 he / the actor / was in Friends 
4 they / the children / broke my window 
5 this / the restaurant / they have great pasta 
6 that / the switch / controls the air-conditioning 
7 he / the teacher / teaches my sister 
8 that / the room / we have our meetings 

S 
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simple past or past continuous? 

When I took the photo, they were writing a song. 
I was sitting on the sofa when I saw the news on TV. 

• Use the simple past for a completed action. 
I took the photo. / I saw the news. 

• Use the past continuous for an action in progress. 
They were writing a song. / I was sitting on the sofa. 

but and although 

She tried to stop, but she hit the man. 
Although she tried to stop, she hit the man. 
It was late, but she couldn't sleep. 
She couldn't sleep, although it was late. 

• Use but and although to show a contrast. 
• Although can go at the beginning or in the 

middle of the sentence. 

2A 	simple past: regular and irregular verbs 

I 
You 
He 
She 
It 
We 
They 

stayed at a hotel. 
went on vacation. 

didn't stay at a hotel. 
didn't go on vacation. 

V X 1?I Did you 	stay at a hotel? 	Yes I did. 
Did you 	go on vacation? 	No, I didn't. 

• Use the simple past to talk about finished actions in the past. 
• The simple past is the same for all persons. 
• Use the base form after Did...? and didn't for negatives 

and questions. 

Base form Past 
work worked 
stay stayed 
like liked (just add d if verb finishes in e) 
study studied (y>i after a consonant) 
stop stopped (if a one-syllable verb ends in 

consonant—vowel—consonant, 
double the final consonant) 

• To make the simple past  CI  of regular verbs add -ed. 
Remember the spelling rules. 

• Many common verbs are irregular in  CI  simple past, for 
example, go>went. See the Irregular verb list on p.155. 

2B 	past continuous: was I were + verb + ing 

+ 1 I 
He 	was working. 
She 
It 

You 
We 	were working. 
They 

— I 
He 	wasn't working. 
She 
It 

You 
We 	weren't working. 
They 

? 	VIXI Was he 	working? Yes, he was. 	No, he wasn't. 
Were they working? Yes, they were. No, they weren't. 

• Use the past continuous to describe an action in progress at a specific moment in the past. 
At six o'clock last night, I was driving home. 
On April 1st I was staying with some friends in the country. 

2C 	questions with and without auxiliaries 

Questions with an auxiliary 

Question Auxiliary Subject Base form 
What music 
Which CD 
Who 

do 
did 
did 

you 
he 
you 

like? 
buy? 
go with? 

• To make questions in the simple past and simple 
present, we normally use the auxiliary verbs do / 
does / did + base form. 
What music do you like? NOT What music you like? 

• In these questions the subject goes after the 
auxiliary verb. 

Questions without an auxiliary 

Subject Verb 
What 
Which team 
Who 

happened 
won 
writes 

after the concert? 
the game? 
their songs? 

• When the question word (Who? What? Which? How many?) 
is the subject of the verb in the question, we do not use an 
auxiliary (do, does, did). The verb is in the third person. 
Who writes their songs? NOT 	: 

2D so, because, but, although 

because and so 

She was driving fast because she was in a hurry. (reason) 
She was in a hurry, so she was driving fast. (result) 
Hannah spoke to the DJ because they didn't like the music. (reason) 
They didn't like the music, so Hannah spoke to the DJ. (result) 

• Use because to express a reason. 
• Use so to express a result. 
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2A 
a Put the verbs in parentheses in the simple past. 

Two summers ago we  took  (take) our vacation in Vancouver. 
We 1 	 (drive) there from San Francisco, but our car 
2 	 (break) down on the freeway and we 3 	 (spend) 
the first night in Seattle. When we 4 	(get) to Vancouver, we 
5 	 (not can) find a hotel - they 6 	 (be) all full. 
We 7 	 (not know) what to do, but we finally 8 	 (find) 
a bed and breakfast, and we 9 	 (stay) there for the week. 
We 10 	 (see) the botanical gardens, " 	 (go) to 
an arts festival, and 12 	 (buy) a lot of souvenirs. We 
13 	 (want) to go to Victoria, but we 14 	 (not have) 
enough time. The weather 15 	 (be) good, but it 
16 	 (start) raining the day we 17 	 (leave). 

b Reorder the words to make questions. 
Where did you go on vacation? go where vacation you on did? 
Chicago 

1 	  2  time did have you good a? 
Yes, it was great. 

2 	 ? with did who go you? 
With some friends. 

3 	 ? stay where did you? 
At a hotel. 

4 	 2  you it why didn't like? 
Because it was noisy and very expensive. 

5 	 ? how did cost plane much the ticket? 
$500. 

2B 
a Complete 

1 He met 
2 They 
3 

with a verb in the past continuous. 

his wife when he 	in Japan. (work) 
(wait) 
(wear) 

b Put the verbs into the simple past or past continuous. 
She arrived when we were having dinner. 	(arrive, have) 

1 I 	my arm when I 	soccer. 	(break, play) for us when we arrived. 
she 	a coat when she went out? 2 	you fast when the police 	you? 

4 What you 	at 7:30 last night? (do) (drive, stop) 
5 I when 	the instructions. you gave (not listen) 3 It when we the theater. 	(snow, leave) 
6 I when 	called me. you 4 I the game because I (drive) (not see, work) 
7 It when I woke up this morning. 5 When you to my boss. 	(call, talk) (not rain) me, I 

2C 
a Cross out the wrong question. 

What you did / did you do last night? 
1 What happened / did happen to you? 
2 What means this word / does this word mean? 
3 How many people came / did come to this class? 
4 Which bus goes / does go to the airport? 
5 Which actor won / did win the Oscar this year? 
6 What said the teacher / did the teacher say? 

b Write the questions. Do you know the answers? 
Who  said  , "Hasta la vista, baby?" (say) 

1 How many Formula 1 world championships 
	

2 

(Ayrton Senna / win) 
2 Which US president 
3 Who 	 the movie The Godfather? 
4 When 	 president of South Africa? 

(Nelson Mandela / become ) 
5 Who 	 The Lord of the Rings? (write) 
6 What 	 before he became a singer? (Sting / do) 

	 the Nobel Peace Prize in 2002? (win 
(direct) 

2D 
a Complete with so, because, but, or although. 

We couldn't find a taxi,  so  we walked home. 
1 	it was very cold, she wasn't wearing a coat. 
2 I woke up during the night 	there was a noise 
3 I called him, 	his cell phone was turned off. 
4 	 she's very nice, she doesn't have many friends 
5 There was nothing on TV, 	I went to bed. 
6 All the cafes were full 	it was a holiday. 
7 She wanted to be a doctor, 	she failed 

her exams. 

Match the sentence halves and complete with so, because, 
but, or although. 

1 I was tired last night,  so  
2 She drove very fast 	 
3 His English isn't very good, 
4 I called him at his office, 	 
5 She's not feeling very well, 	 
6 I didn't write to you 	 
7 He called the hotel, 	 
8 I took her to a restaurant 	 

E A I lost your e-mail address. 
B it was her birthday. 
C they didn't have any rooms. 
D he lived in Canada for two years 
E I went to bed early. 
F she was in a hurry. 
G he was in a meeting. 
H she can't go to class tonight. 

b 

• 

• 
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3A going to 

i +1 I'm going to work in a restaurant. 
She's going to meet me at the airport. 

I — I We aren't going to stay very long. 
He isn't going to like the weather there. 

7 I Are you going to find a job? 
When is your brother going to visit you? 

• Use (be) going to + base form to talk about future plans 
and predictions. 
I'm going to work in the US for six weeks. (plan) 
I think it's going to rain this afternoon. (prediction) 

• When you use going to go, you can omit to go. 
I'm going to go to college next year 
or I'm going -to-ge to college next year. 

• Use will / won't + base form for making decisions, offering, 
and promising. 
I'll help you with those bags. NOT I help you. 

A  In  U  sentences with I and we, shall (and not will) is sometimes 
used to offer to do something or to make a suggestion, but this 
is not a common use. 
Shall we go for a walk? 

present continuous for future arrangements 

+  I'm seeing some friends tonight. 
We're having dinner at their house tomorrow. 

— She isn't leaving until Friday. 
They aren't coming to the party. 

7 What are you doing this evening? 
Is she meeting us at the theater? 

• You can also use the present continuous for future 
arrangements that you have planned for a fixed time 
or place. 

• Don't use the simple present for this. NOT I sce  some 
friends tonight. 

• The present continuous is especially common with the 
expressions tonight, tomorrow, this weekend, etc. and 
with these verbs: go, come, meet, see, leave, and arrive. 

3B 	will, won't + base form (predictions) 
7 
	

X 
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You 
He 
She 	'11 be late. 
It 
We 
They 

Contractions: '11 = 

You 
He 
She 	won't be late. 
It 
We 
They 

will; won't = will not 

• Use will / won't + base form for future predictions. 
(You can also use going to. See 3A above.) 

• The future of there is / are = there will be; 
the future of I can = I'll be able to NOT I'll can. 

I 
you 
he 

I 
you 
he 

I 
you 
he 

Will she 
it 
we 
they 

be late? Yes, she 
it 
we 
they 

will. No, she 
it 
we 
they 

won't. 

• We often use I think / I don't think ...+ will . . . I think he'll fail the 
exam. I don't think he'll pass the exam. NOT 

3C 	will (promises, offers, and decisions) 

Decisions I won't have the fish. I'll have the steak. 
We'll take the 6:30 train. 

Offers I'll help you with your homework. 
I'll open the door for you. 

Promises I'll always love you. 
I won't tell anyone. 

3D 	review of tenses: present, past, and future 

Tense Example Use 
simple present I live downtown. 

She doesn't smoke. 
Things that happen always or usually. 

present continuous He's looking for a new job. 
I'm leaving tomorrow. 

Things that are happening now or plans for a fixed 
time or place. 

simple past We saw a good movie last night. 
We didn't do anything yesterday. 

Finished actions in the past. 

past continuous He was working in Taipei. 
What were you doing at 7:00? 

Actions that were in progress at a past time. 

going to + base form I'm going to see Tom tonight. 
It's going to rain. 
You'll love Bangkok. 
I'll call her later. 
I'll help you. 
I'll pay you back tomorrow. 

Future plans and predictions. 

Predictions, instant decisions, offers, and promises. will / won't + base form 



GRAMMAR BANK 

3A 

a Complete with going to + a verb. 

be buy get married not go not pass sec snow stay 

What movie  are  you  going to see  tonight? 
1 He's very lazy. I'm sure he 	his exams. 
2 	your sister 	 a new house? 
3 You 	in my class next year. 
4 We 	camping next summer. We 	at a hotel. 
5 A When 	they 	? B In October. 
6 It's very cold, but I don't think it 	 today.  

b Cross out the wrong form. Put a check (✓) if both 
forms are possible. 

I-see / I'm seeing my boyfriend tonight. 
1 What are you doing / do you do after class today? 
2 Is it going to rain / raining tomorrow? 
3 We're going to go away / going away this weekend. 
4 I'm meeting / I meet Susan this evening. 
5 Where are you going to stay / staying in Seoul? 
6 Hurry up! We're going to be late / being late. 
7 She's going to come / coming tonight. 

3B 

a Write sentences and questions with will /won't. 
Use contractions where you can. 

it / be difficult CI 	It'll be difficult. 
1 they / win H 
2 the meeting / be long 
3 he / get the job E 
4 you / see him at the party 11 
5 it / be impossible to park 131 
6 you / like the movie El 
7 she / love the chocolates we bought her 131 
8 there / be a lot of traffic at 6:00 
9 you / can find a good job 131  

b Complete the predictions with will / won't + a verb. 

be do have last make 

"I don't think we'll have  another war. This one is probably the last?' 
Richard Nixon, 1971 (talking about the Vietnam War) 

1 "He 	never 	anything important in life 
Albert Einstein's teacher (said to his father), 1895 

2 "No movie about the Civil War 	ever 	 any money. 
An MGM executive, 1945 (about the movie Gone With The Wind.) 

3 "It's a bad joke. It 	 
Coco Chanel (about the miniskirt) 

4 "I don't think there 	a woman Prime Minister in my lifetime. 
Margaret Thatcher, 1973 

3C 

tt Match the sentences. 

It's cold in here. 	G A I'll help you with it. 
1 I'm thirsty. 	 B I'll make you a sandwich. 
2 That music is too loud. 	C I'll carry one for you. 
3 This exercise is hard. 	D I'll lend you some money. 
4 I'm hungry. 	 F I'll send it by e-mail now. 
5 These bags are heavy. 	G I'll shut the window. 

6 I left my wallet at home. 	H I'll turn it off. 

7 I need that photo urgently. 	I I'll get you a glass of water.  

b Complete the sentences with will I won't + a verb. 

call forget have help pay take tell 

A What would you like? B I'll have  the pasta. 
1 A I can't open this window. B I 	you. 
2 A It's a secret. B I 	 anyone, I promise. 
3 A When will I see you again? B I 	you tonight. 
4 Can I borrow $50? I 	you back tomorrow. 
5 A It's my birthday next week. B Don't worry. I 	 
6 A I don't feel very well. B I 	you home. 

3D 

a Complete the sentences with an auxiliary verb. 

Where  did  you have lunch yesterday? 
1 	you usually remember your dreams? 
2 When 	your mother coming to stay? 
3 	you see the game last night? 
4 Who 	you talking to a few minutes ago? 
5 Who 	you think 	win the elections? 
6 	 your brother like classical music? 
7 What 	you going to cook tonight? 
8 	 it raining when you left?  

b Put the verb in the right form. 
A What are we doing tonight? (do) 
B We 1 	dinner with my sister. (have) 
A But we 2 	dinner with her last week! 
B Yes, but she 3 	 to tell us some good news. 
A Oh, OK. I 4 	 some champagne. 

B It's 7:00! What 5 	to you? (happen)  

A When I 6 	home, I 7 	 to buy 
the champagne. (come, stop) And then 
I 8 	Jim at the store... (meet) 

B Well, hurry up. We 9 	 late! (be) 
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4A present perfect (experience) + ever and never 
• Use the present perfect to talk about past experiences 

when you don't say exactly when they happened. 
I've been to London. NOT ' 
My brother has worked abroad. 

• For regular verbs the past participle is the same as the past 
simple (+ ed). For Irregular verbs see page 155. 

• We often use the present perfect with ever (= in your 
life until now) and never. 
Have you ever been to London? No, I've never been there. 

I've (I have) 
You've (You have) 
He's (He has) 
She's (She has) 
It's (It has) 
We've (We have) 
They've (They have) 

been to 
Korea. 

I haven't 
You haven't 
He hasn't 
She hasn't 
It hasn't 
We haven't 
They haven't 

worked in 
a bank. 

?1 	 ICI I x l A  Compare the present perfect of go and be. 
He's gone to Paris. = He's in Paris now. 
He's been to Paris. = He went to Paris and came back. 

Have you ever worked in a bank? 
Has he ever been to Korea? 

Yes, I have. 
Yes, he has. 

No, I haven't. 
No, he hasn't. 

present perfect or simple past? 
A Have you ever been to Mexico? B Yes, I have. 

A When did you go there? 	B I went last year. 

• Conversations often begin in the present perfect (with a general 
question) and then change to the simple past (with questions asking 
for specific details, when, where, who with, etc.) 

• Use the simple past to ask / say exactly when something happened. 

4B 	present perfect + yet and already 
yet 

A Have you finished your homework yet? 
B No, not yet. I haven't finished yet. 

• Use yet + the present perfect in g and 
sentences to ask if something that you 
think is going to happen has happened or 
to say it hasn't happened. 

• Put yet at the end of the sentence.  

already 

A Do you want to see this movie? 
B No, I've already seen it three times. 
A Do you want a newspaper? 
B No, I've already bought one. 

• Use already in 	sentences to say that 
something happened before now or 
earlier than expected. 

• Put already before  the main verb. 

4C 	comparative adjectives 

Adjective Comparative 
short shorter one syllable: + er 
big bigger one vowel + one consonant: 

double final consonant 
busy busier consonant + y: y + ier 
relaxed more relaxed two or more syllables: 

more + adjective 
good 
bad 
far 

better 
worse 
farther, further 

irregular 

comparative adverbs 

Adverb Comparative Adverb Comparative 
Regular 
quickly 
slowly 

more quickly 
less slowly 

Irregular 
hard 
well 
badly 

harder 
better 
worse 

• Use comparative adjectives to compare people and things. 
My brother's taller than John. 

• Use comparative adverbs to compare actions. 
He drives more slowly than my father. 

• You can also use (not) as + (adjective / adverb) + as. 
John isn't as tall as my brother. 
He doesn't drive as fast as my father. 

4D 	superlatives (+ ever + present perfect) 

Adjective Comparative Superlative 
cold colder the coldest 
hot hotter the hottest 
pretty prettier the prettiest 
beautiful more beautiful the most beautiful 
good better the best 
bad worse the worst 
far further the furthest 

• Use the + superlative adjectives to say which is the biggest, etc. 
in a group. 
It's the highest mountain in Asia. 
She's the best in the class. 

• We often use a superlative with the present perfect. 
Russia is the coldest place we've ever been to. 
That's the most beautiful painting I've ever seen. 
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4A 
a Write sentences or questions with the 

present perfect. 

he / ever / be there ? Has he ever been there? 

1 you / ever buy / clothes from that store? 
2 I / not read / the newspaper today. 
3 We / never be / to that shopping mall. 
4 your brother / live abroad / all his life? 
5 They / go / to live in South America. 
6 She / never fly / before. 
7 We / not save / enough for a vacation. 
8 you / eat / in this restaurant before? 

b Right (✓) or wrong (x)? Correct the wrong sentences. 

He's got up late this morning. 	He got up late this morning.  

1 We've been to Pusan last year. 

2 Have you ever been to Chile? 

3 Jane's gone to the bank an hour ago. 

4 I like your shoes. Where did you buy them? 
5 I've seen that movie last week. 

6 I spoke to him a minute ago. 

7 My sister's a writer. She's written five novels. 
8 World War II has ended in 1945. 

4B 
a Reorder the words to make sentences. 

1 made have you yet your bed? 
2 gone already to work she's. 
3 yet we haven't a cup of coffee had. 
4 I found a job haven't yet. 
5 sent me yet an he hasn't e-mail. 
6 house already sold they've their.  

b Write sentences or questions with already or yet. Use the present perfect. 

he / arrive (already) 	He's already arrived. 

1 you / finish your homework? (yet) 4 You're too late. He / go home (already) 
2 the movie / start (already) 

	
5 you / speak to him? (yet) 

3 I / not meet / his girlfriend (yet) 6 I / not read his new book (yet) 

4C 
a Write comparative sentences. 

Hong Kong is / expensive / Bangkok. 
Hong Kong is more expensive than Bangkok. 

1 Ana is / thin / my sister. 
2 I'm / busy / this week / last week. 
3 Quebec is / far from Toronto / Ottawa. 

4 I did / bad / on the final exam / the midterm. 

5 Our team played / well / theirs. 
6 my new job is / boring / my old one. 

b Rewrite the sentences so they mean the same. Use as... as. 

Mike is stronger than Jim. Jim isn't as strong as Mike.  

1 Cindy is taller than Kelly. 	Kelly isn't 	  
2 Your laptop is heavier than mine. My laptop isn't 	  

3 Mexico City is bigger than Bogota. Bogota isn't 	  
4 Soccer is more popular 

than tennis. 	 Tennis isn't 	  

5 Children learn languages faster 
than adults. 	 Adults don't 	  

6 You work harder than John. 	John doesn't 	  
7 Brazil played better than Italy. 	Italy didn't 	  

4D 
a Complete the sentences with a superlative. 

Is this the noisiest  city in the world? (noisy) 

1 Yesterday was 	day of the year. (hot) 
2 This is 	 time of day to drive downtown. (bad) 

3 She's 	 person in the class. (friendly) 

4 This is 	 part of the test. (difficult) 
5 The 	month to visit is September. (good) 
6 It's 	 city in the world. (polluted) 

7 The 	 I've ever flown is to Australia. (far) 

b Write sentences with ever. 
it / hot country / I be to 
It's the hottest country I've ever been to. 

1 it I good movie / I / see 
2 he / unfriendly person / I / meet 
3 it / hard test / he / take 
4 they / expensive shoes / she / buy 
5 it / long book / I / read 
6 she / beautiful woman / I / see 
7 it/ bad meal / I / eat 
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b Cover column B. Remember the answers. Then cover column A. 
Remember the phrases. 

YOU READ 
a Match the instructions and pictures. 

!J' 	

to meet you  

tab   

eto meet you.  

94  

/*aro  
to :rya 

cat 

dog 
mouse 

8 

 

Classroom language 

 

YOU HEAR 
a Match the phrases and pictures. 

II Ask and answer the questions. 

Don't write. 

Don't speak (Spanish). 

Go to page 33. 

Write down the words. 

Sit down. 

Stand up. 

Look at the board. 

Turn off your cell phone. 

Work in pairs. 

b Cover the phrases. Look at the 
pictures and remember the phrases. 

YOU SAY 
a Match the phrases. 

A 

1 How do you say 	in English? 

2 How do you spell it? 

3 Could you repeat that, please? 

4 How do you pronounce it? 

5 What does awful mean? 

6 Can I have a (piece of paper), please? 

7 Which page is it? 

8 Sorry I'm late. 

9 Bye. 

10 Have a good weekend! 

circle 	 underline 

cross out 	 check 
copy the rhythm 	put an x 
match 	 cover the text 

B 

Very bad. 

84. 

A sheep. 

See you. Bye. 

Yes. S-H-E-E-P. 

That's OK. Sit down. 

/Sip/ 

You too. See you on Monday. 

S-H-E-E-P. 

Here you are. 

complete 

1 choose 

b Cover the instructions. Look at the pictures and remember them. 

0 p.5 
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Adjectives VOCABULARY BANK 

1 Personality adjectives 

a Match the adjectives and definitions. 

friendly /'frsndli/ 	funny generous 	lazy 	shy talkative 

Adjective 	Opposite 

A person who talks a lot is ... 	 talkative  

A person who likes giving presents is ... 
A person who never does any work is ... 
A person who makes people laugh is ... 
A person who is open and nice is ... 
A person who is nervous and uncomfortable meeting new people is 

b Complete the Opposite column. 

hardworking outgoing quiet rkwatot/ serious / strias/ 	stingy istind3i/ unfriendly 

c Cover the Adjective and Opposite columns. Look at the definitions and say the adjective and its opposite. 

0 p.6 

2 Opposite adjectives 

a Match the words and pictures 1-8. 

Opposite 
boring 
crowded Tkraudod/ 
dangerous demd3oros/ 	  

1 far 	 near  

modern 
noisy 
polite /pa'latt/ 
polluted 

b Match these adjectives with their opposites in a. 

iENGLANI) 
SLOT AND C) 	

1. 
 

sepiatookAN. 

,-fr 

clean 	empty exciting / interesting near 	old-fashioned 	quiet 	rude 	safe 

c Cover the words and look at the pictures. Remember the adjectives and their opposites. 

d Put the adjectives with the correct prefix to make opposites. 

comfortable / kAmfartabl/ happy 	1111 
happy 

healthy ihslOil mature / ma'tfur/ 

patient /' peifnt/ 	polite 	possible 

e Test a partner. A say an adjective. B say the opposite. 

0 p.47 
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22 23 

hear 	smell  	kiss 

touch /tAtf/ 	think 	feel 

bite 	 

smile 	 kick 

see 

6 
	

7 
	

8 
	

9 
	

10 
a Match the words and pictures. 

arm(s) 
11 ear(s) 

6 eye(s) /at/ 

face 

finger(s) 

14  hair 

hand(s) 

head /hed/ 
8 	lip(s) 

1 mouth /ma 0/ 
2 neck 

9 nose 

shoulder(s) Pfooldar/ 

stomach /'stAmak/ 

back 

foot (plural feet) 

knee(s) /ni/ 

18 leg(s) 

brain 

heart /hart/ 

teeth (singular tooth) 

toes /tooz/ 

23 tongue ttni3/ 

b Cover the words and test yourself or test a partner. 
Point to a part of the body for your partner to say the word. 

c What part(s) of the body do we use to...? 

11 

12 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

14 

13 

19 

21 

d Test a partner. Ask What do you use to see? etc. 

A  In English we use personal pronouns (my, your, etc.) with parts of the body, not the. 

Give me your hand. NOT Civc 	me the hand. 

0 p.8 
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buy have meet rent spend stay sunbathe f sAnbeio/ take walk 

stay 	at a hotel / campsite 
photos 
	 souvenirs 

on the beach 
a good time 
money / time 

in the mountains / around the town 
friends 
a car / an apartment 

b Test yourself. Cover the verbs. Remember the phrases. 

10 

Vacations 	 VOCABULARY BANK 

1 Phrases with go 
a Match the verbs and pictures. 

go abroad /o'brocl/ 

1 go swimming / sailing 

go sightseeing 

go camping 

go by car / bus / plane / train 

go to the beach 

go out at night 

go away for the weekend 

go for a walk 

b Cover the phrases and look at the 
pictures. Test yourself or a partner. 

2 Other vacation activities 
a Complete the verb phrases. 

A  All these words are adjectives except rain and snow, which are nouns or verbs. 
It's snowing. It snows every year. There's snow on the ground. 
It rarely rains. It rained a lot this morning. There was a lot of rain last year. 

b Test a partner. Imagine you were on vacation last week. Point to a picture. 

A Say What was the weather like? 
B Answer in the simple past. 

It was sunny. / It rained. 

0 p.16 

3 The weather 
a Match the words 

and pictures. 

sunny 

windy 

foggy 

cloudy / klaudi/ 

1 rain 

snow 

hot 

cold 

boiling 

freezing 
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Prepositions 

 

1 at / in / on 
a Complete the chart with at, in, or on. 

PLACE 
Countries 	Buildings, 
and cities 	a store, a museum, 
France, Paris 	the library, school 
Rooms 	Closed spaces 
the kitchen 	a park, a garden 

1 a car 
1.1
0 

 , 	college, school 

_ 	A 	_ 

Transportation 
a bike, a bus, train, plane, a ship (not car) 
A surface 
the floor, a table, a shelf 
the balcony, the roof the wall 	if  

..f ..„4/1.- 

p l*  
4 v 

home, work, the airport, the station, 
a bus stop, a party, the door, the end 

liF  
1.11.-  -7  

TIME 

Months 	Years, Centuries 
February, June 	2008, the 21st century 
Seasons 	Times of day 
the winter 	the morning, 

the afternoon, 
the evening (not night) 

Dates 
March 1st 
Days 
Tuesday, New Year's Day, 
Valentine's Day 

the weekend, weekends, Monday morning 

Times 
six o'clock, half past two, 7:45 
Times of day 
night, noon, midnight 
lunchtime 

b Look at the chart for a few minutes. Then test a partner: 

A (book open) say a place or time word, e.g., Singapore, Tuesday, etc. 
B (book closed) say the preposition (at, in, or on). 
Change roles. 

0 p.19 
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RESULTS 

90%. 

Verbs 	 VOCABULARY BANK 

1 Opposite verbs 
a Match the verbs and pictures. 

Opposite 
buy (a house) 

win (a game) 

lend (money to somebody) 	 

find (your keys) 

111  push (the door) 

II  pass (an exam) 

• forget (a name) 

IF turn on (the TV) 

send (an e-mail) 

miss (a train) 

arrive (at the station) 

teach (a language) 

b Find the opposite verbs below. Write them in the Opposite column. 

borrow (from somebody) 	catch fail get / receive  
learn 	leave 	lose (x2) 	pull 	remember 	sell 	turn off 

c Cover the verbs and look at the pictures. Remember the verbs and their opposites. 	0 p.31 
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a Match the words and pictures. 

Singular clothes 
a dress 

I a top 

a skirt /skort/ 

a shirt 

a belt 

a T-shirt 

a sweater PswEtor/ 

a suit /sut/ 

a coat /koot/ 

a tie /tail 

a scarf 

a warm-up suit 

a jacket 

a hat 
a cap 

a blouse 

Plural clothes 
pajamas /po'd3wmaz/ 

pants 

jeans 

shorts 

shoes Jim/ 

boots 

tennis shoes / sneakers 
socks 

tights / pantyhose 

 

b Cover the words and look at the pictures. Test yourself or a partner. 

Verbs used with clothes 
a Match the phrases and pictures. 

get dressed 
wear (a black hat) 

take off (her boots) 
try on (a dress) 

put on (her coat) 

b Cover the phrases. What is she doing in each picture? 

0 p.40 

 

5 

, 
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Verb forms 	 VOCABULARY BANK 

C Irregular verbs 

Base form Simple past Past participle 

be was/were been make made made 

become became become mean meant /mcnt/ meant 

begin began begun meet met met 

bite bit bitten pay paid paid 

break broke broken put put /pot/ put 

bring brought /brot/ brought read read /rcd/ read /rcd/ 

build built /belt/ built ring rang rung 

buy bought /bot/ bought run ran run 

can could /kod/ say said /ssd/ said 

catch caught /kot/ caught see saw /so/ seen 

come came come sell sold sold 

cost cost cost send sent sent 

choose chose chosen sing sang sung 

cut cut cut shut shut shut 

do did done /dAn/ sit sat sat 

drink drank drunk sleep slept slept 

drive drove driven speak spoke spoken 

eat ate eaten spend spent spent 

fall fell fallen stand stood /stud/ stood 

feel felt felt steal stole stolen 

fight fought /fot/ fought swim swam swum 

find found found take took /tok/ taken 

fit fit fit teach taught taught 

fly flew /flu/ flown /floon/ tear tore torn 

forget forgot forgotten tell told told 

get got gotten think thought /Oot/ thought 

give gave given throw threw /Oru/ thrown /Oroon/ 

go went gone understand understood understood 

grow grew /gru/ grown wake woke woken 

have had had wear wore worn 

hear heard /hard/ heard win won /wAn/ won 

hit hit hit write wrote written 

keep 

know 

kept 

knew /nu/ 

kept 

known /noon/ 

leave 

lend 

let 

lose 

left 

lent 

let 

lost 

left 

lent 

let 

lost 
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19 

2 

JL 

1 

10 

13 

8 

11 

14 

17 

4 

7 

16 

21 20 

0) D  'Oa qt 

 

Vowel sounds 

 

1 tree /tri/ 

2 fish /11.17 

3 ear /ir/ 

4 cat /kxt/ 

5 egg /cg/ 

6 chair /qui 

7 clock /klak/ 

8 saw  /so/ 

9 horse /hors/ 

10 boot/but/ 

11 bull /bol/ 

12 tourist itonst/ 

13 up /Ap/ 

14 computer /kom'pyutor/ 

15 bird /bard/ 

16 owl /aol/ 

17 phone Noon/ 

18 car /kar/ 

19 train /trem/ 

20 boy /bpi/ 

21 bike /balk/ 

vowels followed by In 

diphthongs 
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SOUND BANK Sounds and spelling 

usual spelling Abut  also 

9 
tree 

ee 	feel 	teeth 
ea 	teach mean 
e 	she we 

people machine 
key niece 
taxi 	receive 

iim 

fish 

i 	thin 	lips 
history 	kiss 
if 	since 

English women 
busy decide 
gym build 

ear 

eer 	cheers 	engineer 
ere 	here 	we're 
ear 	near 	fear 

serious 

rt 

cat 

a 	hand hat 
back catch 
carry match 

egg 

ir"" ' 
'1141 

chair 

e 	spell 	lend 
smell 	send 
very red 

friendly head 
sweater any 
said 	says 

air 	airport 	stairs 
fair 	hair 

are 	square 	careful 

their 	there 
wear bear 
where 

clock 

saw 

o 	top rock 
socks 	college 
hot box 

a 	father 

yacht 
quality 

al 	walk talk 
aw 	awful draw 
augh caught daughter 

bought thought 
abroad August 

four , nicz% 

horse 

or 	boring worn 
sports 	airport 

ore 	more score 
oor door 	floor 

oo 	school choose 
u* 	rude use 
ew new knew 

do 	suit 	juice 
shoe 	lose 
through 

boot 

i ....0 

bull 

u 	pull push 
oo 	foot book 

look took 

would should 
woman 

* especially before consonant + e 

usual spelling 	i  A  but also 

,11,7  
0l.1 . 

RI_ 

tourist 

A very unusual sound. 
Europe 	furious 	sure 	plural 

does come u 	sunny must 
funny run 
lucky cut 

someone enough 
touch young 

up 

.1 Many different spellings, 
usually unstressed. 
nervous 	arrive 	polite 	agree 	suggest 

computer terrible 	problem 

vi 
"Mk. 

ili 
bird 

er 	person verb 
it 	dirty 	shirt 
ur 	nurse turn 
er/or painter 	writer 
(unstressed) inventor 

earn work 
world worse 
picture 

ou 	shout around 
, 

It IP' 
*7 SC,  

owl 

mouth blouse 
ow crowded down 

Ial. 
jkliar 

phone 

0* 	open hope 
won't 	so 

oa 	coat 	goal 

snow throw 
although 
shoulder 

. le „o ,0  

car 

ar 	far arms 
scarf dark 

heart 

.c=,, 
t--Tm .7p-T 

a* 	face wake 
ai 	brain 	fail 

break steak 
great 	eight 

41."..r.1 

train 
ay 	away pay 

gray 
they 

,-, 
_ ...43 ,no oft 1,4, =,.... 

of 	coin 	noisy 
boiling 
toy enjoy oy 

boy 

olio 

bike 

i* 	smile 	bite 
y 	shy why 
igh 	might 	sights 

buy eyes 
height 
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Consonant sounds 

• voiced 

• unvoiced 

23 bag /bwg/ 24 

27 vase /vets/ 28 

31 zebra fzibra/ 32 

35 mother fmAdar/ 36 

39 right hart/ 40 

43 nose /nouz/ 44 

22 parrot Ppwrat/ 

26 flower /'f'aux/ 

30 snake /sneik/ 

34 thumb /0Am/ 

38 leg /leg/ 

42 monkey f mAgki/ 

key /ki/ 

tie /tai/ 

shower Pfaoar/ 

chess /ties/ 

witch /wig/ 

singer isinar/ 

25 girl /garl/ 

29 dog /dog/ 

33 television Ptelavi3n/ 

37 jazz /d3gez/ 

41 yacht /yat/ 

45 house /haos/ 

39 

24 

40 

PQ  

34 



Sounds and spelling 

sh shut shoes 	sugar sure 
wash finish 	machine 

ti 	patient information 
(+ vowel) 

usual spelling Abut also 

promise possible 
copy cap 
opposite appearance 

belt body 
probably job cab 
rabbit robbed 

p 

PP 

b 

bb 
bag 

k 
ck 

'® I  gat 
gg 

camping across 
skirt kind 
neck kick 

grow goat 
forget begin 
foggy bigger 

school stomach 
chemistry mosquito 

guest spaghetti 

find afraid safe 
elephant nephew 
off different 

enough laugh 

video visit 
love invent 
over river 

t 	try tell 
start late 

tt 	better sitting 

d 	did dead 
hard told 

dd address middle 

vase 

la‘  

tie 

walked dressed 

loved tired 

s 	stops faster 
ss 	miss message 
ce/se place house 
c 	cent city. cycle 

(before e,  y) 
zoo lazy freezing 
reason lose 
has toes 

science answer 
psychology 

snake 

47i 

zebra 

An unusual sound. 
Asia decision confusion usually garage 

television 

ph 
ff 

flower 

dog 

parrot 

keys 

girl 

shower 

usual spelling 

th 	thing throw 
healthy tooth 
math both 

weather the 
sunbathe that 
clothing either 

A  but also 

thumb 

(!) 

mother 

ch 	chicken child beach 
tch 	catch match 
t (+ure) picture future 

chess 

question 

jacket just 
June enjoy 
bridge judge 

little less 
plan incredible 
will silly 

generous teenager 
college 

dge 
jazz 

11 
leg 

0 
rr 

right re 

really rest 
practice train 
borrow married 
we're here 

written wrong 

w 	wet twins 	one once 
worried win 	question 

wh 	why which whale 
witch 

y 	yet year 
young yoga 

before u useful uniform 
yacht 

monkey 

mountain modern 
remember smell 

mm summer swimming 

need nephew 
none any 
funny dinner 

tongue fingers 
along thing 
bring going 

hit hate 
ahead perhaps 
hard 

knees knock 

nn 
nose 

singer 

think thank 

who whose 
whole 

column 
comb 

house 
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Today is the first day of the rest of your life. 

Anonymous 

1 GETTING TO KNOW EACH OTHER 
Match the verbs and nouns. 

1 be born W 

2 do ❑ 

3 listen to ❑ 

4 play ❑ 

5 read ❑ 

6 speak ❑ 

7 take ❑ 

8 watch ❑ 

9 go ❑ 

10 have ❑ 

2 GRAMMAR word order in questions 
a Put the word into the right place in the question. 

are 
1 WhereLyou from ? 	 are 

2 Who you live with ? 	 do 

3 What type of TV programs do like ? 	you 

4 Did you to this school last year ? 	go 

5 Are you to study at home tonight ? 	going 

6 What are you thinking ? 	 about 

7 Who you talk to at the party ? 	did 

8 Who do you usually e-mails to ? 	send  

b Write questions. Be careful with the tenses. 

1 Does 	your sister speak Korean  

(your sister / speak / Korean) 

2 Where 	  

(you / live) 

3 What 	  

(music / your brother usually / listen to) 

4 Is 	  

(he / meet / them tomorrow) 

5 Why 	  

(you / do your homework now) 

6 Where 	  

(they / go / on vacation last year) 

7 How often 	  

(you / go / movies) 

8 Did 	  

(you / read / the newspaper yesterday) 

Student Book p.126 Grammar Bank IA 

3 VOCABULARY numbers, times, dates 
Continue the series. 

1 nine, ten, 	eleven 	twelve  

2 fifteen, sixteen, 	 

3 forty, fifty, 	 

4 ninety-eight, ninety-nine, 	 

5 first, second, 	 

6 tenth, eleventh, 	 

7 Thursday, Friday, 	 

8 morning, afternoon, 	 

9 November, December, 	 

10 five after five, ten after five, 	 

a TV, the news 

b a language course, the bus 

c two brothers, a big family 

d homework, your job 

e a magazine, the newspaper 

f on vacation, to the beach 

g the guitar, sports 

h English, Spanish 

i music, a CD 

j in La Paz, in Bolivia 

4 



Where 
ore 
w  

day. 
from? 

El 	 

4 CLASSROOM LANGUAGE 	 5 PRONUNCIATION vowel sounds, the alphabet 

a Write the opposite instructions. 

Instructions 	 Opposites 

1 Work on your own. 	Work in pairs. 

2 Stand up. 	 S 	down. 

3 Ask the question. 	A 	the question. 

4 Turn on your phone. T 	o 	your phone. 

5 Speak English. 	D 	 speak Spanish. 

b Order the words to make sentences. 

1 a / weekend / good / Have 

Have a good weekend. 

2 page / it / Which / is 

3 late / Sorry / I'm 

4 name / do / spell / your / you / How 

5 please / you / that / repeat / Could 

6 pronounce / How / you / that / do 

7 copy / Can / have / a / I / please 

8 does / mean / What / "phone" 

c Look at the pictures and complete the instruction 
verbs. 

1 ci 	4 ch 	  

2 cr 	 5 co 	  

3 co 	6 co 	 the 	 

a Circle the letter with a different vowel sound. 

off 'Air , 6  
Iii  

A 

K 

H 

P 

1 

G 

V 

R 

M 

C 

D 

N 

P 

F 

X 

S 

K 

Q 

0 

U 

b Underline the stressed syllables in these words. 

1 alphabet 
	

6 tonight 

2 birthday 
	

7 airport 

3 fourteen 
	

8 brother 

4 forty 
	

9 instrument 

5 Wednesday 
	

10 university 

More Words to Learn 
Write translations and try to remember the words. 

Word Pronunciation Translation 

(the) date noun /deft/ 

foreign languages noun iforan 'lwngwiclyz/ 

test 	noun /test/ 

traditional adjective /tro'difnl/ 

unusual adjective /An' yu3uol/ 

introduce verb /mtro'dus/ 

try verb /tray/ 

another determiner /o'nnoar/ 

(have) in common /in 'Icamon/ 

What kind of ...? /wAt kamd av/ 

J 
Can you answer these questions? 

Where are you from? 

What do you do? 

What languages do you speak? 

What are you going to do tomorrow? 

What did you do last weekend? 
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My mother I  works  

in a bank, and she 

2 	  home until 

about 7:00 in the evening —

she's very hardworking, and 

she often 3 	 her 

laptop home and 

4 	some more 

work after dinner. 

My father's unemployed, so he 5  

the same time as my mom — he 6 	 

till 9:00. 

My brother is two years older than me. He's really 

into computers. He 7 	 a job with a computer 

company. We 8 	 the same interests at all — 

he 9 	 sports, but I love them. 

My grandfather and 1 10 	 really well, 

although we 11 	 each other very often — he 

12 	  in Texas. 

	 at 

in bed 

A true friend is someone who is there for you 
when he / she would prefer to be somewhere else. 

Len Wein, American comic book writer 

Who knows you better? 

 

  

1 VOCABULARY family and adjectives 

a Complete the chart. 

9 
father mother 

uncle 

niece 

brother-in-law 

son 

wife 

b Complete the opposites. 

talkative 

shy 

generous 

friendly 

hardworking 

—■ 	quiet 
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2 GRAMMAR simple present 
a Write negative sentences. 

1 I like Hong Kong. 	I don't like Hong Kong.  

2 She works in the city. 

3 He has red hair. 

4 You look happy. 

5 We usually go out for lunch 	  

6 They have lunch at one. 

b Complete the questions with do or does. 

1 When  do  the banks open and close? 

2 	 this bus go downtown? 

3 	this store stay open late? 

4 	your sister work in that shoe store? 

5 Which supermarket 	you usually shop at? 

6 	your parents like shopping there?  

c Complete the text with the correct form of the 
verbs in the box. 

bring not like not see work do stay 
not have not get up get along live not get have 

Student Book p.126 Grammar Bank 1,0 

3 PRONUNCIATION -s endings 
a Circle the verb with a different sound at the end. 

..%q,  
s, IZ 

,, e  ,& 
is, IZ 

works 

laughs 

C—v-atches` 

lives 

does 

relaxes 

leaves 

dresses 

washes 

runs 

starts 

thinks 

knows 

rains 

likes 

teaches 

cooks 

misses 

6 



Can you answer these questions? 

Do you have a big family? 

How many brothers and sisters do you have? 

Do you get along well with them? 

What does your best friend do? 

What kind of person is he or she? 

MultiROM 

b Underline the stressed syllable. 

1 talkative 	4 generous 

2 family 
	

5 nephew 

3 unfriendly 
	

6 serious 

c Practice saying the words in a and b. 

4 READING 

a Read the article and mark the sentences T (true) 
or F (false). 

1 Twenty-five percent of American university 
students live with their parents. 

2 Few students share a house or apartment 
with other students. 

3 It's easy to decide who to share with. 

4 Sharing a home is always a good experience. 

5 The questionnaire helps you decide who to 
share a home with. 

6 Roommates who are similar are usually happy 
living together. 

b Match the sentences a—f in the questionnaire with 
these adjectives. 

1 generous e 4 unhealthy ❑ 

2 messy ❑  5 hospitable ❑  

3 sociable ❑ 6 active ❑  

More Words to Learn 

Write translations and try to remember the words. 

Word Pronunciation Translation 

single adjective I sn3g11 

choose verb /tfuz/ 

exercise verb Icksorsaiz/ 

prefer verb /pri'far/ 

each /itf/ 

at least /at list/ 

for example /for ig 'zxmpl/ 

(go on a) date /dent/ 

I'm sure /aim for/ 

the opposite (of) /6i 'apazat/ 

QUESTION TIME 

7 quiet 

8 daughter 

9 funny 

J 

How to find 

the perfect roommate 
Seventy-five percent of university students in the 

US live away from home, and most of them live 

off campus. Many share a house or apartment 

with other students. But how do you know who 

to share with? It can be a difficult decision. Are 

you quiet, serious, shy, and hardworking? Or are 

you outgoing, fun-loving, and noisy? It's an 

important difference, and it can make sharing an 

apartment either a great experience or a nightmare. 

So next time you're trying to decide who to live with, 

take this questionnaire. And then ask your possible 

roommates to take it. If you give the same answers 

to four or more questions, then you'll be fine. If 

more than three of your answers are different, then 

you need to find a new roommate! 

often sometimes never 

  

a 
b 

d 

e 

f 

leave my clothes on the floor. 

exercise a lot. 

smoke. 
enjoy cooking big dinners for people. 	 11] 
enjoy buying presents. 	 111 
enjoy meeting new people. 
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6 Most people have 

10 You have one 	 

	on top of their heads. 

on each side of your head. 

4 5 

6 7 

9 10 

3 

Clues across -+ 

2 Your 	 

decisions. 

5 You use your 

7 You have two 

brown, or gray. 

8 Some women color their 

thinks, remembers, and makes 

	for smelling flowers. 

	 — they can be blue, green, 

9 Adults have 32 	, babies don't have any. 

Clues down 4, 

1 You have ten 	on your hands. You use them 

for touching things. 

3 You open and close your 	when you speak. 

You can smile with it. 

4 You have two 	 at the ends of your legs. 

You can kick with them. 

Without them your sunglasses would fall off! 

red or pink. 

legs toes back teeth arms nose 
heart hands knees head 

,,---- 

• / "C)0  

teeth 

b Practice saying the words. 

3 GRAMMAR present continuous 

A man paints with his brain, and not with his hands. 
Michelangelo, Italian painter and sculptor 

At the Moulin Rouge 

 

  

1 VOCABULARY the body 

Complete the crossword. 

2 PRONUNCIATION vowel sounds 

a Write the parts of the body in the chart. 

Student Book p.146 Vocabulary Bank 
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the train to work. 4 Jack always 	 

5 A Where 	 

B To play tennis. 

6 I 	 to use the computer now! 

(she / do)? Maybe she 9  

boyfriend. She 10 	 

	 (wait) for her 

(think): "He's late, and I 

b Complete the sentences with the simple present or 
present continuous form of the verbs in the box. 

watch travel go need study take 

1 Don't turn off the TV! I  'm watching it 

2 They 	in Africa every summer. 

3 I have a test tomorrow, so I 	 hard 

Student Book p.126 Grammar Bank 1C 

4 VOCABULARY prepositions of place 

Look at the picture on page 8. Complete the sentences 
with these prepositions. 

behind in 	the middle next to on the left 
on the right under 

1 The woman in the middle  doesn't have an umbrella. 

2 The girls 	 are playing with a ball. 

3 The man and woman 	are drinking coffee. 

4 They are sitting 	 a table umbrella. 

5 The woman 	the children is their mother. 

6 The girls are standing 	each other. 

More Words to Learn 
Write translations and try to remember the words. 

Word Pronunciation Translation 

art gallery noun /art 'gx1ori/ 

artist noun /' artist/ 

painting noun l'pemtni/ 

picture noun l'imktfor/ 

poster noun / poustor/ 

favorite adjective l' fewrat/ 

draw verb /dro/ 

(at the) back /beek/ 

(at the) front /front/ 

famous (for) / fetmos/ 

a Read the museum guide's description of the 
painting on page 8. Write the verbs in the present 
continuous. 

you 	 

www.oup.cornielt/americanenglishfile/2 

Can you answer these questions? 

What are you doing now? 

What clothes are you wearing? 

Is it raining? 

When does it usually rain in your country? 

What do you usually do in the evening? 

MuItiROM 

As you can see, it 1  is raining  (rain) in this picture, and 

most of the people 2 	 (carry) umbrellas. The 

two children on the right are the artist's daughters. They 

3 	  (play) with a ball, and their mother (the 

artist's wife) 4 	 (watch) them closely. On the 

left of the picture, a young man and a woman 

5 	  (sit) at a cafe table. They 6  

talk), but I think they're happy together. In the middle of 

the picture is a woman. She 7 	 (not / smile), 

and she doesn't have an umbrella. What 8 	 

11 	 (get) cold and wet" 

(not / 



What is a rebel? A man who says no. 

Albert Camus, French writer 

The Devil's Dictionary 

 

  

1 GRAMMAR defining relative clauses 

a Match the beginnings and ends of the sentences. 

1 That's the theater 	 rfil 
2 I need a cell phone 	❑ 

3 John's the only person 	❑ 

4 I love the program 	❑ 

5 That train is the one 	❑ 

6 Hollywood is the place 	❑ 

7 The directors are the people ❑ 

8 There's the cafe 	 ❑  

2 VOCABULARY explaining words 

Complete the sentences for explaining words. 

1 tall 	It's the o pposite  of short. 

2 apple 	It's a k 	 of fruit. 

3 sleepy 	It's s 	 to tired. 

4 boots 	They're 1 	shoes, but they cover your legs. 

5 nervous It's h 	you feel when you have a test. 

6 sweat 	For e 	, you do this when you feel hot. 

7 dentist 	It's s 	who takes care of your teeth. 

8 hospital It's a p 	where you go when you're sick. 

a that also takes photos. 

b that goes to Boston. 	 3 PRONUNCIATION using a dictionary 

c that has the best coffee. 	 a Match the words to their pronunciation. 

d who can fix the printer. 

e who make the business decisions. 

f where we saw Hamlet. 

g where lots of movies are made. 

h that's on after the news. 

5 A dictionary 	 has good examples is 

very useful. 

6 A The bakery 	 I usually buy bread is 

closed today. 

B Don't worry. I know a supermarket 	 

has really good bread. 

7 I'm looking for a store 	  sells postcards. 

Student Book p.126 Grammar Bank 1D  

1 waiter 	 Pwotar/ 

water 	 /'wertor/ 

2 kitchen 	/'Iutf on/ 

chicken 	ftfikan/ 

3 ninety 	 inam'tin/ 

nineteen 	/'namti/ 

4 homework 	Phoomwork/ 

housework 	/'hauswork/ 

5 Austria 	IS stretlya/ 

Australia 	f ostria/ 

6 sandwiches 	/'saanwitfts/ 

sunglasses 	/' wig Ixstz/ 

7 Mexico 	r nackstkoti/ 

Mexican 	/' mckstkon/ 

b Complete the sentences with who, that, or where. 

1 This is the church 	where 	we got married. 

2 She can't find the key 	 opens this door. 

3 The Louvre is the museum 	 you can see 

the Mona Lisa. 

4 A painter is someone 	 paints pictures. 

b Underline the stressed syllable in the words in a. 

c Practice saying the words. 
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More deViliSh definitions 
A manager 

is a person who gets other 

people to do all the work. 

is the part of the day when 

we worry about what we 

didn't do in the morning. 

is somebody who has 

found a place to park 

their car. 

4 

are small computers that 

were invented to make 

business people work at 

home, on vacation, and 

when they're traveling. 

5 

is a shop where the things 

for sale are very old, and 

the prices are very modern. 

6 

is the person who is early 

for work when you're late, 

and late when you're early 

7 

is something that children 

do between meals, but 

not during them. 

8 

is a person who knows 

you well, but likes you 

anyway. 

4 READING 

a Read the definitions and complete them with 
these words. 

Laptops A friend Eating The afternoon 
A 	managcr A pedestrian Your boss 
An antique shop 

b Underline  five words you don't know. Use your 
dictionary to look up their meaning and 
pronunciation. 

More Words to Learn 

Write translations and try to remember the words. 

Word Pronunciation Translation 

author noun /Aar/ 

definition noun /dEfo'nifn/ 

(on the) Internet noun [Intarnet/ 

website noun l'w6bsait/ 

popular adjective Ipapplarl 

contain verb /kan'tem/ 

explain verb lik'splem/ 

mime verb /maim/ 

panic verb l'pwridd 

recognize verb frEkagnam/ 

Study idea 

To remember new words, you need to test your 
memory. 

1 Cover the Translation column and look at the words 
in English. Say them in your language. 

2 Cover the Word column and look at the translation. 

Say the words in English. 

3 Test yourself again on the other new words in this File. 

QUESTION TIME 

Can you answer these questions? 

What's a waiter? 

What's a library? 

What's a dictionary? 

What's an umbrella? 

What's a journalist? 

MuItiROM 
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San Francisco 
— capital of cool amoommamemammi 

San Francisco is a very cool 
place. It's the home of the 
original hippies, and it's 
full of friendly, relaxed 
people. It's also one of the US's 
most attractive cities. 

Facing the Pacific Ocean to the 

west and San Francisco Bay to 

the north and east, it's famous 

for its hills with their fantastic 

views of the Bay, and its 

beautiful bridges. It's a perfect 

base for a vacation, close to 

Napa Valley, home of the 

California wine industry, and 

a few hours' drive from scenic 

Lake Tahoe. 

The best way to explore San 

Francisco is on foot. Walk slowly 

through North Beach, with its 

relaxed European charm, then 

into busy Chinatown. Go up 

expensive Nob Hill, and then 

continue onto South Market 

and the Mission District, with 

their many nightclubs. San 

Francisco is famous for its 

relaxed lifestyle, and it has 

some of the most incredible 

nightlife and wonderful food 

anywhere in the United States. 

San Francisco is a popular 

place to visit any time of the 

year. Summer is the tourist 

season, so prices are higher, 

lines are longer, and finding 

a parking place is nearly 

impossible. The best months 

for weather are between 

mid-September and mid-

November, but you'll have a 

great time whenever you go. 

PRACTICAL ENGLISH AN  At the airport 

1 AT IMMIGRATION 

Complete the dialogue with these words. 

is traveling long in enjoy purpose 
with vacation it's where 

A Your passport, please. Thanks. Where are you 

1  traveling  from? 

B From China. I live 2 	  Hong Kong. 

A What's the 3 	  of your visit? 

B I'm on 4 	  

A I see. How 5 	 are you staying in 

the US? 

B Just a week. 

A 6 	  are you staying? 

B In San Francisco, 7 	  some friends 

of mine. 

A 8 	  this your first visit to the US? 

B No, 9 	 my third. I love it here. 

A Well, 10 	  your stay, Mr. Lee. 

2 SOCIAL ENGLISH 

Reorder the dialogue, 1 to 10. 

A No, thanks, I'm fine. Are you ready to go? ❑  

A Long! Twelve hours. 	 ❑  

A Great! Let's go! 

A I'm fine. 

A No, I'm OK. I always sleep on planes. 	❑  

B How was the flight? 

B Sure. My car's outside in the parking lot. 

B Wow, you must be really tired. 

B Hello, Tom. How are you? 

B Would you like a coffee or anything? 

3 READING 

a Read the text once. Would you like to visit San Francisco? 

b Answer the questions. 

1 What can you see to the north, east, and west of San Francisco? 

2 Is it a good idea to drive around when you visit? 

3 Which are the best two areas for music and dancing? 

4 Give three reasons why summer isn't the best time to visit. 

5 Which month has the best weather? 

c Cover the text. Can you remember five reasons to visit San 
Francisco? 
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Irregular Regular 

became arrived 

A vacation is having nothing to do and all day to do it. 

Robert Orben, American editor 

1 VOCABULARY vacations 

a Write the phrases. 

1  go swimming/sailing 	6 
	

a 	 

2 go 	7 go 	 at night 

3 go  	8 go 	a 	 

4 	 photos 	9 	  at a hotel 

5 buy 	  10 go 	  

b Complete the sentences with a weather word. 

1 Wear lots of warm clothes — it's f  reezing  

2 Thirty degrees Celsius is hot, but 40°C is b 

3 We can't go skiing. There's no s 	 

4 I can't see anything. It's very f 	  

5 A Is it sunny? 

B No, it's c 	  

6 It doesn't usually r 	 much in the summer.  

2 GRAMMAR simple past: regular and 

irregular verbs 

a Write the simple past of these verbs in the correct 
column. 

arrive become remember begin break 
talk do stay hate have spend walk 
see argue 

b Write negative sentences. 

1 We studied in Japan. (not in Korea) 

We didn't study in Korea. 

2 They spoke Portuguese. (not Spanish) 

3 My uncle was a nurse. (not a doctor) 

4 I slept badly. (not well) 

5 My mother enjoyed the book. (not the movie) 

6 He took the change. (not the receipt) 

7 You were late. (not on. time) 

8 She called her boyfriend. (not her parents) 

outside. 
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Ti k 

c Complete the text with the simple past form of the 	b Write these irregular simple past forms in the 
verbs in the box. 	 correct circle. 

argue rent have go not know drive fly be 

d Read the text in c again. Complete the questions. 

1 Where 	 ? San Francisco. 

2 	  there? Ten years ago. 

3 	 a good time? Yes, they did. 

4 	  along well? Yes, very well. 

5 How many times 	 ? Only once. 

Student Book p.128 Grammar Bank 2A 

3 PRONUNCIATION regular and irregular verbs 

a Circle the verb that has a different -ed sound. 

1 talked 	kissed 

2 traveled 	wanted 	played 

3 loved 	hated 	decided 

4 waited 	listened 	stayed 

wvywoup.comielt/americanenglishfile/2 14 

caught wrote had came rcad bought 
saw broke gave drove said went drank 
sat made 

More Words to Learn 
Write translations and try to remember the words. 

Word Pronunciation Translation 

awful adjective Pon/ 

fantastic adjective /fwn'twstik/ 

furious adjective I' fyorias/ 

great adjective /great/ 

fabulous adjective I ' fxbyalas/ 

miserable adjective I muarabl/ 

terrible adjective I terabll 

wonderful adjective PwAndarfl/ 

break up with verb /break Al) wa 

escape  (from) verb /fsketp/ 

Best vacation 

with my boyfriend. We 2  

and 3 	  a car. Then we 4  

Arizona to visit the Grand Canyon, and then Las Vegas and 

Los Angeles. We 5 	  a fantastic time! 

We 6 	  each other very well at the time, but 

we got along very well. We 7 	  together for 

ten days, but we only 8 	  once — when we 

got lost! We got married after that, and we are still together. 

T
en years ago, I 1 	went to the United States 

to San Francisco 

	 to 

Can you answer these questions? 

Where did you go for your last vacation? 

© How did you get there? 

Ei Where did you stay? 

1:1 Did you have good weather? 

fl Did you have a good time? 

MultiROM 
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Last summer I 1  went 	(go) to Los Angeles to stay 

with my cousin for a few weeks. One afternoon we 

2 	 (have) lunch in a nice restaurant in a 

fashionable part of town when my cousin 3 	 

(get) a call on her cell phone and went outside to talk. 

While she 4 	 (talk) on the phone, I suddenly 

5 	 (notice) a man in a black hat who 

6 	 (sit) at the next table. It was the actor 

Johnny Depp! He was alone, and 1 7 	  (decide) 

to take a chance. So I got up and 8 	 (go) to his 

table. "Excuse me, could I have my photo taken with 

you?" I asked. He 9 	 (say) yes, so I 

to 	 (stop) a waitress who 11 	 (pass) 

by and gave her my camera. She 12 	 (take) the 

photo of Johnny and me. I thanked them both, and then 

I returned to my table. When my cousin 13 	 

(come) back, 1 14 	  (smile). "Why are you 

looking so pleased with yourself?" she asked. 

"I had my photo taken with Johnny Depp" 

"Johnny Depp? Where is he?" 

"He's sitting over there. Look!" 

She turned around to look and then started to laugh. 

"That's not Johnny Depp!" 1 15 	  (look) at the 

man in the black hat — he 16 	 (laugh), too. 
11/11223 	hl lid  

!, , 

Photographs are pictures taken to please the family and bore the neighbors. 
Edmund Volkart, American sociologist 

A moment in time 

1 GRAMMAR past continuous 

a Complete the sentences. Use the past continuous. 

1 I  was sleeping  (sleep) on my friend's sofa when his 
mother came home. 

2 What 
	

(you / talk) about when I came in? 

3 He didn't call you because his cell phone 	  

(not / work). 

4 They 	  (live) in Sydney when their first 
child was born. 

5 I'm sorry, 	  (you / watch) that program? 

6 We 	  (walk) along the beach when we saw 
a snake. 

7 She  
	

(not / drive) when the car hit the 
tree. I was. 

8 It 
	

(snow) when they arrived in Beijing. 

b Write sentences with when. Use the simple past and 
past continuous. 

1 They / play tennis / start / rain 

They were playing tennis when it 
started to rain. 

2 He / break / his leg / ski 

3 The boys / fight / their father / 
come home 

4 A dog / eat / my sandwich / I / sleep 
/ in the park 

5 We / study / in the library / 
the fire / start 

c Complete the text with the correct form of the 
verbs in parentheses. 
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2 VOCABULARY at, in, on 
a Place. Complete the sentences with at, in, or on. 

1 We'll meet you  at  the bus stop. 

2 I often listen to music 	my car. 

3 	 my room I have a poster 	 the wall and a photo 

of my parents 	 the table by my bed. 

4 My family is from Recife, but we live 	Rio. 

5 She's not 	home. She's 	work. 

6 There's some sugar 	the top shelf 	the cabinet. 

7 They swam 	the lake and then went for a walk 	 

the park. 

8 There's a post office 	the end of this block. 

b Time. Complete the sentences with at, in, on, or 
nothing. 

1 Let's meet next Saturday  at  3:00. 

2 I hate driving 	 night, getting up early 	the 

morning, and working 	weekends. 

3 Our flight is leaving 	Monday at 7:30 	 the 

evening and arriving 	noon 	Tuesday. 

4 We have a test 	 Friday 	the afternoon. 

5 In most countries, banks and offices are closed 	 

New Year's Day. 

6 Computers were invented 	the 20th century. 

7 Albert Einstein was born 	March 14, 1879 in 

Germany, and he died 	 1955 in the US. 

8 We went to Acapulco 	March, and we're going 

again 	the summer. 
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3 PRONUNCIATION /o/ and /or/ 

a Underline the stressed syllable in these words. 

More Words to Learn 

Write translations and try to remember the words. 

Word Pronunciation Translation 

balcony noun lbaelkorn/ 

exhibition noun /Eksa'bifn/ 

the news noun /6o nuz/ 

stone noun /stoon/ 

wedding noun twEcliD/ 

attack verb lo'tx1c/ 

shout verb /I aut/ 

immediately adverb /I'midiotli/ 

luckily adverb /'1Akoli/ 

suddenly adverb l'sncinli/ 

Study idea 

1 Look at the Pronunciation column in More Words 
to Learn. Remember that this mark (') = the stress 
is on the next syllable. 

2 Underline the stressed syllable in the Word 
column. Practice saying the words. 

3 Remember to underline the stress when you write 
down new words. 

 

QUESTION TIME 

 

Can you answer these questions? 

What were you doing at 8:00 last night? 

pi What were you doing at 6:00 this morning? 

Es What were you doing at 9:00 this morning? 

4 Was it raining when you got up this morning? 

T1 What were you doing an hour ago? 

MuItiROM 

1 fames 
	

4 around 
	

7 happen 

2 similar 
	

5 dramatic 
	

8 memorable 

3 later 
	

6 photograph 9 woman 

b Circle the /o/ and /or/sounds in the words in a. 
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Music can change the world because it can change people. 

Bono, lead singer of U2 

Fifty years of pop music 

1 VOCABULARY music, question words 

a Match the music to the dictionary definitions. 
How do you pronounce the words? 

b Complete the questions with these question words. 

 

Why Where Which When How many Who 
What (x2) Whose How long 

     

rap opera jazz puitk 
heavy metal blues 

1 	punk 	/pAnk/ n Rock music 

that is played in a fast, loud, and aggressive 

way. It was very popular in the late 1970s. 

2 	  /d3xz/ n A style of 

music invented by African-American 

musicians in the early part of the twentieth 

century. It has a strong rhythm and often 

involves improvisation. Famous musicians 

include Louis Armstrong, Billie Holliday, 

and Miles Davis. 

3 	
 

/rwp/ n A type of 

music in which singers don't sing but speak 

the words quickly, in a rhythmic way. 

4 	  Atpara/ n It's like a 

play in the theater, but people sing the 

words. 

5 	  /hcvi 'math/ n A type 

of very loud rock music, with lots of guitars 

and a strong beat. 

6 	  /bluz/ n A type of 

music developed by African-American 

musicians in the southern United States. 

It is slow, often sad, and with a strong 

rhythm. 

1 	Where 	was Queen's first concert? 

In London. 

2 	 was it? 

In 1972. 

Twenty-four. 

	

7 	  did they stay together? 

Twenty years, from 1971 to 1991. 

	

8 	  was their biggest hit? 

Bohemian Rhapsody. 

	

9 	 happened in 1991? 

Freddie Mercury died. 

	

10 	  is their music still popular? 

Because Queen wrote good rock songs. 

3 	 was in the band? 

Freddie Mercury, Roger Taylor, John Deacon, and Brian May. 

4 	 real name was Farrokh Bulsara? 

Freddie Mercury's. 

5 	 member of the band was most famous? 

Freddie Mercury, the lead singer. 

6 	  top-ten hits did they have? 



a Circle the words with the /w/ sound. 

write saw wash quickly 

draw white who one two 

b Circle the words with the /h/ sound. 

which when hair why 

happy hands light hour 

c Practice saying the words in a and b. 

More Words to Learn 

Write translations and try to remember the words. 

Word Pronunciation Translation 

lead singer noun Aid 'mar/ 

lyrics noun /'hriks/ 

plane crash noun /plem krxf/ 

poems noun fpooamz/ 

sign noun /sam/ 

delicious adjective /cli'lifas/ 

become verb /IV lcAm/ 

deserve verb /ch'zorv/ 

share verb Jai 

in fact /m fxkt/ 

Can you answer these questions? 

t What kind of music do you listen to? 

IL When do you like listening to music? 

Et Who wrote your favorite song? 

How often do you go to concerts? 

Who's the most popular singer in your country? 

MuItiROM 

2 GRAMMAR questions with and without auxiliaries 	3 PRONUNCIATION /w/ and /h/ 

18 

a Circle the correct question. 

1® Who did Yoko Ono marry in 1969? 

b Who Yoko Ono married in 1969? 

2 a Which Spice Girl did have red hair? 

b Which Spice Girl had red hair? 

3 a Who does Madonna live with? 

b Who lives Madonna with? 

4 a When broke the Beatles up? 

b When did the Beatles break up? 

5 a Which member of Queen was born in Zanzibar? 

b Which member of Queen born in Zanzibar? 

6 a Which instrument did Jimi Hendrix play? 

b Which instrument played Jimi Hendrix? 

b Match the questions in a to these answers. 

1 Guy Richie. 

2 Freddie Mercury. 

3 The guitar. 

4 April 1970. 

5 John Lennon. 

6 Geri Halliwell (Ginger Spice). ❑  

c Write the questions for the answers. 

1 Who 	painted The Last Supper  

Leonardo da Vinci painted The Last Supper. 

2 When 	  

Kurt Cobain died in 1994. 

3 Which band 	  

Bono belongs to U2. 

4 How many 	  

The Lord of the Rings won 11 Oscars in 2004. 

5 Who 	  

Peter Jackson won the Oscar for Best Director. 

6 Where 	  

Maria Sharapova was born in Russia. 

7 When 	  

Eric Clapton wrote the song Tears in Heaven in 1991. 

Student Book p.128 Grammar Bank 2C 
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The driver is the most dangerous part of the car. 
Leo Campion, French humorist 

One October evening 

a 

1 GRAMMAR so, because, but, although 
	

2 a We stayed home last Sunday 
	

it was 

raining. 

1 Although Jim has a lot of money, he'sieiily sting / 	 b It was raining, 	we stayed home. 

very generous. 	 c 	we couldn't go out, we had a really nice 

2 They wanted to play soccer, but it was sunny / 	 afternoon at home. 

snowing. 	 3 a The tickets were very expensive, 	 

3 I had a great vacation in Egypt, although I can / can't 	 managed to sell them all in an hour. 

speak Arabic. 	 b 	 the tickets were very expensive, they sold 

4 The hotel was fabulous, but it was a little expensive / 	 them all in an hour. 

very nice. 	 c The concert was very popular, 

5 I went on a date with John, although I don't really like 	 all the tickets. 

him / like him a lot. 

Circle the correct words. 

they 

they sold 

Student Book p.128 Grammar Bank 2D 

b Complete the sentences using because or so and the 
correct ending. 

1 I didn't have any breakfast  because 
	

d 

2 Maria lost her wallet, 	 

3 I called the police 	 

4 She thought the book was boring, 	 

5 John wanted to learn Chinese, 	 

6 I didn't go out with him 	 

a I didn't like him. 

b he took an evening class. 

c she stopped reading it. 

d I didn't have time. 

e she canceled her credit cards. 

f the door to my apartment was open. 

c Look at each group of sentences. Complete each 
sentence with so, because, but, or although. 

1 a Linda ran to the station because  she was very late. 

b Linda was very late, 	 she ran to the station. 

c 	 Linda ran to the station, she was too late 

and missed the train. 

2 VOCABULARY verb phrases 

a Match the phrases. 

1 Jamie and Hannah met d a a romantic restaurant. 

2 He played 	 LI b to dinner. 

3 He asked her for 	E c in love. 

4 He invited her 	❑ d in a club. 

5 He took her to 	E e each other every day. 

6 They saw 	 E f her phone number. 

7 They fell 	 ❑ g her favorite song. 

b Cover the right-hand column. Can you remember 
the sentences? 

3 PRONUNCIATION the letter a 

Circle the word with the same sound as the picture. 

take 

rain 

date 

panic 

fast 

awful 

ran 

dance 

late 

woman 

man ..-accident 



A nasty 
experience 

H My grandmother didn't 
notice anything at first, 
but when she went to bed 
that evening she found 
that her jewelry wasn't in 
the usual place. And then 
she remembered 
the girls and called the 
police. They were very 
sympathetic, but I don't 
think they'll ever catch 
the girls. 

U My grandmother had a terrible experience last weekend. 
She's 82 years old, and she lives by herself. I've always 
told her to be careful when she's answering the door 
because you never know who's outside. 

H "What are you doing up there?" she shouted, and the girl 
said, "Can I use your bathroom, please?" My grandmother 
said yes and didn't worry about it, although the girl was 
upstairs for ages. She gave the girl in the kitchen a glass of 
water. Then the second girl came downstairs, and they left. 

	 My grandmother thought they looked like nice girls, so she 
invited them in. They looked around the living room, and 
then one of them said, "Can I have a glass of water, 
please?" so my grandmother took her into the kitchen. 
While they were in the kitchen, she heard the other one 
run upstairs. 

	 Anyway, she was at home last Sunday. At about 4:00 in 
the afternoon, she heard someone knock at the front door. 
She opened the door, and there were two girls outside, 
about 10 or 11 years old. "Hello," said one of the girls. 
"Our parents are going to buy a house like yours, in this 
area. Can we take a look at your house, please? We want 
to see what it's like." 

4 READING 

a Read the story. Number the paragraphs in the 
right order. 

More Words to Learn 
Write translations and try to remember the words. 

Word Pronunciation Translation 

DJ noun I did3eil 

club noun /klAb/ 

dark adjective /dark/ 

perfect adjective I' parfikt/ 

follow verb / falotil 

again adverb ISgen/ 

madly (in love) adverb inixdli/ 

every determiner l' evril 

each other /itf 'Aar/ 

I'm afraid /aim a'freid/ 

 

QUESTION TIME 

 

Can you answer these questions? 	 1 
Why do you think it's important to learn languages? 

Why are you learning English? 

Do you think English is a difficult language to learn? 

Would you like to learn another language? 

Is your language easy for foreigners to learn? 

MuItiROM 

CAN YOU REIT EIf BER...? 

Complete each sentence with one word. 	1 &2 

iha  Where  	your parents live? 

El He 	eat meat. He's a vegetarian. 

▪ What 	 you looking at? 

la She's the woman 	 works with me. 

▪ Where 	she go last summer? 

Q What 	 you doing yesterday at 7:30? 

® A Who 	 Hamlet? 

B Shakespeare. 
	they are poor, they are happy. 

b Look at the highlighted words. What do you think 
they mean? Check your dictionary. 
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room availability Castle Inn 
San Francisco, CA 

make reservation 

Our facilities and services: 

SFO airport 12.6 miles/20.3 km 

"The best-kept secret 
in San Francisco" 

• air-conditioning in all guest 
rooms 

• in-room Internet access 

• safe deposit box 

• complimentary coffee 

• non-smoking rooms available 

• free parking 

Located in the heart of San 

Francisco, the Castle Inn is within 

easy walking distance of Fisherman's 

Wharf, Chinatown, shopping, and 

fine restaurants. The Castle Inn 

offers great service, great comfort, 

and great value. We know San 

Francisco is a wonderful city with 

an enormous number of tourist 

attractions, and the staff is available 

from morning to night to answer 

any questions you have. We look 

forward to being a part of your San 

Francisco experience. 

At the conference hotel 
	

PRACTICAL ENGLISH 

1 CALLING RECEPTION 
Order the words to make sentences. 

1 is / room / 724 / This 

This is room 724. 

2 very / My / cold / is / room 

3 problem / a / with / TV / the / There's 

4 isn't / working / The / air-conditioning 

5 chicken / have / please / Can / I / a / 

sandwich 

6 fruit / any / Do / juice / have / you / fresh 

2 SOCIAL ENGLISH 
Complete the phrases. Then match the 
parts of the dialogue. 

1 Did you sleep w  ell 
	0 

2 H 	are things? 

3 W 	 are the plans 

f 	 this evening? 

4 T 	is Alex Lopez. 	❑  

5 It's t 	 to go. 	❑  

a We're going out for dinner. 

b OK. Where are we going now? 

c Yes, thanks. I was very tired. 

d They're fine. 

e Nice to meet you. 

3 READING 
Read the Internet ad and mark the sentences T (true), F (false), 
or DS (doesn't say). 

1 The Castle Inn is in the center of San Francisco. 	T 

2 It is near major tourist attractions. 

It is very comfortable. 

4 It is cheaper in winter. 

5 The staff can tell you all about San Francisco. 

6 Guests have to pay for parking. 

7 The hotel has a restaurant. 

8 You can't smoke in any of the guest rooms. 

A
da

pt
ed

 f
ro

m
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  w
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te

  



The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams. 

Eleanor Roosevelt, American first lady 

Welcome to Adventure House, home of 

the best active vacations in the world. Let 

me tell you what we have planned for you 

in the next few days. On Monday morning 

you 1  're going  (go) sailing. Then in 

the afternoon, I 2 	  (take) you 

on a bicycle tour of the surrounding area. 

You need to rest well on Monday evening, 

because the following morning we 

3 	  (climb) to the top of Oak 

Ridge! After that, there is a change of 

plans: You 4 	  (not windsurf) 

as it says on your schedule. Instead we 

5 	  (have) a volleyball 

tournament. That will be fun, I'm sure. 

Then on Wednesday morning we 

6 	  (go) to a mountain village 

called Palmo. Thursday is your last day 

with us, and 1 7 	 

surprise activity for you. 

 

(plan) a 

 

put shave not jump play  not eat not rain buy stay 

8 

1 They 're going to play tennis 2 It 

 

 

	 today. 

"•••■•-•re_y_i ŝ,_„..4,-re" 

3 Where 	  

	  that? 

5 How long 	  

	 that car. 

6I 

4 He 

7 You 

the whole cake! 	 today? 

1 GRAMMAR going to, present continuous 

a Complete the sentences with going to + a verb from the box. 

b Complete the text with the present 
continuous form of the verbs in 
parentheses. 
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money put 	June 

     

     

      

      

     

you 
	

Tuesday 	month 

      

      

      

      

come 	own 	short 

hotel 
	

house 	move 

tonight 
	

improve 	look 

honeymoon doctor 	photo 

1 	I'm looking for 	my glasses. 

2 	  seeing you next weekend. 

3 	 my notes because there's a 

test this afternoon. 

4 	 a new place to live. 

5 	 my birthday. 

6 	 the catalog, but there's 

nothing in it that I want to buy. 

7 

	

	 a birthday present for my 

sister. 

8 	 going on vacation next week. 

9 	 the ads to see if there's 

anything interesting.  

3 PRONUNCIATION /A/, /ou/, /u/ 

a Circle the word with the same sound as the picture. 

b Practice saying the words. 

More Words to Learn 
Write translations and try to remember the words. 

Word Pronunciation Translation 

au pair noun /oo 'pEr/ 

nervous adjective friarvas/ 

improve  verb /im'pruv/ 

everything pronoun PsvriOn3/ 

until conjunction /an'til/ 

as well as /az wEl az/ 

for a short time /far or fort tarn/ 

It depends /it di'pEndz/ 

my own (apartment) /mai oun/ 

too expensive /tu ik'spEnsiv/ 

Can you answer these questions? 

What are you doing this evening? 

What are you going to do this weekend? 

Where are you going on vacation this year? 

What are you looking forward to right now? 

Are you meeting any friends this evening? 

MuItiROM 

c Circle the correct verb form. If both forms are 
possible, circle them both. 

1 I'm sure m going to pass / I'm passing all my exams 

this year. 

2 A Do you have any plans for this Saturday? 

B Yes, I'm going to spend / I'm spending the day with 

my cousins. 

3 Do you think it's going to be / it's being sunny 

tomorrow? 

4 It's Wen's birthday on Friday. He's going to have / 

He's having dinner with a few friends. 

5 We don't need to run. We're not going to miss / 

We're not missing the train. 

6 A Where are you going to go / are you going tonight? 

B To the movies. 

7 A What's the weather forecast for Saturday? 

B It's going to be / It's being warm and sunny. 

8 She drives too fast. I'm sure she's going to have / 

she's having an accident one day. 

Student Book p.130 Grammar Bank 3A 

2 VOCABULARY look 
Complete the sentences with these expressions. 

I'm looking for ... 	I'm looking through ... 
I'm looking forward to ... 
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1 GRAMMAR will/ won't (predictions) 
Complete the dialogues with will / won't 
and these verbs. Use contractions. 

snow not pass rain can 
be (x2) not finish need 

1 A Do you think 

it  'll snow  

B No, it isn't cold 

enough. But I think 

it 

  

  

     

C f 

t

2  

11111 

.71:,,  3.0.2 a  

lichtir circumference 

push 
10 The door is hard to open, so you have to 	 it hard. 

Student Book p.149 Vocabulary Bank 

3 PRONUNCIATION /a/, /oo/ 

a Cross out the wrong word in each group. 

A pessimist is someone who is pleased with bad experiences 
because they show he was right. 

Heinz Ruhmann, German actor and movie director 

2 VOCABULARY opposite verbs 
Write the opposite verb in each space. Be careful — use the 
correct verb form. 

win 
1 I think they'll 	 the game. 

lose 

pass 
2 I'm sure she'll 	 the exam. 

remembered 
3 I 	 her name. 

arrive 
4 We'll 	 home at 6:00 in the morning. 

learn 
5 They're going to 	 English in Canada. 

school. 
turn on 

6 Can you 	 the radio, please? 

got 
7 I 	 over 50 e-mails yesterday! 

3 A We 	 

the painting today. 	Could you 	lend 	me some money? 

B You're right. It 	
8

Could I 	 some money, please? 

	 dark 	Oh no! I 	lost 
9 	 my car keys. 

in half an hour. 	 Oh good! I 

---, 

0: 
al, 
Aar 

not 
positive 
e0jOy 
want 

won't 
open 
no 

stop 

come 
optimistic 

hot 
father 

problem 
hope 
close 

program 

b Practice saying the words. 

2 Come on. You 

late for 

4 You need to work 

harder or you 

your 

final exams. 

5 You 	 play 

again in six weeks, 

but you 	 

to be very careful. 

Student Book p.130 
Grammar Bank 3B 
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HOROSCOPES 
4 READING 

a Read the horoscopes for this month. Answer the 
questions. 

1 Who will do a lot of traveling this month? 	Cancer 

 

2 Will Gemini people lose their jobs? 

3 What won't Aries people be able to do? 

4 Whose lucky color will be red? 

5 Who will go out a lot this month? 

6 Who will spend more time at home? 

 

AQUARIUS Jan 21—Feb 19 

 

 

You'll be lucky in love this month! 

You'll meet somebody new at work, 

and you'll start a new relationship. 

Red will be your lucky color. 

 

 

 

 

  

PISCES Feb 20—Mar 20 b Underline five words you don't know. Use your 
dictionary to look up their meaning and 
pronunciation. 

More Words to Learn 
Write translations and try to remember the words. 

Your family will be very important 

this month. Try to spend more time 

with them, and they'll be very glad 

to see you. Green will be your lucky 

color. 

   

ARIES Mar 21 —Apr 20 

You'll have to be very careful with 

money this month. You won't be 

able to buy any new clothes. 

However, you will get a nice surprise 

at the end of the month. Blue will 

be your lucky color. 

  

TAURUS Apr 21—May 21 

You'll have a very busy social life this 

month! Your friends will throw a 

surprise party for you, and you'll 

make new friends, too. Orange will 

be your lucky color. 

GEMINI May 22—June 21 

You won't have a very good month 

at work. Your boss will give you 

some bad news, but don't worry —

you won't lose your job. Work hard 

and next month will be better. Purple 

will be your lucky color. 

CANCER June 22—July 23 

This will be a great month for travel! 

You'll win a vacation, so have your 

passport ready. You'll also travel a lot 

in this country, and you'll visit some 

old friends. Yellow will be your lucky 

color. 

Word Pronunciation Translation 

definitely adverb I' defanatli/ 

maybe/possibly adverb I' methi/ 
/ pasabli/ 

probably adverb I prababli/ 

cheer up API-  Ap/ 

congratulations /Icangrattfa'leifnz/ 

don't worry /doont 'wori/ 

good luck /god ink/ 

I hope so/I hope not /ai hoop sou / 
/at hoop nut/ 

I (don't) think so /ai Oink sou/ 

that's great /nets great/ 

Can you answer these questions? 
	

J 

Do you think the weather will be good tomorrow? 

Ei Do you think you'll study English next year? 

El Do you think you'll get some e-mails today? 

Do you think you'll go to a party this weekend? 

Do you think your country will win the next World Cup? 

MuItiROM 

QUESTION TIME 
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3 not drive / too fast 

4 buy / another one 

5 call / the police 

1 think / go to bed 

I think I'll go to bed. 

2 turn off / the air-conditioning 

Vote for the man who promises least - hell be the least disappointing. 

Bernard Baruch, American political adviser 

I'll always love you 

 

  

1 PRONUNCIATION word stress: two-syllable words 

a Which words are stressed on the second syllable? 
Underline the stress. 

1 promise 	receive 	never 

2 window 	money 	forget 

3 arrive 	doctor 	worry 

4 repair 	morning 	finish 

5 empty 	secret 	exist 

6 builder 	hotel 	borrow 

b Practice saying the words. 

2 GRAMMAR will I won't (promises, offers, and decisions) 

a Write sentences using the pictures and prompts. 
Use I'll / I won't 

b Are these sentences promises (P), decisions (D), 
or offers (0)? 

1 I'll give it back to you tomorrow. 

2 A Which one do you want? 

B I'll take the red one. 

3 I'll lend you the money if you want. 	 

4 I'll help you with that. 

5 I won't tell your father. 

6 I'll have the soup and a salad. 

Student Book p.130 Grammar Bank 3C 

3 VOCABULARY verb + back 

Complete the sentences with these verbs. 

-be-- call drive give pay take 

2 Mary called while you were in the shower. She asked 

you to 

3 Can you lend me $10? I'll 	 you back ■ 

tomorrow. 

4 We were driving to the beach, but it started to rain, 

so we decided to 	 back home. 

5 A Do you want to borrow my pen? 

B Thanks. I'll 	  it back to you in a 

minute. 

6 This shirt is the wrong size. I think I'll 	  

it back to the store. 

her back when you can. 

6 have / the chicken 
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Can you make an offer in these situations? 

"I can't do this homework. It's too hard." 

g "Oh no. I don't have any money with me." 

7 	"These bags are very heavy." 
"We don't have any food for dinner tonight." 

"It's very hot in here." 

Study Link MuItiROM 

www.oup.com/elt/americanenglishfile/2  

4 READING 

A hard lesson 
My name is Jon, and this happened to me when I 
was on vacation in Seville, in the south of Spain. 

I was having coffee in a cafe when a man came up to 

me. He was well-dressed, and he looked very 

respectable. "Do you speak English?" he asked. He 

definitely wasn't Spanish, but I'm not sure where he was 

from. "I'm very sorry to bother you, but I have a serious 

problem," he continued. "I'm here on a business trip, 

and I've lost my briefcase — it had my passport, my 

wallet, my money, my credit cards, my cell phone, my 

address book, everything. Could you help me? I need to 

borrow 60 euros to get the train to Madrid — my 

company has an office there. I'll pay you back, of course. 

When I get home, I'll send you the money. You can give 

me your address in the US!' I wasn't sure, but he didn't 

seem suspicious, so I agreed. I wrote down my home 

address on a business card he had, and I gave him 

60 euros. I even bought him a coffee. 

We talked for a few minutes, and then he looked at 

his watch and said, "Well, I should get to the station. 

Thank you very much for your help. You'll have your 

money back in a couple of weeks, I promise!' And he 

walked out of the cafe. 

So ... do you think he paid me back? No, you're right, 

he didn't ... and I won't lend money to strangers again! 

a Read the text. Number the sentences in the 
right order. 

1 Jon wrote his address on the man's business card. ❑  

2 The man explained his problem. 

3 Jon bought the man a coffee. 

4 Jon went into a cafe to get a cup of coffee. 

5 Jon agreed to help the man. 

6 A man came up to him. 

7 The man left the cafe. 

8 They talked about other things for a few minutes. ❑  

b Underline five words you don't know. Use your 
dictionary to look up their meaning and 
pronunciation. 

Study idea 

1 Some words are easier to remember because 
they are similar to a word in your language or 
to another in English, e.g., builder, building. 
Other words are more difficult to remember. 

2 Look at the words in More Words to Learn. 
Which ones are easy to remember? Which ones 
are difficult? Highlight the difficult words and 
test yourself more often on these. 

Word Pronunciation Translation 

builder noun Ibildarl 

electrician noun lilac' tnin/ 

injection noun /in'd3sktfn/ 

piece of paper noun /pis ay 'perpor/ 

plumber noun l'plArnarl 

promise noun l'pramas/ 

secret noun Isikrat/ 

hurt verb /hart/ 

eternal adjective /ftorn1/ 

More Words to Learn 

Write translations and try to remember the words. 



nation of 

 

 

"square eyes"! 

What I  are 	you going to do  (do) this 

evening? 2  

 

you 	 (watch) 

 

television? The answer is probably "yes". And 

what 3 	 you 	 (do) last night? 

And the night before? Television again? 

Every year the average American 4 	 

(spend) the equivalent of 70 days watching television - 

that's four hours 35 minutes a day. This 5 	 

(make) the United States one of the biggest nations of 

"square eyes" in the world. In fact, the typical 

American home now 6 	 (have) more TV sets 

than people - 2.73 TV sets for 2.55 people, on 

average. 

But what 7 	 TV  
	

(do) to family 

life? Many families 8 	
 
(not eat) their meals 

together anymore. And of the families that do eat 

together, 63 percent 9 	
 

(keep) the TV on 

during dinner. Think about it - when 10 	you 

	 (have) dinner with your family? If they 

(turn on) the TV tonight, suggest a 

conversation instead. It 12 	probably 

	  (be) more interesting! 

last 

11 

Only in our dreams are we free. The rest of the time we need wages. 

Terry Pratchett, British writer 

I was only dreaming 
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1 GRAMMAR review of tenses 

a Complete the dialogues with the correct form of the 
verbs in parentheses. 

1 A What 	did 	you 	dream 	(dream) 

about last night? 

(run) along a dark road and I 

	 (be) very frightened. Then, the next 

thing I knew, I 

2 A 	you often 	 (dream)? 

B Yes I 	 (have) dreams all the time - 

every night! 

(do) anything 

tomorrow? 

B No, why? 

A I 	 (have) a party. 	you 

	(want) to come? 

4 A Boys! What 	you 	 (do)? 

B Sorry, sir. We 	 (practice) for the soccer 

game tomorrow. 

A Not in the classroom! 

b Complete the text with the correct form of the verbs 
in parentheses. Use contractions where necessary. 

B I 

(fly)! 

3 A 

 

you 

 

   



CAN YOU RENIENI 

Complete each sentence with one word. 

Ei I went shopping, but I 	  buy 

anything. 

El When I 	 

El 	 country won the last World Cup? 

the photo, everybody was smiling. 

4 That's a machine 	 makes pasta. 

la Do you think it's 	  to rain tonight? 

6 He 	 pass the exam tomorrow. He's 

very lazy. 

El It's very hot. I 	 open the window. 

El A What time 	 she coming? 

B At 6:30. 

c Complete the sentences with I'll or I'm going to. 

1 At midnight on December 31st, 	I'm going to  

quit smoking. 

2 No! Don't worry about money. 	  

pay this time. 

3 I'm pregnant and 	 have a baby 

next summer. 

4 I can't go out tonight because 	  

wash my hair. 

5 A Are there any letters for me? 

B Just a second. 	 take a look. 

6 A I'm hungry. 

B OK, 	 make a snack. 

Student Book p.130 Grammar Bank 3D 

2 PRONUNCIATION word stress 

a Underline the stressed syllable in these words. 

1 meeting 
	6 tomorrow 

2 patient 
	

7 optimistic 

3 champagne 
	

8 psychoanalyst 

4 successful 
	

9 understanding 

5 violin 

More Words to Learn 

Write translations and try to remember the words. 

Word Pronunciation Translation 

champagne noun Irxm'pem/ 

patient noun l'peifnt/ 

romance noun /rou'mwns/ 

violin noun /vaio'lm/ 

busy adjective l'Imzi/ 

freezing adjective l'frizml 

frightened adjective I' fraitnd/ 

successful adjective /sok'scsfl/ 

appear  verb /o'pir/ 

especially adverb h'spefali/ 

Can you answer these questions? 
	

J 
11 What do you usually do on Monday morning? 

Ei What are you doing next weekend? 

El What did you dream about last night? 

4 What were you doing at this time yesterday? 

© What are you going to do after you answer this 

question? 

MuItiROM 

b Practice saying the words. 

3 VOCABULARY verbs + prepositions 

Circle the correct preposition. 

1 Don't forget to write to / at me. 

2 The psychoanalyst was talking of / about dreams. 

3 Are you listening to / for me? 

4 They always argue with / for each other. 

5 Think about / of his offer — it's a good one. 

6 I was sitting in the office waiting for / to a phone call. 

7 I'm sorry, but I don't agree to / with you. 

8 I'd like to speak to / at the manager, please. 
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Eating out in 
San Francisco 
Whatever food you're looking for — an 

all-you-can-eat breakfast, a quick 

lunch, a romantic dinner — you'll find 

it in San Francisco. The city is home 

to over 4,500 restaurants and eating 

places. And they're not only for 

tourists. On average, San Franciscans 

eat out 267 times a year. 

You can eat food from 

anywhere in the world, 

from Afghan to 

Argentinian, and from 

Vietnamese to 

vegetarian. With Mexican 

fast-food 

restaurants, 

Italian 

bakeries, 

hundreds of Thai, Chinese, 

Vietnamese, and Korean restaurants, 

and in-and-out Japanese noodle 

shops, it's possible to eat your way 

around the world during a single San 

Francisco weekend. 

And you don't find good food only in 

expensive restaurants. You can try 

great cooking in any number of small 

eating places, where prices are low 

and reservations aren't 

needed. Portions are 

often large, but you 

can ask the 

restaurant to pack 

up anything you don't 

eat so you can take it home. But 

wherever you eat, if you have table 

service, don't forget to tip the waiter. 

The exact amount you leave is up 

to you, but 15-20 percent of the 

check is normal. An easy way to 

calculate your tip is to double the 

sales tax (currently 8.5 percent). 

AN Restaurant problems 	PRACTICAL ENGLISH 

1 PROBLEMS WITH A MEAL 

Complete the problems and requests. 

1 It's very smoky in here  

Do you have at 	 by the 

window? 

2 This fork is d 	  Can I 

h 	  another one, please? 

3 The soup is c 	  Could you 

warm it up f 	  me, please? 

4 I asked for my steak r 	  

This is very well-d 	  

5 Excuse me, I think there's a 

m 	  in the check. I didn't 

have a 	  coffee. 

2 SOCIAL ENGLISH 

Reorder the dialogue, 1 to 6. 

A We could go to a little cafe 
that I know. 

A Listen, it's still early. Let's 
go for a walk. 

A Thank you. That was a 
great dinner. 

B That sounds great. We could 
have another cup of coffee. 	❑  

B Good idea. Where should we go? ❑  

B You're very welcome. I'm glad 
you enjoyed it. 	 ❑  

3 READING 

a Read the article and mark the sentences T (true), F (false), or 
DS (doesn't say). 

1 San Francisco has the best restaurants in the US. 	 DS 

2 You can probably find food from your country in San Francisco. 

3 There are a lot of Asian restaurants. 

4 Japanese noodle shops are quick places to eat. 

5 It's normal to tip whenever you eat out. 

6 You always need to make a reservation to eat in an 
expensive restaurant. 

7 Expensive restaurants have small portions of food. 

8 If your meal costs $100, you should leave a tip of $8.50. 

b Underline five words or phrases you don't know. Use your dictionary 
to look up their meaning and pronunciation. 
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10 

4 

I don't design clothes; I design dreams. 

Ralph Lauren, American fashion designer 

8 

1 VOCABULARY clothes 

a Complete the crossword. 

Clues across 

4 

13 

Clues down 4. 

b Complete the sentences with these verbs. 

try on wear gets 	drcsscd put on take off 

1 She always  gets dressed  before she has breakfast in 

the morning. 

2 What dress did you 	 to the party? 

3 I always 	clothes before I buy them. 

4 I'm cold. I'm going to 	 a sweater. 

5 It's very hot here. 	 your coat. 

3 GRAMMAR present perfect or simple past? 

a Write sentences and questions with the present 
perfect. Use contractions. 

1 he / be / Taipei H 
He hasn't been to Taipei. 

2 she / write / two books 101 

3 they / eat / there before 

Student Book p.150 Vocabulary Bank 
4 you / ever / try / ice-skating 

2 PRONUNCIATION consonant sounds 

Write the words in the chart. 
5 I / see / this movie H 

   

cap shoes tie coat top dress shorts suit 6 we / have / a lot of fun 

   

it  . r* , ,  -- 

shirt T-shirt socks skirt 

7 you / ever / lose / your ID card 

8 he / save / enough for a vacation H 



c Complete the dialogues. 

1 A Have you ever worn  (you / ever / wear) a big hat? 

B Yes, I 	 

A When 	 (you / wear) it? 

B When I 	(go) to a wedding last summer. 

	

2 A 	 (you / ever / borrow) your 

father's clothes? 

B Yes, I 	 

A What 	 (you / borrow)? 

B A tie I 	 (need) one for an interview. 

	

3 A 	 (you / ever / meet) a fashion 

model? 

B No, I 	 

	

4 A 	 (you / ever / buy) any 

second-hand clothes? 

B Yes, I 	 I 	 (buy) a beautiful 

white shirt for $2.00 at a street market. 

	

5 A 	 (you / ever / have) an 

argument about clothes? 

B Yes, I 

 

My brother 	(take) my 

 

the pronunciation 

the stress is on the 
	

the grammar 
following syllable 
	

the translation 

r 	 
business / biznas/ noun negocio 

Study idea 

1 You can use your dictionary to learn the grammar 
and pronunciation of new words, as well as the 
meaning. 

2 Look at the Pronunciation column above. Say the 
words two or three times. 

business ... business ... business. 

Word Pronunciation Translation 

business noun Ibiznas/ 

chain noun Arm/ 

company noun IkAmpanil 

washing machine f warn] mo'fin/ 
noun 

fashionable adjective I fa4nabl/ 

(un)comfortable 
adjective 

PkAinftobl/ 

exactly the same /ig'zwktli oe semi/ 

have an argument /hzev on 'argyumant/ 

the main reason /6o mein 'rizn/ 

 

QUES 10 

 

b Complete the sentences with ever or never. 
	 More Words to Learn 

1 I've  never  been to Guatemala. 	 Write translations and try to remember the words. 
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2 Have you 	flown before? 

3 The children have 	been to Disneyworld. 

4 Have we 	met John's wife? I can't remember. 

5 She has 	done this before. 

6 Have I 	told you about my first boyfriend? 

7 Has your boss 	shouted at you? 

8 It has 	snowed here before. 

best sweater to the beach and 	(ruin) it. 

Student Book p.132 Grammar Bank 4A 

Can you answer these questions? 

Have you ever read a book in English? 

• Have you ever written an e-mail in English? 

▪ What are the most expensive clothes you've ever bought? 

4 Have you ever been abroad? 

Ei Have you ever sung in public? 

MultiROM 
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Remember that as a teenager you are at the last stage in your life 
when you will be happy to hear that the phone is for you. 

Fran Lebowitz, American humorist 

1 VOCABULARY verb phrases 

Complete the expressions with these verbs. 

change clean clean up do make 
spend take use 

1 	clean up  your bedroom, your desk 

2 	 the bed, noise 

3 	 the dishes, housework 

4 	 the channel on the TV, your clothes 

5 	 a computer, the Internet 

6 	 out the trash, the dog for a walk 

7 	 time, a lot of money 

8 	 the house, the floor 

2 GRAMMAR present perfect + yet, already 

a Write sentences with already or yet in the correct 
place. 

1 I've washed the floor. already 

I've already washed the floor. 

2 Have you seen this movie? yet 

3 Hiro has made his bed. already 

4 My parents haven't learned to use the Internet. yet 

5 You've made a mistake. already  

b Complete the sentences for each picture. Use the 
present perfect form of the verbs in parentheses. 

1 She  has already done  (already / do) the dishes. 

2 He 	 (yet / not get up). 

3 They 	 (yet / not buy a printer.) 

4 The train 	 (already / leave). 

Student Book p.132 Grammar Bank 4B 

3 PRONUNCIATION /y/ and /d3/ 

Write a word beginning with the sound in the pictures. 

1 A color. 	yellow  

2 The day before today. 	  

3 Twelve months 	  

4 A place where professors teach 	  

5 The opposite of old. 	  

   

6 Three months that start with this sound. 

 

6 We've been to Costa Rica. already 

     

     

   

7 A kind of short coat 	  

8 Pants made of denim. 	  

9 The opposite of stingy. 	  

10 A sport in which two people fight 	 

  

7 Has the movie started? yet 

     

8 Carla has found a new job. already 

     

     



Divorced 
Portuguese 
men get 
Internet 
survival 
guide 

Change your bed sheets once a week, keep 

pans near the stove, and never wash white 

clothes with dark ones. 

That is just some of the 

advice you can find on a 

popular Internet site 

designed to help recently-

divorced Portuguese men 

do the housework, which 

their wives always did for 

them when they were 

married. 

Young men in Portugal 

usually live with their 

parents, and their mothers 

usually do most, if not all, 

of the cooking and 

cleaning. They often live at 

home until they get 

married. And, when they 

finally marry, most men 

leave the housework to 

their wives. 

According to a recent study, 

married men in Portugal do 

less work around the house 

than in any other European 

Union country. But with the 

number of divorces rising 

rapidly in Portugal, 

thousands of men are 

having to iron their clothes 

and make dinner for the 

first time in their lives. 

Many of these newly-

divorced men have turned 

to a website called 

Vida-On for advice on 

what for them were 

"women's worries". On the 

website they can find out 

which bathroom cleaner 

works best or how to 

clean a stain from a white 

shirt. 

The most popular feature 

is a section offering recipes 

for beginners in the 

kitchen. The 	are 

divided into those that are 

easy, for "normal days", 

and more difficult ones for 

"special days". 

In addition to domestic 

tips, the site gives advice 

for men who are worried 

about starting to date 

again. Other sections offer 

health and beauty tips as 

well as an entertainment 

guide for the newly-single 

man. "These topics are not 

covered in traditional 

men's magazines, and 

women's magazines write 

about them in a 

completely different way," 

said the website founder, 

Jorge Oliveira. A
da

p
te

d 
fr

om
  a

  w
eb

si
te
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4 READING a Read the text. Mark the sentences T (true) or 
F (false). 

1 The website is for men who have just 
gotten divorced. 

2 Most Portuguese men are good at housework. 

3 Portuguese couples usually share the housework. 	 

4 Portuguese men normally leave home after they 

finish school. 

5 There are more and more divorces in Portugal. 

6 Men's and women's magazines give different 
kinds of advice. 

b Look at the highlighted words. What do you think 
they mean? Check with your dictionary. 

More Words to Learn 
Write translations and try to remember the words. 

Word Pronunciation Translation 

judge noun /d3Ad3/ 

mess noun hugs/ 

moody adjective Imudil 

complain verb /kom'plem/ 

insult verb /m'sAlt/ 

throw out verb /Oro° aut/ 

treat verb /trit/ 

at the last minute /xt Oo laast 'mmot/ 

covered (with) / kAvord/ 

go to court /gou to kort/ 

Can you answer these questions? 

O Have you made your bed yet today? 

la Have you had lunch yet? 

▪ Have you done your English homework yet? 

CI Have you made plans for next weekend yet? 

Have you had dinner yet today? 
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Time is the coin of your life. Only you can decide how to spend it. 

Don't let other people spend it for you. 

Carl Sandburg, American poet 

Faster, faster! 

 

  

1 GRAMMAR comparatives, as...as, less... than... 

a Complete the sentences with the correct 
comparative form of the adjective / adverb. 

1 The weather is 	worse 	today than it was 
yesterday. (bad) 

2 Please drive 	  You're going too fast! 
(slowly) 

3 I failed the test. I'll work 	 next time. 
(hard) 

4 Her life has become 	 since she had her 
second child. (+ stressful) 

5 That joke is 	 than the last one you told. 
(funny) 

6 The climate in the northern part of my country is 
	 than in the south. (wet) 

than you. (good) 

	than soccer in the US. 

b Rewrite the sentences using not as ... as. 

6 Tokyo is more expensive than Seoul. 

Seoul 	  

7 Ivana dresses more elegantly than Bianca. 

Bianca 	  

8 Classical music is more relaxing than rock music. 

Rock music 	  

Student Book p.132 Grammar Bank 4C 

2 PRONUNCIATION /o/ and /ar/, word stress 

a Underline the stressed syllable in these words. 

5 American 
	

9 journalist 

6 harder 
	

10 today 

7 minutes 
	

11 sickness 

8 machines 
	

12 longer 

b Now circle the /a/ and /or/ sounds. 
Be careful! Some words have more 
than one of these sounds. 

7 She sings 	 

8 Basketball is 
(+ popular) 

1 ®go 

2 future 

3 parents 

4 happened 

c Practice saying the words in a. 

 

3 VOCABULARY expressions with time 

Complete the sentences with these words. 

spend waste on take a long 
don't have enough save 

 

  

     

1 This vacuum cleaner is quieter than that one. 

That vacuum cleaner 	isn't as quiet as this one  

2 Carlos speaks more quickly than David. 

David 	  

3 Russia is bigger than the US. 

The US 	  

4 Portugal played better than Greece. 

Greece 	  

5 Kim drives more carefully than Mark. 

Mark 	  

1 Don't 	waste 	time doing things you don't enjoy. 

2 The flight to New Zealand is going to 	 time 

3 I'm sorry, but I 	 time to see you today. 

4 She needs to 	 more time studying. 

5 We'll 	 time if we take the train. Then we 

won't get stuck in traffic. 

6 I hope we arrive 	 time. My dad is meeting 

me at the airport. 



4 READING 
a Read the story and put the pictures in the correct order. 
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The Fisherman and the Banker 

An American banker was walking on a beautiful beach 

in a small Mexican village. He saw a fisherman in his 

boat with a few fish on it. 

"Great fish!" he said. "How long did it take you to 

catch them?" 

"Not very long," answered the fisherman. 

"Why didn't you stay at sea longer to catch some 
more?" asked the banker. 

"There are enough fish here to feed my family," 

answered the fisherman. 

Then the banker asked, "But what do you do the 

rest of the time?" 

"I sleep late, I fish a little, I play with my kids, I take 

naps. In the evening, I go to see my friends in the 

village. We drink wine and play the guitar. I'm busier 

than you think. Life here isn't as ..." 

The banker interrupted him. "I have an MBA from 

Harvard University and I can help you. You're not 

fishing as much as you can. If you start fishing for 

longer periods of time, you'll get enough money from 

selling the fish to buy a bigger boat. Then with the 

money you'll get from catching and selling more fish, 

you could buy a second boat and then a third one and 

so on. Then instead of selling your fish to stores, you 

could sell them directly to a fish factory, or even open 

your own factory. Then you'll be able to leave your little 

village for Mexico City, where you could direct the 

company." 

"How long will that take?" asked the fisherman. 

"About 15 to 20 years," answered the banker. 

"And then?" 

"Then it gets more interesting," said the banker, 

smiling and talking more quickly. "When the moment 

comes, you can put your company on the stock market 

and you will make millions." 

"Millions? But then what?" 

"Then you can retire, live in a small village by the sea, 

go to the beach, sleep late, play with your kids, ..." 

b Mark the sentences T (true) or F (false). 

1 The fisherman needed more fish. 	 F 

2 He enjoyed his lifestyle. 

3 The banker wanted him to work harder. 

4 He told the fisherman to buy a smaller boat. 

5 The banker said he would be rich in five years. 

6 He probably didn't convince the fisherman. 

More Words to Learn 

Write translations and try to remember the words. 

Word Pronunciation Translation 

headlines noun I hedlainz/ 

newspaper article 
noun 

/ nuzpetpar 'arttkl/ 

speed noun /spill/ 

traffic noun I tnefild 

obsessed (with) /ob'sEst/ 
adjective 

previous adjective I' privigs/ 

relaxed  adjective /rflwkst/ 

stressed adjective /strest/ 

stressful  adjective I' stresfl/ 

slow down verb /sloo dawn/ 

QUESTION TIME 

Can you answer these questions? 	 J 
Are you busier now than you were a year ago? 

Do you work or study harder now than a year ago? 

El Would you like to live somewhere quieter or more exciting? 

101 Is your town or city as big as New York City? 

El Do you speak English as well as your friends? 
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A great city is that which has the greatest men and women. 
Walt Whitman, American poet 

1 GRAMMAR superlatives (+ ever + present perfect) 

a Complete the sentences with the superlative of an 
adjective from the box. 

cheap dangerous boring polluted 
far bad impatient easy 

1 Some people wear masks on the street because it is the 

most polluted  city in this country. 

2 She's the 	 person I know. She hates 

waiting for anything. 

3 Thirty kilometers is the 	 I've ever walked 

in one day. 

4 This store is really expensive. The 	 suit 

costs $1,000! 

5 This exercise is the 	  I did it in five 

minutes. 

6 I never want to go to that restaurant again. I had the 

	 dinner of my life. 

7 It's the 	 road in the country. There are 

hundreds of accidents every year. 

8 That was the 	 movie I've ever seen. I fell  

b Circle the correct adjective. 

1 It's the busier / busies.  city I've ever been to. 

There are so many people and cars everywhere. 

2 The river is the dirtier / dirtiest I have ever seen. 

The water is black, and it's full of garbage. 

3 The restaurants are more expensive / the most 

expensive than the last time I was here. 

4 It's the noisier / noisiest hotel I've ever stayed in. 

5 The buses are slower / the slowest than the subway. 

c Write sentences with ever. 

1 He / rude person / I / meet 

He's the rudest person I've ever met. 

2 This / exciting book / I / read 

3 It / beautiful building / we / see 

4 That / funny joke / you / tell 

5 It / beautiful photograph / I / take 

6 That / stupid thing / I / do 

7 That / delicious meal / he / make 

8 These / good poems / she / write. 

asleep after half an hour! 	 Study Link Student Book p.132 Grammar Bank 4D 



More Words to Learn 

Write translations and try to remember the words. 

Word Pronunciation Translation 

accident noun l' wksadont/ 

change noun Itiemd3/ 

gardener noun I gardnar/ 

grocery store noun fgrousari stor/ 

reputation noun /repyo'tetin/ 

fall down verb /fol 'dawn/ 

find out verb /famd aut/ 

several  determiner I' scvral/ 

sure / of course /fur/ /ov kors/ 

too much (money) /tu mAtf/ 

QUESTION TIME 1.111111=1111112111  

Can you answer these questions? 	 .J 

111  What's the best restaurant you've ever eaten in? 

What's the most comfortable hotel you've ever stayed in? 

P What's the worst movie you've ever seen? 

What's the coldest place you've ever been to? 

What's the noisiest city you've ever visited? 

MultiROM 

2 VOCABULARY opposite adjectives 

a Complete the sentences with the opposite of the 
adjectives in parentheses. 

1 Where's the most i  nteresting 	(boring) place you've 

ever been to? 

2 That man is so i 	  (patient)! 

3 New York is a very s 	  (dangerous) city 

these days. 

4 Tokyo is an extremely n 	  (quiet) city. 

5 The salesperson was very r 	  (polite). 

6 The subway in New York is very c 	  

(empty). 

7 Los Angeles is a very p 	  (clean) city — 

there are so many cars. 

8 Most of the buildings in this city are very 

m 	  (old). 

b Write the correct prefix to make opposite adjectives. 

un- im- 

1 un  healthy 
	

5 	polite 

2 	possible 
	

6 _happy 

3 _comfortable 
	

7 _mature 

4 	friendly 	8 	patient 

Student Book p.145 Vocabulary Bank 
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3 PRONUNCIATION /or/, /or/, ARV, word stress 

a Circle the word with a different sound. 

-,..., 

0, lb  
11111111111. 

boring 

cciirti) 

four 

T-shirt 

court 

worst 

cold 

old 

bought 

more 

of course 

mature 

b Underline the stressed syllable in these adjectives. 

1 unfriendly 
	

5 immature 

2 beautiful 
	

6 unhappy 

3 exciting 
	

7 unhealthy 

4 dangerous 
	

8 impossible 

 

CAN YOU REMEMRE  

 

Complete each sentence with one word. 	 3 4 

Q A Are you 	 out tonight? 

B Yes, to the movies. 

D I don't think it 	 snow much this winter. 

▪ I promise I 	  tell anyone your secret 

	 your sister play sports? 

	 your boyfriend ever met your parents? 

I don't want a sandwich. I 	  already eaten 

lunch. 

pi Your computer isn't 	  fast as mine. 

CI That's the best movie I've 	  seen. 
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San Francisco 
International 
Airport 
San Francisco International 
Airport is 14 miles south of the 
city. Travel time to downtown 
San Francisco during rush hour 
is about 40 minutes; at other 
times it's about 20-25 minutes. 

Getting into town from the airport 

BART (Bay Area 

Rapid Transit, the 

San Francisco subway, 

www.bart.gov) began 

running from the 

airport to the city in 

2003. This new 

route avoids traffic 

and costs about $6 

each way, 

depending on 

exactly where you're 

going. Trains leave 

approximately every 

20 minutes. 

TAXIS from the 

airport to downtown 

San Francisco cost 

$30 to $35, plus tip 

(around 15% of the 

fare). 

AIRPORT BUSES 

leave from outside 

the baggage claim 

area every 

30 minutes. No 

reservations are 

needed. They stop at 

several hotels near 

Union Square, 

including the Grand 

Hyatt, the San 

Francisco Hilton, and 

the Palace Hotel. 

For the return trip, 

the buses pick up at 

hotels as early as 

5:30 a.m. Make a 

reservation 24 hours 

in advance if 

possible. The cost 

per person is $10 

one way, $15 round 

trip; children under 

12 are free. 

Lost in San Francisco 	PRACTICAL ENGLISH 

1 ASKING FOR INFORMATION 

Circle the correct word in each line. 

A Can you recommend 1®/ the good restaurant? 

B Well, YumYum 2  has / is a great Thai restaurant. 

A How 3  close / far is it from here? 

B Oh, it's pretty 4  close / far. Just a couple of 

blocks. 

A 5  Can / Do I walk from here? 

B Sure. It'll only 6  take / need you five minutes. 

A Can you show me 7  in / on the map? 

B OK. We're here, and YumYum is here, 8  in / on 

the corner. 

A Thanks. What time does it 9  close / closes? 

B Not 10  after / until midnight. You have plenty 

of time. 

2 SOCIAL ENGLISH 

Complete the dialogue with one word in 
each blank. 

A Excuse me, don't I 1  kn  ow  you? 

B No, I don't 2  th 	 so. 

A I'm 3  su 	I know you. Weren't you in 

Miami last year, studying English? 

B Yes. Wait a minute! Yes, now I 4  re 	 

You're Carlos. 

A That's 5  ri 	. And you're Ana! 

B Wow! What are you 6  do 	here? 

A I'm 7  st 	again. Still trying to improve my 

English! And you? 

B I'm on 8  va 	. Actually, I'm looking for 

somewhere to buy some stamps. 

A I know 9  wh 	the post office is. I'll walk 

with you if you like. 

B Are you sure? That's very 10  ki 	of you. 

3 READING 

a Read the article and answer these questions. 

1 How far is the airport from downtown San Francisco? 

14 miles  

2 How much does BART cost for two people going one way? 

3 If your taxi fare is $40, how much should you tip? 	 

4 How much does the airport bus cost for two adult round trips? 

5 What time is the earliest bus to the airport? 	  

6 Which forms of transportion will take you straight to your 

hotel? 
	

and 

b Underline five words or phrases you don't know. Use your 
dictionary to look up their meaning and pronunciation. 
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How to use your American English File 2 MultiROM 

ON YOUR COMPUTER 

Grammar Quizzes 

There is one Grammar Quiz for each File of the Student 
Book. Each quiz has 20 questions — each time you do the 
quiz, the questions appear in a different order. 

Use the Grammar Quizzes to test your 
grammar after each File of the Student Book. Do the 
quizzes again later for review. Can you improve your 
score? 

ON YOUR COMPUTER OR CD PLAYER 

At the end of each Workbook lesson, there is a Question 
Time box. Can you answer the questions? 

Use the MultiROM to listen to the questions, 
repeat them, listen again and answer them. Answer the 
questions again later for review. 

lesson 	track 
	

lesson 	track 
1A 
1B 
1C 
1D 
2A 
2B 
2C 
2D 
3A 
3B 
3C 
3D 
4A 
4B 
4C 
4D 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
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13 
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15 
16 
17 

5A 
5B 
5C 
5D 
6A 
6B 
6C 
6D 
7A 
7B 
7C 
7D 
8A 
8B 
8C 
8D 
9A 
9B 

18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 

Vocabulary Bank 

These exercises review the words and phrases from the 
Vocabulary Bank pages of the Student Book. 

Study Link 	Use the Vocabulary Bank section of the 
MultiROM every time you complete a Vocabulary Bank 
page in the Student Book. Test your memory and improve 
your pronunciation and spelling. 

Sound Bank 

The Sound Bank shows you how to pronounce all the 
vowel and consonant sounds presented in the Student 
Book. Each sound has five extra example words. 

Use the Sound Bank to help you practice the 
sounds of English and learn the symbols that represent 
them in a dictionary. Improve your pronunciation and 
become a better dictionary user. 

Practical English 

There is a Practical English section for each Practical 
English lesson in the Student Book. Each section has two 
activities — a "Listen and choose" activity and a "Listen 
and repeat" activity. 

Use Practical English to review and practice 
the language in the Practical English lessons of the Student 
Book. 



Texts and activities use humor, intrigue, 
surprises to spark conversation. 

Emphasis on communicative competence 
A balance of skills, vocabulary, pronunciation, a id 

grammar gets students speaking with confidersc :e. 
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Student Book American 	now with 

English File 
Get everyone talking 
Fun, motivating lessons 

integrates multimedia into the core le 
Icons in the Student Book and Workbook show 
learners when to use the MultiROM and 
Website for better results. 

MultiPACK 2A 
Special features of the Student Book: 

Real-world input guaranteed 
to spark interest 	p. 18 
Practical English with 
integrated video 	p. 12 
Grammar Bank 	 p. 126 
Illustrated Vocabulary Bank 	p. 148 
Illustrated Sound Bank with 
unique sound pictures 	p. 156 

SSa ns 

Special features of the 
Workbook: 
Study Idea 	p. 27 
Question Time 	p. 18 
More Words 
to Learn 	p. 11 
Practical English 	p. 30 

English Sounds Pronunciation 
Chart based on an original idea 
and design by Paul Seligson 
and Carmen Dolz 

To order Oxford University Press publications, please see our latest 
catalog or contact your local Oxford office or sales representative. WWW.OUp.COM  

integrated 
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Grammar 
ide extra 

Workbook with MultiROM 
• Lesson-by-lesson reviews include extra 

pronunciation and listening practice 
• Study tips focus students on how to 

learn 
• MultiROM (self-study CD-ROM and 

audio CD in one) includes grammar, 
vocabulary, listening, pronunciation, 
and video activities 

Teacher's Book 
• Full teaching notes and extra suggestions, 

plus tips for mixed-ability classes 
• Reproducible language and 

communicative activities for every lesson, 
plus a song for every file 

Video 
• Fully integrated in the Student Book to 

bring the Practical English lessons to life 

Class Audio CD 
• Complete listening and pronunciation 

program for the Student Book activities 

Test Generator 
• Over 1,000 items that can be edited to 

create personalized tests 
• Ready-to-print quizzes and tests for each 

file, plus entry, mid-term, and final tests 

Website 
• Student website with interactive exercises 

and games 
www.oup.com/elt/americanenglishfile  

• Teacher website with extra resource 	TTI 

reference material 
www.oup.com/elt/teacher/americanengl  
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